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PREFACE

On'October 14-15, 1976, a symposiuM on occupational research and information
was held under the sponsorship, of the Pennsylvania State Board of Education in coop-
eration with:

Pennsylvania Department of Education

Pennsylvania Department of'Labor and Indus ry

Governor's Office for Federal Manpower Coordination

Temple University (Center for 'Ecbnomic Education)
School of Business Administration

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Region III

.Individuals representing education government and private industry addressed them
selves to the need for occupational research and information as well as problems of
program and policy implementation..

The purpose of the symposium was to bring together individuals interested
in generating and using occupational information for educational and economic plan-
ning and decision making. Equally important, it was conducted to improve communi-
cations among local, state and federal agencies which produce,and/or use occupational
research and information. Finally, an all-encompassing objective was to address the
communications gap between education and the world of work.

We have heard those purposes stated in the past and the present; they are
not new. In fact, they are very common objectives, ones which have been repeated --'
by many, including myself, over the past 10 years or more as An employe of priv
indUatry and as a member of the Pennsylvania State Board of Education. More
I feel certain that I'll continue to repeat and list them as priorities , b cause
they are essential to maintain and improve the use of human resources, yapabilities
and conditions of the labor market. Further, their accomplishment i',Aot a single
effort, but one which must be continually Addressed because of changing social,
economic and educational conditions.

t

As a result of these beliefs, the Committee for yocational Education of
the Pennsylvania State Board of Education has continued the-spomsoo _rship of an occu-
pational,research symposium and offers the symposium proceedings as an effort toward
addressing those education and work priorities.

-a_l L. Rose, Chairman
_Committee for Vocational Education
,Pennsylvania State-Board of Education



Ir uction

SUMMARY

Changing economic, occupational and demographic variables have had a sub-
stantial impact on educationand employment and training programs. As a result,
federal legislation and civic-minded individuals have defined problems and de-
veloped.programs which emphasize education and work relationships. These pro-
graMs, fOcusing on vocational training, career counseling and Job placement, are
intended-to provide opportunities for knowledge, skill development and employment
for individuals who desire it.

/If goals ate to be achieved, certain political, economic and educational
forces must parallel each other. The objectives and procedures are often unclear,
as the efforts of the 1960s and 1970s have shown: Nonetheless, the desire to
attain that goal remains ad-indiViduals and agencies, both public and private, work
togeth5r tb clarify specific probleffiS-and develop effective programs to achieve
a better worklife for. all people. One effOrt-Lwas_this symposium, where diverse
groups With common objectives addressed certain issues-problems and their solu-
tions

Ob ectives and Proc

As in the past two symposiums and with this symposium sponsored by the

State Board of Education, a major purpose was to improve co unications between

individuals and federal, state and local agencies which prodn or use occupa-
tional research and related information for program planning a decision-making;
Additionally, this year's symposium involved representatives of private industry
in discussions on education, work issues and concerns. The theme, "Occupational

Research and Information: People, Problems, Programs--A Local, State and Federal
Cooperative," was the basis for four concurrent group sessions. One session fo-
cused an the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, labor market data and
methodology; another addressed the occupational research and information for less
than the baccalaureate degree labor market; a third group dealt with occupational
research and information for the baccalaureate and higher degree labor market; and
the fourth addressed private industry, government and education relationships and

issues

Following the presentations within each group, selected discussants reacted
_to_eaeh_t_ople. _This,was_fallowed by anaudience. question-and-answer period and a

: general summary presented iii7a--elosing general session,--, ,

The opening general session, ''AlteNcLook at the Economic Environment," .-4as -

intended to-follow through on a suggest onJ)y Seymour L. Wolfbein, a speaker at
last year's symposium. He identified, inth-se deliberations, a common concern::
"What assumptions shall we make for the future ' He stated:

L"As we.beginthe fourth quarter of the cent-y I think there are a
number of eritically'important and, surpassing ,impertant reversals

occurring in this eountry. .A real1y big switch bas occurred between
what happened in=the third quarterok-.\the centurY\and the beginning

of the fourth. Ponder it sometime\and see if it relly isn'ttrue
\

, that if we look these'straight in tile eye,-we might 0 odt with

some quite different assessments--even in the technoly of how we
make pur asSumptions" (1975 Proceedings, p. 132).
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Additionally, two keynote speeches.were given. One focused on the employment
and unemployment.situation in the United States; and 'the second defined the educa-
tional and gavernmental concerns of private industry. Both:topics were 7:on-
sidered to be of general interest to all participants.

As in past years, the symposium procedures attempted to.offer an opportunity
to participate in the planning and conAuct of the program. By including indivi-
duals from different rogencies with common interests in occupational research and
information, we hoped to foster a c'operative atmosphere in defining future needs
and efforts.

Presentation HighLig_ht_s_

The purpose of this section is to reiterate major points and issues raised in
the presentations. More precisely, it attempts to more concisely reflect the sig-
nificant issues, major concerns and interests of the symposium participants. This
author accepts full responsibility for any errors of omission and commission.

In the opening general session discussion focused on the public's understand-
ing of economics and on the past, present and future economic environment. Emphasis
was given to the need for universal economic education so that if the pqritiples of
economics were more widely understood and respected, better policy decisions would

--7- be made for the benefit of society.

In the presentation of an optimistic fu-ure scenari_ "The Next_200 Years," it
was shown that growth is possible and needed because it mill give the necessary
knowledge and resources to solve problems of today-, and the possibility of suriiiying
the unforeseen. Implications for future employment included greater automation,\
increased leisure and-a-steady trend ard more employment in certain service occn7
pations.

The session on the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) 'focused
on a national evaluation of that act, and the local administrator's (prime sponsor)
program operational concerns. One of the findings of this evaluation was that
decentralization of employment and training programs, a primary expectation of
Congress, did take place. Another finding was that the prime sponsors did many of
the same things that were done in the past, though some changes did occur. For
example, there was a shift from on-the-job training to work experience programs.
Finally, in regard to whether CETA was more, or less, efficient than the previous
Manpower Development Training Act, it was stated that no definitive answer exists
at this time. The lack of definitive answers rests with the problem of what to
measure, and with identifying the most realiable and valid variables.

From a prime sponsor's viewpoint, major concerns relate to definition and
service delivery problems. Several major questions were raised: "Who are the
unemployed and who are the clients thatthe prime sponsors must serve?"

-Additionally, concern was expressed for the excessive time spent on defin-
ing and developing delivery systems instead of dealing with how to identify
.clients. Specifically, definitions are needed to answer questions such as,
"Are the-clients long-term, hard-core unemployed, or are they skilled persons



who have been furloughed on a long7term basis but will probably return to work
when the economy improves?" Job-placement services were another major concern.
It was indicated that in certain labor inarket areas there are many jobs that people
don't want. And if all the unemployed in a certain area Would take those jobs,
the result would be few unemployed Tersons. Esbentially, this relates to the
'needrfor effectively matching individual job requirements with individual capabili-
ties and interests. A final concern was that existing vocational education creates
a major problem because of the written law which states that a three-level agreement
must be made among local school boards, prime sponsors and the appropriate state
Agencies in order t6 provide certain program offerings. Also, the point was made
that private indUstry desires to do its own training rather than having it done by
government agencies.

The session on labor market data and methodology included two presentations,
"Pennsylvania Occupational Statistics Program," and "Underemployment: Conceptual
Issues."

The Occupational Employment Statistics Program was.outlined--purpose, design,
and outcbmes. :It is a cooperative _effort between the state employment service
agencies And the U.S. Department of Labor. The program was designed to collect
data and_developstatistical information to measure the occupational growth and

tbe-tbanging occupational structure of :the labor force in the :United States, the
individual states and lda-17-17abor,imarketa".--\ This information can provide a basis

for projecting occupational requiremc,zsan satisfy certain needs' specified in
the legislation for vocational education and human resources training. Moreover,
local employment service offices ean_use inf rmation-on industry occupational
patterns to help locate_employment oppertunit es fer ariplicants.

The presentation on underemployment explFred Implications of this labor
market problem; A comprehensive definition of\underemployment was offered as
follews:

An involuntary employment condition where workers are in jobs. Part

time or full time, in which their current skills, including,formal
and work-experience training, are 'technically underutilized and thus
undervalued, relative to these of otherindividuals of Similar abili-
ty who have made equivalent investments in skill developtent

Two major forms of underemployment were defined: Antraskill and interskill.
Intraskill occurs when individuals within a skill groupt;4re less able to'use their

ASkills,thans the average-individual from this group. /Interskili refersto a
condition where an individual in a occupational group is underutiliied in employ-
ment relative to individuals from other occupational groups where training costs
are the same)Dut the nature of occupational preparation differs.

In the session, "Occupational Research and Information for Less Than the
Baccalaureate Degree Labor Market," the following issues were_addressed: work and

school relationship, the effectiveness Of work-experience : eigrams,' the asSessment
of-federally sponsored vocational education research, and the labor supply for
lower-level occupations.



The presentation, "Work--Not School--Comes First," focused on the need to
-view the worker as a citizen, not merely a tool in the industrial society of\
today. It was argued that the world of work is pre-eminent--it even has a pri-
ority 04er schooling in the sense that it directs the educational system and a
child's development and the resulting reflect the world of work in many ways.

Inrecent years school-supervised work-experience programs have proliferate4
in secondary schools. From the presentation on the preliminary results of a study' ---

to determine the costs and benefits associated with these programs, a number of
Positive findings to support those programs were offered. For example, U was found
that participation in a work-eXperience program, especially in a cooperative program
in Which jobs are related to,courses of study, probably enhances a student's employ-
'ability, increases the "relevance" bf education, reduces the dropout rate, and yields
greater satisfaction with both- school and jobs. Finally, immediately after gradu-
ation, participants in such programs do not ippear te earn higher'mages, but over
a longer period of,time, they may have greater opportunities for preferred jobs in
certain areas. \\

\
1 \"A Perspective on Assessing Vocational Education Research,and Development"

-[

reviews a study conducted by the Committee on Vocational Education Researdli\and
0 -

Development of the National Academy of Sciences. The major conClusions of tl-Cs
1

study was that $250 million spent by the U.S. Office of Education on Vocationa

widespread-impact. Although there.was an absence of adequate d ta and models for
Education Research And Wvelopment over the last ten yeats have not,had documented,

ia rigorous evaluation, the.available data do not indicate that vocational educa-
tion research and development findings and products have had anAnfluence on the
knowledge., skills'or employability of:large numbers of students.', The committee
felt that vocational education research and development shares with,educational
research and development a lack of both demonstrated impact on students and
methods for rigorously measuring impact,

1

The final paper of this session analy2es the labor supply or lower-level
occuPations for the 1970s and mid1980s. Indications are that ere will be a
shortage of people who traditionally fill these job openings. Th se lower-level
ocCupations, described as jobs of last resort, are taken by people when nothing
elsejs available. This occupationalgroup includes most laborer o cupations as
well as certain low-skilled, personal-service occupations such as domestics, clean-
ing service workers, coOks and kitchen workers.

A
\

\
'Frem projections based on trend for the 1960s and 1970s and extended to,

1985, tha most significantohange expe:ted is the sharp rednction in theproportion

T;
of young people in the labor force. _ese,peeple were identified as the Ones Who
had increasingly been employed in those lower level jops, at least temporarily.
Mbreover, it mas pointed-oUt, a greate number of adult-workers are going to be
better educated and:less willing_to tak these jobs. As a result, there wili be
relative "shortages" rather than a "snrplus" of college-trainedWorkers.

Additionally, the review of past dccupational trends identified the follow ng
major sources of the loWer-level labor orce: hlack-workers, imMigrants, migrants
from farm to city, youth and women. Fr m 1960 to 1970 it was found that there
was a significant,xeplacement of black. workers in the lower-level occupations.
From a projection' of the labor force to 1980 and 1985, by broad occupation group
and from a comparison of these results with the Bureau'of f,abor Statistics'
projections of employment, the following conclusions were made: the labor supply

0

1
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w 11 grow more rapidly than demand for the higher level occupationsprofessional,
te-hnical and managerial--and the lower level occupations will experience labor-
sup ly shortages. The reduced supply of youth for these jobs in the 1980s was
def ned as the major contributing factor.

The group session, "Occupational Research and Information for the Baccalau-
reate and Higher Degree Labor Market," focused en the higher education response
to the changing labor market.

e presentation, "The Role of Supply and Derend Forces in the Changing Mar-
ket fo CoLlege Graduates," highlighted the job market decline for the college
gradua ea n the 1970s. Specifically, it wasdndicatea that the income of young ,

gradua es fell inorelation to that of their high school peers; proportionately,fewer
colleg men and women obtained professional jobs than in the past; many recent
bachef s master's anddoctoral degree graduates could not find positions in the
fields n which they were trained,: while the cost of college continued to rise
rapidl

T 1970s' deterioration of the graduate job market and resultant decline
the e onomic rewards to higher education can be gauged in several ways. These

include comparisons of income, starting salaries,'types of jobs held by graduates,
and rates of return to investments, which take into account direct and previoua
costs of education.

At the same time:that the income and employment position of college grad-
uates weakened in the 1970s, the direct costs ofcollege continued to rise, re-
ducing the rate:of return to the investment. The downturn in the college job
market had substantial adverse effects on the inceme,.employment and return to
the college investment, with the young graduates of the periodbearing the brunt
of the,change in the market.

The causes of change include (1) tht-.cyclic state of the economy,_ which
weakened after 1969,,pobsibly reducing deiand-lor new graduates in the Period;
and (2) changes in demand due'-re less researeh-and-development.spending and slower
growth of employment of college-trained People in such:industries as "education"
and "the federal government."

From the presentation, "ProjectionSdf,Science and Engineering Ph.D. Supp_
and Use...",a nember of differences and-similarities were defined in a.,comParison
of the NatiOnaUScience Foundation and Bureau of Labor Statistits,projeCtions 6f
the supply an&demand for doctorates in science and-engineering. First, both sets
of:projections start with the same set of broad assumptions regarding gross national
product and economic trends. .The most significant difference, a considerably higher
total supply of science and engineering Ph.Ds. in the BLS model; is due to the use
of a-set of enrollment and degree projections prepared by the-Office of Education.
However, the enrollment and degree projections have dince been revised substantially'
downward. Correction for this difference brings the BLS and NSF supply projections
to within 11 per cent of each other and the demand projections to 'within three per
dent. Other unresolved differences are due to differences in more ',specific assump
tions, such as the proportion of baccalaureates entering graduatehool, the trend
in pupil/teacher ratio, etc'. BLS demand projectiona are generally higher than
NSFs because more faculty are needed to teach the larger number of students in the

5



BLS model And because BLS pro ects constant R&D spending at a level almost 15 per
cent higher than NSF in 1985. Conclusions resulting from the analysis are: (1)

Closer coordination between BLS and NSF is necessary to avoid apparmt conflicts
between two seta of projections; and (2) in spite of the differences in the two
sets of projections, both BLS and NSF show a large surplus of Ph.D. recipients
for traditional Ph.D. jobs in the 1972-85 period.

The study to determine the usefulness of a college education to those gradu-
Ates pursuing various careers provided specific.answers to questions, such as how
graduates use their education in their work and what recommendations they would
malce to help/future generations prepare for employment.

The major findings, based on the results of sUrveys of college graduates,
eemed to_riender moot the current arguments supporting either "vocationalise or

',humeri-ism." Specifically, those recent college'graduates who were employed found
Substantial vocational vape in humanistic curricula. They also found general
applicability or basic udefulnese in business curricula that educators label vo-

cational. A major Conclusion of'this study suggests that the nation's colleges -

re-examine the curricula offered for fUture students, so that the next generation
may graduate into a world ofuncertainties and change with its fundamentals firm
and -.Its adaptability a foregone conclusion.

anloutline Of strategies and procedures fof using-occupational information
for a career development and placement center, emphasis was placed on the impor-
tances pf establishing objectives and identifying certain assumptions about career
development and placement. A center's major objective was defined as-assisting
students in exploring, Confirming and implementing their life/career plans and
goals. Career concerns of individuals are viewed as developmental and, therefore,
educational agencies should nrovide Services that potentially benefit any student.

The final presentation for the higher education occuaptional research session
focused on an'overview of "Pennsylvania Postsecondary Degree,,Programs: Need, Avail-

ability, Supply, Oversupply." it was concerned not only with possible program dupli-
cation but with the need to identify gaps in programs provided. The proposition
advanced was that one cannot determine:whether program duplication exists and
whether such co7existence of:programs might he'deemed wasteful until a broader un-
derstanding:of the need and availability of programs in relationship one to the
other is established.

The fourth concurrent session focused on private industry!s view of educe-
tio- and on selected Concerns on employment-issues and problems.

-
Perceptions by people representing private industry pointed to the need- for

continuoue communications between buslnesses.and schools. Further, there was a ,

,defined ta improve the mechanisms for putting the unemployed, to'Vork and those
seeking jobs for the first time. Additionally, concern was expressed for the devel-
opment and/or improvement of strategies and procedures for gathering and Using laboi
market information. It Was stated that both government and education can do a better
job of gathering information and placing value,on t14 information and projections
they receive from the private sector. Additionally, the point was madethat a sym7
posium such as this one needs greater input from Strfl oyers and workers.

1 2
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The second presentation focused on job information services and i'mto-
matic matching. The public employment service is deeply involved with people
seeking work and receives about 15 million applicants and six million job open-
ings a year. It estimates that it fills 60 to 65 per cent of those job openings.

To meet the needs of the increased work load and specifically the greater
1.4iber lf individuals needing employment 'Orvices, a job information service

was devuloped. Parallelling the development of the job information service is the
joh\bank, a method of exposing those six million job orders°(a national figure) to
the clients who come to the employment service in need of help to find jobs. There
are Many ways of alerting job seekers to jobs: printed media, microfiche, etc.
Presently we are attempting to improve self-help techniques for people who can
help themselves. This is for the literate indivie':al who understands the relation-
ship of skills being asked for and his/her own skills in trying to make an effec-
tive job match. In essence,'the automated job-matching system is instructed to
read the job files once a day, and for those job orders it selects possible appli-
cants for referrals for those jobs orders on the following day. The initial selectjon
was made by having the computer match job requirements with individual qualifics-.
tions, and thus minimizing the human activity in the selection of individuals for
job referrals. This process can oc`Cur in one of two ways, eitherusing a job order
to find applicants, or for a given applicant to find possible jobs. Another way for
job transaction is to have the computev'do'the matching 'instantaneously.

The system has value for organizations sponsored by the Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act, welfare organizations, school systems--both secondary
and postsecondary.

_

Analyiing jobs as esolution to oCcupational problems has been a continuing
priority forboth employers and those inVolved in education, training and place-
ment .This presentation.indieated.that,one of the important conderns of the job .

service_office is to makepeople aware that they have tO know their jobs--the re-
quirements-needed to perform the job-ina satisfactory and productiVe manner. It
was'emphasized that if people In education, employere and the emploYMent ser-
vickdo-not knoW what is job-related and how to establish valid hiring require-
ments, then a maasiye effort must be made to train them. There, probably are'
jobs for eVerybodyi and those jobs, are based on qualifications. Agencies, such as
education, labor, government, private Industry, etd., can collectively address this
task realistically.-

-In the'presentation, "The impact df.Equal Opportunity," three areas related to
the work force of the-Commonwealth of Pennsylvania were reviewed: (1) analysis
o unemployment and undereMployment figures for minorities in the Commonwealth work
force; "(2) approaches which can be used to remedy existing inequities snrrounding
unemployment and underemployment; 'and (3) approaches to be used hy the.BureaU of
/Affirmative Action-to equalize employment opportunity. Because of these employment
patterns, it is sometimes wrongly inferred that women and minorities "naturally,
belong!' in particular jobs. Consequently, they'are sometimes wrongly--and unlaw-
fully="steered" into certain positions at the earliest stages of the selection'.
procesi. 'Later, after being hired, many individuals in lower level positions find
they are being held in thOse positions for the convenience of their supervisors
under policies which make it difficult for one to apply for i transfer withoui

7



forming.his/her supervisor'in advance. Since minoritieL and,woien ate usually
gro4ped in the lower-level categOries, such policies tend to adverselyAffect them.
Achievingthe goals of hirfhg, retaining, training and promoting qualified,women And
minorities in every,Phage of the Commonwealth work force and complerelY eradi- :

eating job and wage-disparities- are the importeof the affirmative ietion program.
. .,

.

,

_ in a keynote address, John J. O'_Connell, vice president of industrial relations,
Bethlehem Steel Corporation,Alighlighted rh-e-presentatiorL"The Concerns of Private
Industry," He stated that private industry is trying very hard'to provide totally
fair and equal opportunities for employment and career progress. Private industry
cannot move as far and as fast: as it wants to go-if young people don't get the kind
of dducation and.training that matches industry's needs, if they don't apply for the
career joba'offered'and advertised so widely, amd,if they don't work together toward
common goale,,he said.

He stated it is a truism that,you cannot educate, train, motivate, and guide
people-into jobs that don't' exiat.',And our state, surely needs jai* in the private
sector, :4h1,ch provides hive out of eVery six jobs ih our country and which generates
the-tax tevenues that sgppott the-activities'of the public sector., :he stated,- He '
emphasized,we have'a tremendous industrial base in this state. If we strengthen it-
and build on it, we will have the best chance of fully meeting the employment-needs
of a growing, work forceand that is wotthy of the veryjaghest priority, he said.

0 0

in another keynote address, Julius'Shiskin,,commissioner of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, coMmented ph-the employMent and tinemplo nt situationim the
Uhited States, emphasizing the,putlies intereat-fn the ne7d for f611 eMployment.
Although there:has been little agreement on just what full employMent is, how
unemployment Should be defined, or, what specific data shou d be used in-judging
the performance of the economy, there is even disagreemen On whether the focus
should:be on the emploYment or the unemployment statistic

-

The media, as well_as professiona literature, ham focused mostlY on unem-

iployment,-

Npre specifically, phe pro em is measuring e ployment and unemployment
and using, these measures in assesaing,,economic performa ce.--_While both the.devel-
oPers and usersof labor force statistics agree that no single unemployment Measure

opinion abOut theXmoste. roprlate overall measure. T s, no single way of measur-W/
can'serve:all ths purposes for Which such data are need d, there is much diverse,

ing unemployment Can Satisfy all analytiCal or identic 1 interests.

The full text'of Shiskin's speech is not presen:ed in this publiCation. Should
readers be interested'in reviewing-a more detailed de,pription of the employment and
unemploymentAiscussion, they are advised to read "Employment and Unemployment: The

Doughnut or the Hole?" in the February, 1976, issue of.The Monthl- Labor Review

CoMmenrary

The Contents of these preceedings offer a rich and-varied panora a of research
andlrelared information on the theme, "Occupational Research,and Information: 'People,
Problems, ProgramsA Local, State and Federal Cooperative." Such research and in-
formation-gathering Are undertaken witit the hope that it will eventually lead to
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anlications that beCome beneficial to all involved in the education and work part-
nership.- As such researCh and'inforMation is pursued, it may supply concepta,
strategies or procedures that can be applied to particular human,resource problets.
Examples include kinds of labor market information that will permit educators to

' offer occutcational curricula based on labbr market needs; labor Market information
.that willprovide the opportUnity for students to make rational career choices and-
decisions;-and_help in addressing'the unemployMent and underemployment prOblems.

Toa large degree, of Course, responsibility for application is incumbent on
.those individuals and groups who:are. aware of specific problems.upon which this re
search needs to be focused. Becoming aware of current resources, they4my be able'
to.select those concepts, strategies or procedures that provide solutions. Or,
finding-the absence of ,suitable knowledge, they can call attention to the need.

We hope, therefore, that the symposium and this report will not only aid and
encourage researchers but, more important, that it will also serve pOlicy makers
and decision makers at the local, state and federal levels. This publication can'
be considered- a survey of'the Peoples' needs, their problems and program solutions.
It is:expected that this can.be_drawn upon for application and use to find areaS
where new efforts or revitalized efforts are needed.

We already have evidence that the symposium will help improve the dialogue,,,,.
among private industry, education and government, Since some of those participants
have related that- their experienCes atthe symposium.led them to develop new pro
grams to deal with'communication problems. 'We hope-that these few efforts at
improVing communications Will multiply and overcome the many deficiencies that exist
.in human'xesource development-and the education to work transition.



SOME THOUGHTS ON ECONOMIC ILLITERACY

Andrew Weintraub*

Myopia is a likelY influence on one's analytical abilities when the subject
for study is the analyst'S'own activities. ThUs, the government regulator, after
asseseing the effectsof past regulation and ignoring the cogent arguments of
Milton-Friedman, George Stigler and Other University of Chicagc economists, con,-
cAudea that in'the public interest tore regulation ts necessary. Of course, the
.faCtHthat.this means mere taxes for consumers'and more indome for the regulators

:11s one ofthe unfortunate costs of protecting the public.

-Periodicaliy the American Medical Association (AMA), af ex looking at,the
- qualifications of foreign-trained physicians, concludes that the publicl_ntereat
demandachangea which would make it more difficult for tilem to enter medical
practice. AMA cites.thej.esulting.higher income benefits Accruing to physicians
as neceasary to guarantee high technical and ethical standards, A recognition of
the fact that cotpetence and hoheity have their price,:even'at the expense of
-
less medical services.

In spite of these:Warnings', I noW pioceed to analyze the costs of economic
illiteracy,'44. condition Which I, as director of the'Temple University Centetfor
Economic Education, am pledged to eradidate--of course, in the public. interest.

--Given the large and growing number of mistakes in government economics
we.have witneased in recent years A call for ii,greater understanding of

the economic system and econotics in general. Leonard'Silk in the New York Times,
Lindley Clark in the Wall Street Journal, Louis Rukeyser of Wall Street Week, are:
all prominent journalists who have identifiedthie need. The' Advertising Council,
the Joint Council on Economic Education,'and Invest in America are among the pro--
tinedt organizations that are raising and spending money on behalf of economic
education, each working with annual multi-million dollar budgets. All this is
not to mention the various corporations thathave recently launched aggressive
advertising campaigns to try and "correce_such popular'views as "the oil com-

,
paniea are running the edonomy",rather than vice versa.

'With all these resources going into such:an effort, I'd'like to raise the
;..question:What is the nature of this chronie ailment, known as economic illiteracy,
which has been7Around for a long tel but Which only recently has,begun to inflict
.perceptible costecin society? 'What/are,these ceetaT And how do um avoid them?

I prefer to discues econeMiCilliteracy within the framework of what I
;perceive as widely accepted \aocialjgoals: The maximization CUrealper capita
income and the minimizatiOn of the social 'costs of attaining that objective, i.e.
pollution and\other social disamenitiesi Any individual or group behavior, in-
clUding that, the government, which isinconsistent with these'objeptives is
vieWed as a fi.nction of econemic illiteracy.. Of course, all behavior,must be
considered sub ectto the constraint of preeerving demoCratic ideals and indi-
vidual freedo

*Director, Center fo .Economic Education Temple University.
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Few would argue against such loft- ideals, although for many their personal
behavior or interests may be in contradic-ion to them.

From my viewpoint, there are three çorms of functional economit illiteracy:

)'

Basic ignoranceprobably the most common orm; basic heresy--probably the Most
imPortant form in the short run, where one's economic understanding is forsaken
or employed solely for the,satisfactidn 'of ersonal or constituent interest at the
expense of SoMeOne else; and-, the cu16ra1 ag--a natural resUlt of a world where
new knowledge is produced every day and tirn is neceSsary before that knowledge
percolates throughout society.

'An example of basic ignorance involves the relationship bet een the money
supply and interest rates--a topic which has been discussed from time-to-time
in the current presidential campaign. Most people, including at least one of the
candidates, think that an increase in the supply of money--given the demand--will
produce lower interest rates, a desirable result for stimulating investments in
housing, plant and equipment, etc. But ask any monetary economist about this
relationship and you'll be told the opposite: Ilering periods when the money supply
is expanding too rapidly, interest rates rise; and vice versa. The reason for
this lies in the fact that lenders, .nticipating Liore inflation as a result of
the monetary expansion, ask interest rates high enough to compensate for their

-expectations. The result of it all is a reduced, rather than an increased amount
ef investment activity, and, something we have all experienced recently, a decline
in real per capita income. As a result the prescription aggravates rather than
relieves the malady.

There are rots of Other examples associated with ignorance, such as the
dichotomy between the desired and actual effects of wage and price controls, or,
the notion that-government programs provide services which 4re essentially free
or cheaper thanthe alternatives available from the private sector. A example
is the myth that jobe-creation spending of a given amount (Humprey-Hawkins)
somehow will produce More total employment than an equal amount of unemployment
compensation.

What about basic heresy? Probably the best example one can think of here
involves minimum wage legislation. There is no reputable economist (identified
as those who publiSh in,the recognized professional journals), who would not agree
that mimimum wage legislation produces unemployment. Yet legislators and union
leaders fnsist on periodic increases and broader coverage fOr the minimum wage.
I question whether they are completely ignorant of the basic principle of-eco7

cs known as the "law of demand", which states that at higher prices, people
ess. Their.essentially anti-social support of minimum wage laws, in spite
eir plea of sympathy for low x:age workers, is due to their desire to elimi-
competitionfromlowwageareas,e.g.theBouth.certainlythisis'-

,

nom
buy
of

nate
des-

cost

Other
of the

ed to protect the jobs ef their'rank and:file or,eonstituents. The secial
this may be, measured bY the output not produced'by those teenaeers.and

ess skilled workers Who are unemployed for-l.ong periods of time, because'
minimum wage.

Finally, the.time lag between 'the generation and digestion of economic/
knowle ge is a fact 'of life-which can't be avoided but which might be reduced/
if, proper action:is taken. This is exemplified'hy the amount of time it is/
taking fOr non-economists to.recognize the contribution that economic underp4-
standing can make to the solution-of many heretefore "non-economic" social/
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problems. For ins nce, criminals have hitherto been'viewed as sick individuals,
social misfits whose anti-Social activities are the result of Irrational mental
processes. Well, economists take the opposite view, the criminal activity is the
result of a rational decision-reking process, where the benefits and costs of all
the alternatives are considerediand the occupational activity--legal or illegal--
with the uighest benefit-cost ratio is chosen. Depending on which view is correct,/
more emphasis will be placed on rehabilitative policies or on awre law enforcement/
and stiffer penalties.

In fact, every day there is more and more evidence to suggest that econom
are right; that-social policy,would be more successful if directed more teward
deterrence than rehabilitation. Here, I think its just a matter of time before ,e-g-

islation and judicial behavior reflect this knowledge. This is.an example of w
economists and their friends in the media must play a larger role in bringing ne
knowledge to light ae-soOD as possible.

This, of course,,is a very brief survey of the nature of economic illiteracy.
It La fairly easy to identify, and-although the actual Costs are more difficult to
estimate, there is no deubt that they exist and that they ate-borne,by all of us
in the form of lower rearper capita income.'

The next question is: What, if anything,
of economic illiteracy?

be done t- reduce the deg ee
4.,

Many would take the view that eConomic education, like other types of edu-
cation, is a public good and, like other public goods, ought.to be financed, if no
produced,_by the government. What is a public good?

,!
t',._ -,

A-public good is something_for'which there is a recognized aocijat need, btat
for'which there is no incentive On the part of a private individnal produce or
buy him/herself. The lack of incentive result$ from the fact that.title purchase
or production of goods by any one individualinvolves its consumptiOn by every-\,.c
one. There are considerable externalities and therefore, no partic&ilar advantage',
to the buyer. , Thus, any individual ds reluctant to purchase it fof himnlerself,
since if Someone else buys it, everyone elSe will benefit anyway-'thecase cf the
free rider. Needless to say, if everyone has that attitude, no o e'will buy; pro-
duce, or enjoy the benefits of the commodity. Thus, ,A political decision rust be
made-to buy the good collectively.

tt

_The most classic example of a public good'ia national defense. Even if .

two or more people could afford '$100 billion per year, neither.would buy national
defense, preferring to be the free rider. It is the quality of national defense
which dictates that its purchase be made on behalf of society as a whole by the
federal government.

That is not-to say, of course, that all government expenditures are.for
public goods as defined above. -Some kinds of government expenditures are.for
goods which have both public and private charatteristics, and some are for goods
which are solely.priVate im nature.

An, old Age retirement,annuity, for example, is a private good provided by
the government, :i.e. social security (SS). In the private sector, indlviduals
have expressed a clear willingness to pay cost covering prides for old age,annu-
ities in the absence.of legal coercion. And,the,benefits of their pur hese accrue

18
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almost entirely to them and their families, although some proponents of compul-
sory purchase of annuities would further argue thatthere is a social benefit
'in as much as the insured does not become a ward of the state. This is all fine,
except that the recipients of SS in the past have indeed been wards
of the state in the sense that the return on their investment has been in excess of
what-they-d6Eld have earned for a comparable risk elsewhere, the source of that
high return being current worker taxpayers, i.e. the state. Of course, today,
SS recipients are not wards of the state. They are its benefactors, receiving
rates of return below that which the market would provide.

Education, on the other hand, is a commodity which includes elements of
both public and private goads. It pays a private return to most of those_who in-
vest in it, or, more correctly, to those in whom the investment is made. This
retur.n takes the form of higher income, most often measurable in terms of money,
but more increasingly so, in-psychic units. It also pays a return which accrues
to the,society as a whole but which is considerable more difficult to measure.
Nevertheless, it exists in the form of our ability to communicate, to obey traffic
signal's, to understand unlits of measurement, to respect a set of common-moral and
legal values, etc. But these social benefits, as opposed to the private ones,
can't* identified as responsible for influencing the parameters which determine
the distribuifon of income.

It is the accepted, if never measured, fact that these social or external
benefits exist. And it it piecisely this "knowledge" which has been used as the
rationale'for government financing of education at all levels. Essentially, the
rationale is that since 'these social benefits are not considered in the, invest-
ment decision made by individuals interested mainly in the private benefits of
an education, some kind of government involvement is necessary such that suffi-
cient amounts of these social benefits be produced.-2

In this sense, universal economic education may be characterized as a public
good. If the principles of economics were more widely understood and respected,
more correct policy-decisions%would be made by government and government officials,
to the benefit of'societY as a whole. At the same time, however, the incentive
for any individual to acquire economic knowledge is very slight, owing to the
neglible private return on such an investment -even for professional economists!).

But the puhlic,good aspect of economie education is somewhat different from,
,What of other forma of education. Where basic education requires government in-
tervention in the economyto satisfy a recognized need, the public good nature
of,,economid education-exists only after.the government has intervened elsewhere ins
he economy. And the gevernment's production of economic education, if sucCessful,

o4ght to-reduce that government intervention.
i

%, -

, In a laissez-faire economy, a widespread popular underStanding of economics
woulderve no more social,purp000 than a widespread popular .understanding,of

\

physid,lor chemistry. ', Just as a'Atone dropped from the tenth floorLdoesret
-know anything.about the law of grAyity, s,the. businesspprson'acting in his-or
her own interest needn't have readamuelson's Economics. The economy will:still
behave.as economists have,always predicted without its members having any know-

;.'ledge of why

Beyond the production of publi goods, as the governMent begins to-inter-
.

fere in the private economy,Joaking asignificant number of mistakes tn economic
. policy, econdimic education itself becoMes more'and more public good.

19-
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An economically literate society, interested in maximizing the material well-
being of-its inhabitants, would not impose minimum wage laws as antipoverty
devices; would riot employ wage and price Controls to eoMbat inflation; would not
control crude_oil, or natural gas prices duringperiods of growing scarcity of these
natural resources; would not think of increasing-the money supply to lower-interest
rates; would not resort to a wide variety of programs and legislation; the re-stilts
of which belie their expressed purpose.

- NeVertheless, there is another problem herel Can economic literacy encour-
age people to vote against their oWn interests? Actually, it might do just the
opposite. That is, it might increase the,abuses-of special intereat,sroups who
formally knew what they wanted-, and now know how to get it. Indeed, thepeople
who_are most likely.to-remember their instruction in economics are those who have
the most tit, gain. And by no means second to the pro ssional economist in this
matter ia the political entrepreneur. ,

Thus, there is a real question regarding the desirability of increasing
economic literacy. The resulta!Of sUch a move are not entirely predictable. It
Ian't nlear whether government interference in the private sector will increase
or sUbside as a result, and that is the crucial,ioSue. The social costs of
functional economic illiteracy are a direct pinction of government involvement
in the economy. And the best way to-reduce those costs is to reduce that
involvement.

There are various ways of.doing this and I won't go into the alternatives
in any depth. Private propaganda,'politicians who promise-and deliver on this
issue, constitutional amendments to limit the size and growth of governmentl
budgets--all of these are possible routes. In a slightly different vein, )
disobeying some laws would also produce the desired social effects.

Thus, as Director 61 Tdmple University's Center for Economic Education,
I'm in no position to judge the efficacy of a job well done. Even if mY students
all get "A'su,there's no guarantee that the results of their economic literacy
will yield social dividends.

2 0
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WE CAN S VIVE: AN OPTIMISTIC AND REALISTIC VIEW
OF THE FUTURE

Leon C. Martel*

My =purpoe this afternoon is twofold: first, to outline the main points
of).tudeon,Inatiti*es scenario for the futUre presented in our new hook, The,
Next 200_ 'Ieara, ancNA,cond, with this scenario as context to suggest some impli-
cations thatflow fromA: -for future patterns of,employment.

First then,-let me, taik,,,ahout the scenario that we have developed in our
new book. What particdlarly distingyishes it to most people who have.examined
.it is the sharp contrast We-,have made to the gloom and doom projections that have
been frequently heard in the last ten to fifteen years: Theprojections were
certainly ,inflpenced in part by the'decade of malaise in which many of them were

-,writtet--a decade of assassinations, of riots in th* streets, of war abroad, of,
searing domestic Crises here at home, and of,loss of confidence in our two pillar
institqtions of the economy and government, through recession and the forced re--
signations,of our Vice President and President. These projections, have forecast
-a world of increased shOrtages and hardship, a world running out of everything--
except people, and pollution.

Pe haps the foremost among these studies, and certainly the most influen-
tial, was the first study of the Club of Rome, entitled The Limits to Growth and
published in 1972. L: presented an elaborate computer simulation of rates of
growth in population, ene7gy use, raw material consumption, and-creation of pollu-
tion. The study concluded that disasters would certainly occur within one hundred
years unless therP were drastic policy changes. The general recommendation was,
es the title of the study suggests, to limit growth. Within two years events took
place which seemed to confirm this forecast. There were very bad harvests in
1972 and 1974. In 1974 and 1975 there was an energy crisis induced by the quad-

, rupling of petroleum prices by the OPEC nations. Nonetheless, in the years follow-
ing its publication, The Limits to Growth was severely criticized by scholars and
experes in the various fields that t addressed. Its computer runs iqere challenged\
and its conclusions were undermined. In fact, the Club of Rome itself backed off
somewhat from its earlier conclusions and advocated a degree of growth at a meet-
ing it sponsored in Philadelphia this spring. Other recent studies have also
reached differentrconclusions. For example, it was reported just.yesterday that
a study done under the leadership of Wassily,Leontief for the United Nations
calls for increased growth 'in the world. Nonetheless the main idea of The Limits
to Growth has taken hold: :that we need to have low growth, slow growth, or even
no growth. This idea is widely taught and widely believed here and abroad. , We

appear to be educating a generation to believe that they live in a "fixed pie"
,world,-that growth is bad, and that technology should be reined and slowed.

We at Hudson Institute disagree. We think solutions are available for
most of the problems associated witn gowth--problems that seem so serious today,
dncluding population, energy, raw materials, food and pollution. Furthermore,
and perhaps most important, we believ: that a consensus can be built which agrees _

that these problems are soluble and that we should build that consensus in order

*The main'thepis ofthis presentation is developed more fully in Herman
Kahn, William Brown and Leon Martel, The Next 200 Years:_ A Scenario for
America and the World (New York: William MorroW, 1976).

**Executive Vice President of the Hudson Institute and Director-of its,
Research Management Council.
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to move on'to the real issues of the future, the truly uncertain issues, the
issues where there are no obvious solutions. The back of our book contains an
appendix which distinguishes these two kinds of issues. The truly uncertain
issues include.those of war and peace, arms control, and possible long-term
damage to our environment in complex and uncertain ways that could be irrever-
sible- Others are the tremendous changea that will become possible through ad-
vances in medical technology, and the organization of society in a world where
more people have more wealth and more power than ever before. If these issues
are not understood and attended to, then the issues we think can be solved may
not ever be solved. We think that accepting the limits to growth idea saps
mbrale and enCourages withdrawal, when it is precisely high morale and commit-
ment which are needed to overcome the problems of the present and to face the
unknown future. Finally, we think that there is a real danger that The Limits
to Growth view can be a self-fulfilling prophecy, a result which could deny the
creation of a world which would be healthy, abundant, and satisfying for prac-
tically everybody. Such a result could perpetuate the existing divisions be-
tween haves and have nots, in effect consecrating poverty.

So we offer a different perspective of the future. It is not a predic-
tion, but simply what we call a scenario--a path that, we argue, not only is
possible but is much more likely than the forecasts of the doom-sayers; we do
ni).t claim, however, that this scenario is certain to occur. What this scenario
does is to look et mankind in a long-term perspective of four or five hundred
,years. The perspective begins aboutJtwo hundred years ago. We settled on the
eate 1776, but there is no.precise way of pinning down a particular year. What
we had in mind was the beginning of the Industrial,Revolution; 1776 was not only
the year of the American Declaration of Independence, it was also the date of,
the publication of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, the first definitive state-
ment of the kind of free enterprise system under which we operate. In this per-
spective.the ascent of mankind can be seen as a long, flattened S-shaped curve
beginning back-in the middle of the 18th century. It begins its climb then, and
rises through the 19th, 20th, 21st, and 22nd centuries and finally flattens,out
two hundred or two hundred-fifty years from now; hence its\shape depicts three
distinct periods. In the period before 1776, human historY was characterized by
rather slow growth, with high birth rates and high death rates, andi a relatively
stable popUlation. Two hundred years ago there were perhaps about three quarters
of a billion people on earth. Gross world product wis around one hundred fifty
billion dollars (in 1975 dollars). This meant a per capita income,of about two
hundred dollars. Then, beginning in the 1750's, the curve begins to move up.
There is a take-off in growth, in energy needs, in resource utilization. And
this is then followed, in this century, hy a gradual slowing in the rate_of growth
in population and the rate of economic growth.- Today we would estimate four
'billion plus people on earth, about a six trillion dollars gross world product,
and a one thousand five hundrtd dollar per capita income. Finally, at the end
of that long flattened S-shaped curve we come to the postindustrial era, after
2176, leading to the 23rd century. A3though industry continues, it is no longer
the main central activity, just as agriculture and the extractive industries are
no longer the main central activity in developed societies of today.

Thetransi,tion then,is largely completed,during this.historic four hundred
or five hundred year period. Population and IncOme slow; to steady rates of. growth,
'rates of growth not unlike those in'the preindustrial era. Now the world will
beet a much higher plateau, a plateau of fifteen billion people, three hundred
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trillion dollars gross world.products, and a per capita,income pf twenty thou-
sand d011ara (in 1975 dollars). Not only id this-overall a.great period in human
history, but it would'apPear that we ar6 now quiteclose to the inflection point
An that,curve, the point that is both the moment Of, highest rate of growth and
the beginning of detline in that growth. The evidenceis rather strong'that we
itsve readhedthis point for population, and that perhaps (although we cannot
say so quite so firmly) weurill Soon be at this point for economic growth as
yell. The developed nations, for the Most part, have passed through that in-
flection point, and the rest will soon be doing so. The less developed nations
.are still 6n-the way'up. .Viewed in this perspective, many problets which today
seem so urgent-are really only transitory. They are temporary problems of a
:period between penury and prosperity. We summed it up in the first sentence of
out book in the followini words: "The scenario presented, elaborated, and tested
in this-book Can be suMmarized with the general statement that 200 years ago al-
most everywhere human beings were comparatively few, poor ahd at the mercy of the
fOrces of neture and 200 years from now, we expect, almost everywhere they:will
bp numerous, rich and incontrol of the forces of nature."

In order to show that this scenario is possible and likelY, several impor-
tent questions need to e answered. Will population growth slow? Will economic
growth contintle, partiCOlarly for the less developed nations, and then slow?
Will there.be sufficient energy? Will: there be adequate raw materials?' Wili:there
be enough foOd? Will there be the means to limit And control pollntion?' The re-
sponse to these questions is the heart of our study. I cannot,do full justice to-
all of them here, but what I would_like to do is to sketch out our answers tp the
first two as abackground tcOtly'remarks on the impiications of Our scenario for
future patterns of employment.

'-First let me,turn to population. The-familiar picture'is exponential gr_
_with =constant doublings, In factl:The-Limits of Growth went beyond exponential
growth and referred to population'greWthas being'super-expotential. As is well
known, when there are constant doublings in a geometric progressiolv,the total in-
creases very, very-rapidly. _This obviously cannot continne very far.into the
futur,e. Someone once calculated that after not too many doublings, the popula-
tion on earth would form a solid mass around the globe expanding away from it:At
the speed.of,light. We certainly will not get thatjar; in fact, we will not
evencome close. The rate of growth of population will decline-, and is Probably
declining now. There are A great many grdups around the_,world that do various
kinds of population projectiens. We have/found that the work of the United Na-
tions Population Burean is particularly reliable,in this field. It is,carefnlly
done and has been accorded considerable credibility. Recently te United Natiofis
published its projections of future population An three-varianta, a high, a med-
ium, ahd:a low. The United Nation's medium variant placed thg-'pdak rate'of-pop-
illation growth in 1975. In other wprds, such an estimate would imply that the
inflection point in xate of Population growth was passed last yew". The high
variant places peak,growth in 1980 and, if the low variant is corcct, the high

0
point occurred back-in 1960.-

The turnover is not happening'because of famine, disease, or-the pressure
of growing numbers on limited resources. It is caused instead-by'economic and
social development, usnally without benefit of a family planning program. Al-
though,family planningprograms can be and:are very important in considerably
reducing misery, and in slowing the rate of growth from -say, three per cent down-
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to two per cent, the main cause of slowing rates of population growth is ,economic
and social:development. !Smaller families do accompany development, or to put
it very siMply, the rolelof children changes. Instead of being producers' goods,
needed fortheir contribution to family income and as insurance for old age,
they in effect become consumers' goods, requiring greater and gireater time and
resources for their upbringing and education. I think many of us who are paren s

know that. And this appears t be true without exception for every developed na-

tion. The tYpical pattern in bhe early stages of development ii i. for mortality
rates and death Tates to declin, causing population to riee rapidly. After
certain levels of development are reached (which vary with different societies),
birth rates begin to decline. The example of the United States is particularly

dramatic. In 1800 the average,woman had seven children during her child-bearing
years. In 19704. the number was 1.8. If someone had started.a population control
program back in 800, being alarmed at that figure of seven, his successors in
9°70 could have Amgratulated themselves on a job very well done. In fact, fhis

d d not happen. There was no population control program, and only recently have
we begun to-think ieriously about such a program. It was social and economic

dev opment thi'tbrought the U.S. fertilifY rate down.

The paCt. rn today is the continuation and acceleration of this trend. In

the dev oped scoOntries the crude birth rate was low in 1950, averaging twenty-

\three; dropped, still further, twenty-five per cent more, to sixteen or seven-

teen in 19 5. T4s was not unexpected; most experts argue that reduced natality

is associate

4

witN;economic developMent. However, in the developing countries,

where the rat \ was;high (forty-two in 1950), it has also fallen, though not so
much, to thirtycsiA in 1975. In the eight most populour nations of4the world,
comprising two b4l1ion people, or half the world's population, it has dropped ,
even lower, io 33\7) In addition, the tempo of this demographic transition is
speeding up. Western Europe and Nor'th America required one hundred fifty years

to pass through the demographic transition from high birth aAd high death rates \
to lower death and continued high birtb, and finally to low birth and low death 1

rates. Following different rpoiicies, the Soviet Union achieved a similar tran-
sition in forty years; and in Japan the process took twenty-five years. We

anticipate that other nations will accomplish the transition in still shorter
,

periods of time.

.
Thus, ve can put considerable confidence in the projection in our scenario

that world population will be 'about fifteen bil1ion6ir, 2176, though we still

estitate that it-could .be as high as thirty billion or as low as seven and one-

half billion. However, even if it werethirty billion, we believe we could still
write a plausible scenario for a viable world with that many people.

Our second question concerns e_onomic growth. There are really two sub-

questions involved here. One is how can the less developed countries achieve
sufficient economic growth to enable them to develop? this looks Very diffi-
cult because many of them now are bogged down in the depths of slow develop-
ment.. ,The second sub-question is: once nations are developed, why will their

. rate of economic growth. slow? Why will it not just continue, perhaps exponen-

ially? Let us look at the first sub-question: How can,the less developed grow?

.' eday, as you know,' a great economic gapsdivides the developed nations from
-....)the developing nations', and,,in many cases, this gap is growing. This has occa-

sioned, and rightly so, a great deal of concern. During the past several years,

many international meetings, many debates, many stUdies, and many policy pro-

posals have been devoted to this problem. The new international economic order
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that-we hear,so much about today is simply a recognition of this gap anethe _

fact that it is growing. The solutions-that ,have been offered uSually involve
. some redistribution of.the world's resources/to aid those who.are on the bottom
side of the gap.- Sometimes the suggestiona have been for massive redistribution,
and sometimes, as in.the case of Leontief's U.N. study, much smaller redistri-
bution.

We share this concern. We bel eve that the worst crime is.really poverty.
But we do not agree with most of the sdlutlons that have been offered. In the
first place, they cannot be tarried-out, and, even if they were, they would not
solve the problem. 'In fact, there is a good chance that they could make matters .

worse. Instead, we offer a rather rev9lutionary idea, and've,are happy that re-
views of our bOok by people of all opinions recognizethat we*, have a novel
approach to this problem, even though it strikes some as pure heresy.

Our idea is this: the gap:its lf will stimulate the grOwth of the poor
nations. We expect this to occur, not in the traditional ways Of economic
growth--savings, investment,'and capital accumulation--but instddd, in-new ways.
-Some of these are discussed at some length,in our book. They include first, the
export .of labor from developing *countries, 'wliere it is often in surplus, to de-
veloped countries where it is needed. This provides the opportunity for-boney
made by those laborers to be sent back to their Own country. In addition, when
,they return home, they Will do so with enhanced skills. Second, there-is the
movement of work to'labor, the building of factories.and enterprises in coun-'
tiles Where labor is relatively abundant. Third, wp belieVe that' the exploi7
tation,and development of resources--which in,many ,ations are abundant,-though
,unexplored and untappedis a,great force for growt . Fourth, tourism is a growth
industry for develbping nations, one which has continued to grow rapidly even
during the recent worldWide recession. For many countries itprovides a great,
deal of foreign exchange and income.. Fifth, there is technology transfer, now
much easier and much cheaper than in the past. Consider,' for example, the small,
hand-held computer which can be easily transferred, easily explained, And ead-
ily operated by persons with little formal education. Finally, there is simply
the availability of useful examplesi institutions and individuals that can aid
and accelerate development based upOn accumulated knowledge and experience:

0

The gap maY indeed continUe to widen between the developed and the less
developed; but this is not of key importance to the peasant, the Worker, the
teacher in_a poor country. His concern is.not how much faster a.develOped na-
tion has grown in/the past year than'hIs nation. His concern is how . much better
he is doing this year compared to what, he was doing last year;:and if he is twice
as well off this year as hewas last Year, that is,what counts. Thus, we reject
the notion that for the'poor to get richer, the*rich must get poorer. We argue
instead.that, because of the gap, the poor' will get richeebecause the rich get
richer.

The other half of the/Oueation is: WhY will this growth slow? The'Main.y-

point here is that it will/Abt/Slow because of limits-of supply,_not because
we are running out of thingsi'lbut instead because of limiting demand. For this
we offer several r asons: irst, the leveling off of population Will bring aboUt
an absolute limit o growth. .In other wOrds there is,somewhere an upper boun-
dary to growth. B!zt tiio ,is not too convincing, for considerable growth would
still be possible jefbe that boundary is reached. But if we look at whet happens
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to productivity in a developing economy, We find that, as an economy matures, a
shift:accura in the Telative,productivity pf-its different sectors. In the pre-
industrial era the major'econoMic activities were what might be called primary
or eAtractive aCtivities. 'IThese included:farming, fishing, and mining. Ninety
per,cent of employme t in the lete-18W`Century in the United States was in these
primary activities. .,ecendary activitiee, such ae contract construction and man-
ufacturing, took a very,sMalkpart of onr eiployment And were a very sma 1 part
of our total gross nalonal product.

Service activ ties-encompass two categories; the tertiary and quaternary.
The-terms-primary, secondary, and tertiary were-firstused by Colin Clark, the
well-known Australianieconomist, while quaternary was introduced by the geogra-
pher, Jean Gottman. The tertiary category consists of services to-the primary

.'and secondary aectors, This includes education, banking, accounting, merchan-
dising, retailing, and so forth. The quaternary category includes, services for_

their own sake, aetivities done for personal satisfaction, such as hebbies, arts,
entertainments, festivals and rituals.

In_the preindustrial era,- primary actiVities.were dominant the secon-
dary were Smaller, and there were Very few servide adtivities, tertiary and
'quaternary. But.with,industrialization, the-primary sector's share of the econ-
omy growa relatively much smaller, both in itaahare of gross national product
and in iis share Of amOloyment: For the United States in 1970, agriculture
accounted for only four'per cent of our employment. The secondary sector is
muCh'iarger during industrialization, and tbe services sectora are growing, par-
ticularly the tertiary--the services to the'Pribary and secondary.

In the postindustrial era, what.happens--and you can see the-evidence of
this in the,mast developed nations, ineiuding,the Unites States--is that the
primary sectordontinues to,be very smalland the seccindery grows relatively
smaller; the tertiary grows still larger, and the quaternary beginato increase.

Looking at data from the Bureanof Labor Statistics, you- can see very
strong trends in the 20th'century thatAllustrate theae shifts as our super-in-
dustrial economy.matures. Yet you cannot make this case with,absolute firmness;
you cannot saY ii is irrevoCable. What this shift means for,econemiegrowth
(causing ...ts rate to decline) is seen by examining the inputs,cf, capital and
labortc these,different sectors and the shares' of output thatr'esult in the
primary sector, inputs of capital and labor produce returnsjk,-produCtivity
proportional to the inputs; In the secondary sector, inputs of capital and
labor produce returns that are proportionally.much greater than the inputs.
oThUe; when the secondary sector dominates the econtimy grows rapidly. So yOU
receive'proportionately more out of those inputs.

In the service sector, the 0.dt-4re is more mixeiL In Some tertiary ac-. ,
tivities there is proportionately greater outpUtorthe same inputs of capital

,antl l.lbor; in others there is less. Hbwever, in the quaternary sector produc-
tivity_iffl almost always redUced. In other Worde, you get proportionately less
than you put in. What this meana for economic growth is that it is the secon-
dary-sector, primarily and principally, that-drives growth. So; as tertiary and

--7-quaternary_activities grew, as service sectors predominate in the economy, the
result is,a slowing of economic growth.
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Second, in the super-'and postindustrial society--and we will characterize
the United States as being superindustrial today and moving into the postindustrial
era--there is also a decrease in the marginal utility of wealth. There is some
feeling developingthough this is difficult to document--that as_the,initial rea-
sons fovthe accumulation of wealth (i.e., safety and security) are provided for
by insurance, social security, medicare, and so- forth, cancern shifts from the
quantitative to the qualitative. In other words, there appears to be the abso-
lute' number of luxury ilems one acquires. Studies show that after a certain
quantity is acquired, interest shifts to quality. This ceincides with a general
lessening of interest in material goods. This does not say that the flower chil-
,dren of the'1960s have been able to entirely implement their beliefsut they
have probably moved their generation some distance away from purely material con-,
side ations.

Finally, our third reason for a slowing growth rate in mature developed
.nations, closely related to the one just mentioned, is the increasing phenomenon
-0f-localism. Localism means that more and more communities are seeking to inhibit
growth, or inhibit industrial development, in their area. Almost everybody bene-
fits by having highways, factories, airports, and power plants located somewhere
.in their general area. But almost everyone loses by having them in. their backyard.
So communities like AFpen, Colorado, Santa Barbara, California, and °there have
tried to limit their development. In effect, the last person ceming into Aspen
is saying, "I want to be the last person to move here; let's keep Aspen from
cieveloping any further.7 ,Today we see more and more of this in the United States
and in other developed nations. Oddly enough,tommunity control, which waa in-
vented for the poor; did little for;them. ,HoWever,',.the,middle class has been
able to use this concept verysucessfullywe believe this will continue an& will
slow economic growth in the super- and postindustrial era Thus in the passage
from industrial to super- te 'postindustrial, it appears that there will be an
econatic transition of rising then slowing rates of growth analogouS tothe
demographic tranaitiOn.

What then are the implications for employment in the super- and postindus-
trial era in which we are now entering? On this question one can be'only very
sketthy; however, based, on Hudson Institute's:scenario, certain employment shifts
tan be expected. The most:important and mostobvious will be the increased' shift
to the services sector, in both:tertiary and quaternary activities. The primary
sector will continueto have a low labor input; while the secondary - ctor will
aver time require,less and less labor. There will be many reasons i ic this, but
the most important'willprobably be automation. The tertiary aervice sector will, .
for a time, continue to have greater employment,.but wili also become morecapital
intensive. Finally,, its employment will level-off and possibly e'en decline, al-
though.mot swmuch as nor so rapidly as in the case of,the priMary and secondary
sectors. Bmployers and employment-in the quaternary sector will continually in-
creasc,and in the postindustrial era this sector is likely to,be tha one of
greatest employment. The shift to euatetnary will be aided and sur-lrted by the
steadTinCrease in per capita.disposable income that our scenario p Jlects. This
is already visible in the increase in the services sector in most developed na-
tiens,- a trend'that is'particularly deen in the greater per cent ofincothe being
devoted to such activities as entertainment, tourism, hobbies, and the like. We
eatimate that this trend will continUe and, will grow.

N

A second important implication is that there will be a shorter work week
and'increased leisure. The four-day work'week is virtually here in some indus-
:tries. :-Forexample, the recent labor agreement with Ford Motor Company resulted
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in a contract calling-for seven additional days off; and those were hot named ,

holidays,,Aust days off'with full pay. Eventually this may be formalizes as a
scheduled\four-day work week; perhaps even a three-day work week will follow this

step. At .Any-rate, we can certainly anticipate that there will be more and more
variations in the schediaing of employment and in hours of employment. And we

can.expect also that this greater leisure will provide still further stimulus to

quaternary activities.

The tendencies which nave been mentioned that contribute to slower growth,,

particularly localism, risk 4version, concern kir health, comfort, safety and the
environmentall of which are evident today--also have important implications:
for employment. . We can anticipate more laws and regulations, locally and nation-

ally.- As A result-we'can expect an increase in employment an&occupations asso-
_ciated with interpreting, imPlementingyand litigating laws and regulations. This

will mean an increasing need for lawyers and technicians, as well:as employment

eassOtiated with the manufacture of scientific instruments, such as measuring .

equipment of various kinds.' Also, we can anticipate an increasethough we might
not enjoy this prospectin public sector employment, particularly in national,

Anate and local-governient. Coinciding with this will,be an increased need for
spetialist4 in.the occupations associated with health, safety, and protection of

the environment. Teople will want such services 4nd, with greater affluence, they

will be able to pay for them. We anticipate that these-shifts in employment pat7
terns will occur in the,most, developed nations, that in the Most advanted they will
occur witV-increasing speed, and that they will also begin in the less developed

countries'as they become more fully developed. There is therefore, a huge market
for trai-ning in these occupational areas; part of its rapid growth will be due to

the fact that others have gone first who then can train mOre people in these

skills. In the United States and Western Europe this is.already well underway.

To summarize,the scenario that has been develOped by Hudson Institute--and

I repeat, it is a scenario, not a prediction--stands in.sharp-contrast to the

"doom and gloom" views that have become so, fashionable of late lt argues that

the resources of the world are not a,fixed pie, :bnt a pie that Can be.expanded.

It argueS that we will tot be inundated by too many people and by too ranch pollu-

tion.. It argl....2s that growth is not only pos4ible but necessary, because growth

will give us the knowledge and the surplus to solve the,problems of today as well

as:the possibility of surviving the unfereseen,and the unknown. This scenario

depicts,the World today in the midst of a great transition from.theOreinduStrial

age thrOugh.the era of industrialization to the postindustrial Ira,' a transition

frOmpenury to prosperity. This great transition of approximately four hundred .

years--in which we now stand very close to the inflection point--rests on assump-

tions of a slowing rate of population growth and continuing ecoromic growth for

the less developed,nations followed by a slowing of growth s those economics

mature.

The implications of this scenario for patterns Of employment in the future

are shorter working hours, greater leisure and a distinct shift in emphasis to

serVice sector attivities, first the tertiary, then increasingly the quatenary.

But Perhaps the most impottant.iMplication is that great changes are.alreadynn-

der way and very little.tbought has been given °to what their'affect will be, on

patterns:of employment as !Welt as on related activities. Our primary-concern,

anderstandably,-.1.4 with the problem Of the present. But we also have an obli-

gation to the future. lVin TOffleJ has reminded us that the-future can shock.

To_thiw we can add-- phr4sing the.philosopher Santayana--those Wha'fieglect the

fnture risk losing it
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AND NOW--A WORD FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR

John J. O'Connell*

Ladies and gentlemen, as a representative of the sector that is perhaps
best described as "business and industry,." I want to tell you how impressed I
am by this, symposium. It is quite a program, and I think everyone connected
with it ought to be complimented.

I regret that I've only been able to attend. a few of the sessions. As for
others, the titles alone suggest subjects of more than passing interest to me.

For example, there is a provocative title for the Opening general session,
:IA New Look at the Economic EnvirOnment," and certainlythe presentation, "The
Costs of Economic.Illiteracy," by Andrew Weintraub. Professor Weintradb is well
known to up in the-Lehigh Valley. Through the years he has struck many powen.-
ful blows for economic literacy although, as hesuggested yesterday, the returns
are not all in. In any case, a bit later on I'll add a few of my own thoughts
on the economic environment here in Pennsylvania. Let menow comment on the-
concept of public economic'understanding.

The state of public economic understanding in this state, and indeed in
most states, is pretty bad. It is perhaps even appalling. The "wealth" that
is shared in "common"'by:all the people in the Commonwealth is- largely a-product
of our private enterprise,econoMid system, and-every American should understand
.it at least as well.as-he or-she understands the rudiments of our political, ,

system,

Some _Ime esspr Irving Kristol, in one of his frequent articles
in The Wall Street Journal, urged that industry present its views vigorously and
openly. ,At the same time he warned that the business community could expect to
be greeted with considerableJlak.

Theref ore, even though Vm'dismayed bY..# I'm not sdrprised,by the storm
of pretest that s erieen'over promotion ancl:distribution-of the economic primer
entitled, "The Amerleani.Economic System.'...and yOuTpart tn it",that was recently
published by The,AdVertising CoUncil. YotOvesprobablyllear& abOut_that brouhaha.

_

_,

We think-It's a gooC' readable; well-balanCed educational:teol;.:At.:Bethle-.-
-Theth Steel we've offered,:copies to-,pur -employees throggh our,imployee houee organ,
the Bethlehemjleviel.i....-We think-Wa a sad'day when some people brand as "propa-
ganda".a publication.that fairly,deacribes the economic sYatem of,our Founding
'Tathers, the economic.systeMihat has _deliveredeconomic freedom an unrivaled_ ,

'prosperity,-

I-Urge all of yOii',.here who:are in the educational field,to see to it that
. _ .

ae many studenta-as possible are.,7-instructed in,at least:the:basic fundaMentals
ofeconomics; for _t,ia badly. needed.

Fortunately, -this need-is getting more ention all the time. We're reg-
. -...-,

,ularly hearing-of'new progtams at school and ;colleges, and new emphasia on this
.,

:

. .

area. -

*Vice Pies dent, Industrial kelations, Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
Bethle em, Pennsylvania.
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ArOng this line, you might have read about one of the papers delivered
at the convention of the Allied Social Sciences Association in Atlantic City
last month. Dr. Kourilsky of UCLA reported on a program teaching basic economic
concepts to kindergarten stndents. LetJae read you an excerpt from the story in
The New York Timea: Dr. Kouriloky said, "...if society hoped to solve such crises
as as shortages, meat shortages and inflation,,a.citizenry educated in economics
was necessary. And kindergarten she believes, is none too early to begin teach-
ing such fundamental concepts as _carcity, supply and demand, and production."

.Incidentally, for aeveral years now we've had a systematic ptogram at:
Bethlehem Steel--we call it the Employee Economic Awareness Program-4/hieh we
think is working quite well. We try to give all 106,000 of u6 some good, solid
information on such timely economic subjects as inflation, energy problem
enVironmental economice,'and the problem of capital forMation.

We firmly believe that Citizens who have at least a-basic understanding of
our nation's economy ahd its institutions:are likely to be better citizens, and
mOre /productive citizens.

The third item on your agenda yesterday was Mr. Ma- el's discussion of the
Hndson institute's widely publicized view of the future. My'company participates
-in various Hudson Institute programs and we're well aware-of the work they've
been doihg.

I agree with their essentially up-beat scenario, and so,do the people in
our Planning Department. The future challenges are great, there are stormy areas
ahead,,but out prospecta as- a society are really quite hopeful. As Mr. Martel
said, optimism is realist t We businessmen are supposed to be pragmatit above
all, and our pragmatism in this case leads us tp pptiMisM.

'A number of other sessions focused,on prospects for the less-than-baccalaW-
reate labor market. That session, chaired by Board of Education member Madge
Benovitz,,produced a very stimulating discusgion.-

Here's what I learned: (1) Pennsylvania is not doing,a very good job in
the technical, school area; there are too few of theta; (2) Pennsylvania is, how-
ever, on the right track with regard to technical schools; more,schools are planned
down the road; (3) the Pittsburgh School District has done an outstanding job of,
technical educatiOn;. (4) the Pennsylvania school system in general is training
students--All studentst-to be docile and unquestioning because that is what business
anesotiety in general, wants; and (5) Pennsylvania schools Are doing a:creditable
job of equipping students, withyocational skills orpreparing them for pollege;
but business'and education have a shared responsibility to equip yonng people to
take their places in society--which means emploYment at one level or another.

0

Incidentally,,I was greatlY interested in a question that arose during that
session. Someone asked, in our preoccupation t4ith turning out peoplawith the skil
to be, say, carpenters an'd bricklayers, bow about poets? -I think thaanswer pro-
vided by Boaild ofEducation member Jane Freedman was very apt. She said, "TrUe, we
need poets, bnt the people who want to-be poets shouldhe given the skills to be
poets.''
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I have subsequently studied, and take strong exceptions to, a paper that -as
presented at- that session but not read. Here are a few excerpts from it:

"The elite leaders of our society have a good thing going for them in uni-
versal free public education: an integrative system which legitimates the lack
of democracy and equality,in the economy by preparing children for differentia-
ted roles of varying degrees of powerlessness in adult life. While the most

.succeE ful eiforts to change the economic system will undoUbtedly be direct
assaults on that system itself, there is still a role within education for those
who believe in democracy and equality." I added emphasis to the words, "direct
assaults."' I leave it to you to decide the meaning of that reference and, indeed,
the entire statement.

The next excerpt that caught my eye is as follows:' "Not 'only are the school's
organized hierarchically to reproduce the work place, but they also alienate both
teachers and students, just as industrial work alienates the mass of working men
and Women."

a
The authority for that astounding judgment is Studs.Terkel, a Chicago news-

:paperman, who is not noted for objectivity nor for scholarly research. I suggest
that the "authority" of Mr. Terkel is no authority Whatsoever, and that the
author's assertion is not worthy of serious consideration unless valida ed-by
credible authorities.

My final quotation from the-paper is as follows: All this is necessary
becausethe schools serve society, and because the needs of eociety are-,7,in most
cases-rdefined as the needs of the corporate ruling class. These,needs are,to.
asSure.first, that each-new generation is properly socialized to accept the eX-
isting system; second, that each new generation is trained to fill the available
adult roles in adequate numbers to assure an oversupply of labor (which keeps
wages low);' and third, through these firpt two needs, to assure the elitd of=
continued profits and control."

The radical View of American society ae presen-ed in the foregoing statement
defiee.a brief response. Suffice to sa-Ythat the author's yiew of-society is'badly
distorted. _For 'present purposes, I'll cenfine my- response to his incredible allu-
sion to."low" yages. Anyone who is aware of recent labor,contract settleMents
(e.g.--Ford MOtor Company; Teamsters,_ and Rubber Workers), or current levels of
wage4 anct-employment benefits in-Such industries as steel, coal mining, chemicals,
and' oil,'ceuld hardly take seriously any.suggestion that most American workere
are shortchanged in terms of_wages and benefits.

Getting,back to prospects, for People without college degrees, I would like
to ceiete from remarks one of our executive vice presidents, C. W. Ritterhoff,
made back in April'at the Professional Leadership Conference of the Maryland
State Department of Education. .

He said, "we've gone entir ly too far as a nationAn trying te send just
about everybody to college." He euggested that we take_another look at the
so-called Allege "mystique.," =As he.put it: "Today America needs more skilled
workers who can create worthwhile goods and services, and ie doesn't take a college
degree-to do it." ,
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Since ef6onsible for personnel matters at Bethlehem Steel, I can assure

you that there ar many opportunities in the steel industry for people with trades

and skills. They command high pay by just about any standards, and I'm talking
about challengingfjobs, jobs people can and do take pride in.

Incidentally, our College Relations people tell me that the underlying theme.
!and concern of college Compliance and:Placement Officers is not unemployment, but
"underemployment." In effect there are too many college graduates with degrees

-1 that don't match industry's requirements. Result: graduates accept positions

Ithat do not meet their expectationsor education level. You're going to hear
a lot mbre about the "underemployment" problem in the future.

Bill Ritterhoff'didn't mean to "knock" college, and neither do I. But

in extolling the merits of a college education, as we've been doing for a long
time, let's never denigrate the crafts and trades.

And ething's out of vhatk, because,my company has had problems in lo-

eating qualified craft workers. Even during the depths of the.recession we had
to advertise in many areas,,even in areas beset by high unemployment rates-i-and
.we still couldn't fill some of our needs. That s-tragi fact,_Ws-shameful.-

We're continuing to pneh hard to achitve even better minority representation
at all our operations, and we're actively recruiting women for jobs that tradi-

tionally have been filled by men. Within industry, I think we're making very
good progreSs in/ridding our minds of the old stereotypes. The problem is that
too many peonle-out there haven't caught up with us. They have the same old

stereetypes- about themselves.

Again, I have some evidence of what I'm talking about. It happens that
Shane Alexander, the CBS/TV personality, author, and journalist, spoke at Cedar

Crest College in Allentown last month. She made the same'point.I'm making.
She, said thaewomen don't demand enough for themselves and of themselves. She

said, according to the newspaper reportthat "many women entering the-marketplace
tend'to underrate their own value."

!We've seen it time and,again in the industrial world; racism and sexism
,today are.being perpetuated more by the victims-than_by any_supposed "oppressors

That's where you in education come in. You have to net-only help educate and
train, people for the Ireat career opportunities that are open to them, but-you
have to convince them that they are capable of seizing those opportunities;
that they're worthY of them.

The outstanding example at my company And in my business is in the area ef

_engineering. We need more female an&mittorityengineers,We need theth badly..

In industry we'retrying very hard to provide totally fair and equal oppor
t-unities for employment and career progress. But we canit mOve as far and as
Last-as we want to go if young people don't get the kind Of education and traini
that matches- our needs;, if they don't apply for the career jobs we'reoffering,

''and that we,advertise so widely; ,and finally, if they don't ptick with us.



Incidentally, Steve Franchak sent me a newspaPer clipping that he rightly
thought I might want tocomment on. The headline is, "Business Backs Work-Orien-
ted Schools."

That s certainly true of my company, we strongly support vocational emphasis
at college. However, you could change that headline around and it would be equally
valid. That is, you could make it read, "Business Backs SchoolOriented Work.'r

More and more, we are encoraing and sponsoring continuing education and
,

training for our employees. Unde our Educational Assistance Program at Bethlehem
Steel, thousands of our employees have taken-courses at company expense or have
gone on to get undergraduate or gr. duate degrees. Hundreds are enrolled in such
programs right-now. More often tha- not these courses of study are broadening.

_

Jrhe same is true of our many management development programs ;We have a
lot of them, a whole'variety of in-house programs andIcourses, comleniented by
the attendance of soMeof our highest-level people.atuniversitysponsored execu-
tive development programs.

I

Such programs widen perspectives and deepen understanding. Je wantour
'people to be more aware of and 'responsive to the: presures and demands that
society is making on business.

What it all amounts to is this:, we pre er that a person come to us as
an accountant, or a metallurgical engineer, or a cheijiist. Let him or her have
those essential vocational skills, be Piirellectually curious, and have a funda-
mental capacity for leadership. We will then aid th development of such indi-
viduals both along professional lines and toward broadened perspectives.

Now I'd like to wind up my remarks/with some obaervations on the climate
and prospects for business, and job creation, right h re in Pennsylvania.

Coincidentally, our president,Ered West, touched on this subject late last
month when he addressed ,the Annual Legislative Conference of the Maryland State
Chamber of Commerce, down the Turnpike at Bedford Springs.

The part of his speech that,attracted the most attention was his discussion
of a report by the Fantus Company; a subsidiary of Dun and Bradstreet. Fantus
is probably the country's best-known firm of consultants on plant locations.

Last year Fantusdid a study for the Illinois Manufacturers Association, in
which they evaluated the forty7eight contiguous states according to thirty-one
criteria. The net result, according to Fantus, isrough approximation of each
state's "climate for business!" It came out with Maryland in 36th place, Penn-
sylvania is 42nd place, and New York is 48th place, dead last.°

As a check against the practical realities o heir estimate of the "climate
for business," Fantus then 'compared their rankin s with manufacturing job gains
or losses per state. Mor speccally they us the Labor Department's Man-

i

power Report to the esident, covering 1967 th ough 1974.
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, There was a high degree of correlation. Of the top twenty-seven states in
the Fantus ratings, all but one gained jobs during this period. Of the lower-
ranking twenty-one states, all but five lost jobs during the same period. There
seems to be A clear and definite relationship between the quality of a state's
1 e for business and whether the state has been gaining or losing jobs in
the manufacturing sector.

Please don't misunderstand me. I don't put Pennsylvania in 42nd-place.
Fantus does. And I'm taking the Labor Department's word for it that the state
lost 88,000 manufaCturing jobs over a seven- or eightyear period. I didn't come
here to "knock" my own favorite state. I will say, however, that those ratings
and calculations don't surprise me a bit; they seem to coincide with-the facts.

Certainly the steel-industry has been something less than "bullish on
Pennsylvania" for same time. My industry has done a lot'of improving here in the
KeYstone State, but it hasn't expanded. I don't think itirS purely a Coincidence

,

that the state where the industry has been expanding a Iot, and this is certainly
true of: Bethlehem Steel, is Indiana. And Indiana received,a very high rating from
Fantus---ninth place.

2

I know that all-of you are dedicated to the cause of employment right here
in Pennsylvania. Thif takes the right kind of education, the right kind of train-
ing, the right kind'of'vocational and career guidance--all the right programs apd
policies'. All those things are important.-

But it's a truism that you can't educate, train, motivate and guide
people into jobs that don't exist. And our state:surely needs jobs, and I mean
jobs in the private sector, which provides five out of every-six jobs in our
cOuntry, and generates thetax revenues that Support the activities of the
public- sector.

-

We need a better climate for business here in Pennsylvania. ,It's far
beyond the purview of these remarks to even begin to suggest how that can be
accomPlished, but it ought to be done. -It has to be done. I'm not merely.talk-
ing abous\a -acting new employers into the state. The tactics used to lure
Volkswagen New Stanton Will probably be debated for a long time to come.
Maybe it$s a g od move, but I can assure you that a lot ofsemployers here
Pen0Ylvania are jvery, very skeptical.

We're,amaz_d at the tremendous effort and investment made to attract
5,000 direct\jobs, when resident induatriee have lost many times that number of'
jobs in recent years. It's a drop in the bucket compared to the jobs our estab-
lished industries could generate if they were encouraged to grow.

in

The mystery deepens when you onsider the statements-of various officials
as to multiplier effects. The Governor has been quoted:as saying that the
5,000 jobs at New Stanton will generate. 10,000 to 15,000 additional jobs, and-
that sounds perfectly reasonable. But other state officials have been quoted
as predicting the creation-of. anywhere from 23,000 to.35-,000 support jobs. Those
multipliers get up- into-the range of four to seven. And my point is that people
never seem to,,use'such high multipliers when evaluating the economic benefits
delivered'by our resident industries..
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My own company has about 48,000 employees here in Pennsylvania. If you
apply those same multipliers, we generate indirect jobs in the.range of 192,000
and all the way up to 336,000 jobs.

People don't talk like that when they're raising taxes on busines- e-
quiring pre-payment of corporate income,taxes, imposing new regulations, o
A3enerally making life difficult for business._

I couldet put ft any better than an editorial in:the Bethlehem Globe-Times
ten days ago. The-last sentence said this: "What good is 'a policy that subsi-
dizes new plants while oppteesing establighed industry: by forcing it to compete
in a business climate that's one of the worst in the nation?"

That's a very good question. It's -worth serious consideration by anyone
\ and everyone who's truly concerned about jobs for theyeople in Pennsylvania.

In My opinion, there ha's to be an improvement An-the overall 'climate for
business here in Pennsylvania, and I mean for businesses' that are'already in the
--ate, and not just prospects we're trying to lure into the state.

Big numbers of jobs could be preserved by holding companies here in the
state, and arresting the erosion of jobs. And,hy encouraging resident business
to expand and grow here in Pennsylvania.

We have a tremendous industrial base in this s ate. If we strengthen
and.build on it, we'll have the best:chance of fully meeting the'empl(;yment
needs of our growing wrork foxce. And'that aim,ladies and gentlemen, is worthy
of the very highest'priority.
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COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING ACT, EXPECTATIONS AND REALITIES

William Mirengoff*

This paper focuses oh three concerns:

First, a description, very briefly, of the objectives and methodology
of our Comprehensive Employment Training Act evaluation study;

Second a summary of oUr findings to date in the conteffxt of the agenda
topic-i 'Have Congressional Expectations been met?"

Then, an identification of several of,what, I believe, are the ma or
issues facing the Congress, the U.S. Departtent of Labor (OOL) and
the prime sponsor (PS).

,4

Tiescription of:National Acadettly of Sciences_(NAS) Study

The central question we are attempting to address is what happens:when
control over-a multi-billion dollar manpower pregram, consistiog of lTdifferent
national categories and 10,000 individual projects, is shifted from...federal to
state and local authorities. What happens to.places, programs, people and
politics?

The study is being conduced under the auspices of the NAS and funded by
the Ford Foundation. I:find this to be a very felicitons arrangement. As a
privately financed stu4, it is free of the constraints\which sometimes accom-
pany government7sponsored evaluations; and, as a NAS actiVity, it is clothed
in a mantle of respectability and professionalism.

Our methodology is fairly rigorous. We selected a random sample of 28
areas stratified by the type of PS, as well'as by extent of unemployment.
This produced six cities;\nine counties, nine consortia and four Balance
Of States (BOW. In each of our sample areas we chose local academicians to-
follow'the program. The data obtained by them through extensive interviewing
provided most of the information for our study. The survey is being .conducted
in two phases. The first, already Completed, was focused on Title I and the
Tirst year of Comprehensive EmPloyment and Training Act (CETA). We have pub-
lished,two voluMes covering this period. For those of you who haven't r4ad them,
they can be obtained frOm our office. The secend stage now undet-way updates
the first-year developments and is largely concerned with Titles II and VI.

Have_CongKessional Expectations Been Met?

One perceptive-student of the political scene observed, "Legislation is
the art of compromise." Anothe Added, "To insure the passage of legislation,
keep its purpbses vague '

CETA does admirably on both counts. It/has more than its share of ambig-
uities and even contradit ons. As a bipartithan act; it incorporates two philo-
sophic strainsl

*Pro ect Director, National Academy of Sciences
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that of the Administration with its emphasis on revenue sharing,
the NewTederalism, minimum federal presente and the broadening of
the manpower programs constituencies, and

the views of the .Congressional majority'with its concern with ade-
quate federal directions and oversight and in providing services
to those most in need. In addition to papering over these ideolog-
ical differences, it was also necessary 0 accommodate conflicts
among vested interest groups.

The point I am trying to make is that expectation's are frequently, unclear
and sometimes unstated. I will point some of these out throughout the paper.

Nevertheless, there is a substantial body of the legislation over which
there is general concurrence.

The-Congreesidnal decision to decentralize and decategorize manpower pro-
grams was made with the expectation that there would be a better distribution
of manpower resoUrces and that these resources would be used more effectively.

'More specifically, it was believed that:

\

1. Programs designed at the local level by persons familiar with local
scene would be more responsive to the needs of the community.

2. DecategoriZation would provide to the PS the flexibility necessary
to introduce innovations and change the federally imposed mix of
the pre-CETA programs.

3. Programs would be operated more efficiently and at lower costs since:

a) Control and administration of local programs would be cen alized.
(Note that decentralization of national progrgms seems to Imply
centralize ion at tbe local level.)

Duplication would,be.eliminated and integrate:comprehensive sys-
tems would emerge.

The delivery of manpower services would be improved because the
PS could choose the most able deliverer

Moreover, the framers of CETA believed that manpower programs would be
monitored more effectively if the locus of control was closer te the operation
of the programs and the local elected official was accountable for pbrformance
to both the DOL and to his own electorate.

Review ec ecific Substantive Areas

Now lets review 10 of the specific expectations separately--in the light
of our study findings-.-for clues as to-whether theexpectations haVe materialized.

Decentralization

The central expectation of CETA is-that the national man-
power programs would be decentralized. Have they been? If we

were to measure the degree of:decentralization of CETA in terms
of how the dollars were-all)cated, we W uld,find that 84 per cen
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of the'1976 CETA appropriations went for programs that were oper-

ated under local control. This would include the programs in

Titles I, II, and VI. Titles III and IV remain national programs._

Substantively, the PSs,have assumed control over the manOwer
programs in their jurisdictions and have established the insti-
tutions to manage those programs. The overriding conclusion to
be drawn is that manpower programs have become an integral part
of local governments. CETA has, in fact, established a new federal-

state-iocal manpower network.

Now, having rather flatly asserted that, CETA has been decen-
tralized, let me introduce some qualifications. Although about 84
per cent of CETA.resources are in decentralized programs, the
degree of local autonomy is circumscribed. Congress has built
seVeral interposition points into the statute such as federal re-
view and approval of all PS plans. And the DOL has extended the
federal reach through regulations, interpretation:3, guidelines,
reporting and assessment. Thus, although management role of the
PS,and his accountability is reasonably Clear, his freedom to
deVelop basic policy is less clear. This role is shared with
the "feds" and it is not entirely clear as to who is the junior
and who is the senior partner.:

We have found that *- _ee Of..federal presence varies from .

region to regien; and f q .tly Wit:I. a region depending upon the
personalities of the tn iduai federal representatives.

.-Some PSs coLir i.lit the intervention of the feds in local
affairs is.excesk.: LC vlhich the feds reply that they are simply
discharging: their 1:an atez:. oversight responsibility.

The perception.o- federal presence, like beauty, lies in the
eyes of the beholaer.

There is, in the legislat 'oistory of CETA, support for both

positions. The House Report di1:4:,7ta the Secretary of Labor (SOL)
to"exercise 'his own.independent jz.agement." It asserts that he
"cannot absalve himself of the responsibility that the bill places
upon him." It goes on- to say, ".,.,the Secretary is expected to,
adopt administrative procedures fez- looking:behind the Certifica-

.
tion of compliance, including routlne spot checiang through the
Regional Office of the DOL.

Another part of the report underscores the role of the PS:
"The Committee does not expect the SOL to second guess the good
faith judgement of the PS."

This apparent'di7..At1ty _eflects the differences in the empha-

sis of the framers of ,:11:-,-Act. When -they couldn't agree upon a
single position, they=Mia "yes" to different positiens.
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OUr report suggests a significant and growing federal presence.
The most recent expressions of this have been the federal push for
greater participation of Employment Service (ES) in CETA and for
uniform performance standards based upon federal guidelines. PSs
generally report more Visits by federal representatives, more atten-
dance at council meetings and more requests for reports. The stand
one takes as to whether this development is good or bad depends upon
where one sits.

2. Pecategorization

The setond base'upon which CETA rests is decategorization, the
removal Of-nationally mandated special programs, each with its
own statute, funding, regulations and clientele. Without the
flexibility of the PS to put together a local program which
addresses local needs, decentralization would have the trappings
but not the substance of a block grant pregyam. However, looking
at CETA.in its entirety, it is apparenethat 72 per cent of its
dollars are for titles directed to special places (Title II),
special programs (Title III), special people (ritle rv), and spe-
cial problems (Title VI),

What about decategorization in Title I? The expectation was
that the elimiaation of categorical restraints would, unleash a
flood of local innovative ideas about how manpower programs should
be designed and'stimulate new initiatives. The early findings of
our study do not support the premise that local authorities, given
the opportunity-, would substantially refashion manpower programs,
The CETA programs bear a strong resemblance to its pre-CETA pre-
decessors. Many are familiar with the reasons-impossible time
pressures, lack of staff, and a general reluctance to rock thaboat.
The controlling considefation wag that PSS did not startmith a
clean slate. Most of them inherited a full complement of manpowe
programs along With their supporting inttitutions that could not
be ignored.

Where changes did occur, it was usually in places which had
.

few previous manpower activities or where there were significant
increases in funding which enabled the PS to continue existing
prograMs and usethe additional resources for innovations.

An examination of the second year plans did not reveal signifi-
cant program changes despite tha.hoOes of many PSs that the second
year would be different. Again, the reasons were predictable.. Once,
programs,were funded; it becomes increasingly difficult to turn the
spigot off'. Institutions, as I am sure many have discovered, have
enormous surviVal'-capacities

Yet, it is important to note that some program changes did
occur, not by introducing new kinds of programs but in shifting
-the amount of resources going tothe "standard" programs. For
=example:
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- On the job training expenditures were reduced from 20 per
cent of all nanpower programs in 1974 to 8 per cent in 1975.
There.was a small recovery in 1976.

- Work experience programs picked up most of this decrease and
accounted for 43 per cent of Title I expenditures in 1975.
It slipped to 39 per cent in 1976.

Thebe changes in program emphases reflect of Course, the impact
of the recession which dried up job opportunities in- the private
sector.

The ability of the PSs to.quickly shift program gears to react
.

to changes in the labor market was facilitated by the program con
trol and.flexibility they enjoyedunder CETA. It is doubtful whether
Such adaptions would, have been possible under a centralized, categor-
ical program.

3. AdminiStration

The Congressional decision to decentralize manpower programs
was made with the expectations the panoply of local programs would
be redUced, brought under a unified local control and integrated
into a comprehensive system with attendant gains in efficiency.

The central expectation has been'realized. The PShas. become
the fodus of control. Central machinery in each lecality has been
established to administer the program.

But the expected fall-out in terffis of an integrated, compre-
hensive system and the elimination of duplication is yet to he
accomplished, .although some progress has been made in consolidat-

'ing activities.

Four of the 28 areas in our aample have, in the first year,
come close to establishing a comprehensive system; although complete
integration has not been achieved even in these cases. Nast common-,
ly these PSs have consolidated the "entry" (intake, assessment,
referral) and the "exit" functions (job_develOpment and placement)
in central'facilities which they operate them-selves.

Eleven of the PSs in our sample had mixed systems--that is,
consolidation of programs while otherd operated independently.

In the main, the pre-CETA program pattern continued. Thirteen
of the sample PSs continued existing programs with littr'e modifica-
tion rather than merging them into an overall design. Each program
independently conducted its own activities.

Congress, Which was dismayed t6 learn that there Were 10,000
'

individual projeCt operators in the pre-CETA period, will have to
,brace itself for the shbck of discoverine that the CETA syStem has
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spawned several times that number. Although there was consolidation
at the entty and exit points, there was considerable proliferation
of contractors-and suh-contractots in the "middle" activities.

CO parative administrative cost data are very difficult to come'
by. It would appear, howeveri that thecosts ofestablishing and
maintaining administrative units in:over 400 PSs (some with several .

hundred perspnnel) has net been offset by reductions in-federaL
staff or in the administrative Costs of individual pro ect operators
although this trade-off had been expiected.

One of the most-difficult ouestions to answer is wIlethet loCal,
administration of programs is, as Congress'expected At would be, more-7.
efficient than central management under federal control.

The results appear incendlusive.

In responding to this question, here is how our field research
associates este out:

- 9 thought'the programs were being better managed, though not
necessarily more efficiently

- 3 said i_ w _ worse

- 8 were no sure but were leaning toward the CETA model

Those w thought that local control was superior mentioned
the following:

greater cost consciousness

more monitoring of progra s

less duplication

better coordination

greater sense of accoun ability

The three who thought diffetently pointed to the extra layers
f administraTior(without visible improvement in the programs.

4 Delivety_lmLE

Congress expected that'CETA would produce a better delivery
system because PSs would be ftee.to choose operators Who 'could
deliver the biggest bang for tbe buck. This ouestion of who was
to deliver manpower services--the traditional agencies otOthers
--concerned Congress almost as much as the pature of the programs
themselves. And the legislators came down firmly on both sides Of
the issue.
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With a boW inI theAirectidnof.local autonomy_and flexibility,
they deelered that; there are'no presumpttve deliverers of man-

[

1 power services;.that program,operatOrs would have to cempete for,
contractS.

Then turning around to meet the objections of the'established,
deliverers, they'stipulated that te:the extent deemed appropriate,,
existing institutions of demonstrated effectiveness should be used.
Raving thus disposed of the issue, they left itto the federal,
tate,and local administration to:sort things out as best they..

could.'

What followed was an iht nse struggle ove " When the ,

dust settled, the picture' looked like this:

) PSs were:extending their roles. Increasingly they were
getting involved in direct program operatIons. Three,
majOtreasons were cited;c (1) to' replace operators Whose
performance,was unsatisfactory,' (2) to avoid having to
choose' amens cempeting organizations and (3)Ibureaucratie
'"imperialise--tendencies towards "empire building.

VocatiOnaleducation held its own but tensions between the
'dredentialed eduCational establishment antins have surfaced.
Edecators ate uneasy over the growing influence of non7pro.-
fessionals lir educational matters. They frequently perceiVe
the objectives of vocational education differently. PSs
generally opt for'short-term ttaining-leading to specific
occupationalplacement while vocational educators are in-
clined to stress basia and'longer term training In core
curricula.

c) The community-based organizatigns (CB0s), such as the
Oppertunities'industrialization Cehters (OICs),,Service,-
Employment Redeveloptent (SER), UrbAn League (IL), deseite

. their ifiitial foreboding's, fared well under CETA in terms
of money. Funds contracted.,to the three.major CBOs rose
from $46 million ins1974 to $95 in,1976. However, the rate
df growth-was clearly lower in the second year. In part
this increase was the result of the expansion of work ex-
perience programs which areueually handled through CEOs.
Nevertheless,- the CBOs were alad uneasy in their new role.
Despite increased fundingthey lost muah of their indepen-
,dence. They "eye their PSs warily' and feel uncertain about
their future. .

\

\

Funds Contracted

1974 1975 1976

23 42 55
10 .16 21

13 19. 19,

46 77 95
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The largest losers in the CETA game are the Commun ty Action
Agencies (CAAs). Half of the CAAs who werddeliverers in the
pre-CETA period had their roles reduced; Past adversary
relations with electedlofficials had, caught up with them and
they no longer had a Parent.organi;ation such as the 0E0 to
-turn to for Support. Moreover, the militant leadership of
the 60's-had-Largely been co-opted.

What about the ES? I'm going to discuss this aspect in so e
detail because I believe the ES-CETA relationship,will in-
creasingly become a major. issue.

The'impact of CETA upon-the ES as a deliverer of man-
power services varied considerably from region to region
and state to state. Eighty per cent of the PSs used ES
facilities to some extent. On balance, ho14ever, there were
significant losses in the fitst year amounting to 800 posi-
tions. To appreciate the consequence of these cutbacks,
one must real4ze the extent to which the ES'in the 60's
had.become "hooked" on funds from national manpower programs.
As these programs prolifeAted in the 60's, the ES became
increasingly involved until one out of ,every 4 ES positions
were funded from these sources. And like any other addict,
the ES found the,withd awal process to be very painful.

Mbar of the first year losses were offset in theKbecond year, but
only because'of rhe addition to CETA of Title VI (public Sector employ-
ment) which required the immediate:'services of an agency able to make
eligibility deermina ions and referrals.

Our surv
were better integ
were fewer,. In a
governor. It did
tot prevail.

ggestarhar the ES fared best in,the BOS where', they
in the conimunitY and where alternative deliverers
tates, they received significant suppbrt from'the

pothtest imithe large.oities where these conditions did

Where the-,ES-role was reduced thesexplanations varied depending upon
whom you asked. Odr survey indicated that PSs have 3 basic complaints:

7 Limited=effectiveneas in terms of placements and filling of
eon-lob-training (OJT) slots

-- Inadequate service to rhe disadvantaged

Exce

There

Costs

are Several other reasons for the reddced ES role.
9

(i) Some state andjocal ES offices-showed little interest in
participating in CETA. They preferred a mere limited labor
exChangeroleto the dilemma of having to serve the disad7
vantaged whiie trying-toattract employer Orders,and maxi-

miie placements.

(i 'PS imperialism--empire building,by new and ambitious CETA
staff Undoubtedly played apart in elbowing, out the older
institutions;
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(iii ) In some instanCes political considerations were compelling-.
The. PS,, as an elected official is susceptible to the pres7
sures of-local instit4tions with political constituencies.

.

.Finally there were twp objective forces operating to
,

limit the ES role.

One of the major purposes of CETA is the development
of a,comprehensiveand consolidated manpower delivery
'system. In moving in this direction, FS tended to Con'
solidate and operate themselves what I call'the "front
end" and "back end" activities. That is, intake; asseas-,
ment, and counseling referril at oneend and'job-develop-

,

ment and placement at the other. Because these are
precisely the functions in which the,ES have been moSt
heavily involved-, the impact upon them Was partieularly
severe.,. Our survey suggests that,this will-be a contin-
uing trend.

-; The other external influence wasthe recession. Faced.
With the prospect of laying offtheir-regularworkferce,
employerswere reluctant_to participate in OJT programs.-
As a consequence, OJT enrollments in 1975 dropped from 20 ,

to 8 per dent of ell manpower program participants, ahd the
ES which generally handled these programs, suffered in the ,

process.

The major influence operating o'buttress the.ES position is its
parentage. As the child of the D01,-.-some would say step child--it "

would seem unlikely that the department wohld sit idly by and watch
the erosion of .the ES role in CETA. During the first yearof CETA,
the-attitude 'of the regional offices was mixedSome, takfhg as their
cue, decentralization. and PS autonomy, aseumed a "hands-off' position.
Others, more concerned over the fate of their "charges", intervened
more actiVely; pushing reluctant state Agencies on the one hand and
nudging hesitant PSs on the other.

,The second year saw a much more. consistent and concerted effort-
.

by DOL en behalf of the ES. .The clearest expression of this is the-
recent policY of the department urging state agencies to-offer direct
placement services to PSs at to cost, and requiring PSs.to eccept the-
pro-offered services. While.this approach may be generally adceptable,
there is some opposition both by state ES agencies who do 'lot see

,their best-interest served by,0ETA. in-Volvement and more importantly
by FS61.who view this policy asan intrusion on their.freedot to aelect

:deliverers of manpower services with or without costs. This could .

.become 4 classic confrontation in Which the.issues of decentralization,
use of exisiing institutions, costi.and effectiveness collide. :There

-is sufficient ambiguous language-in the sta6te to provide support for
both positions, The DOL may find itself in the dileMea of a parent-
trYing to cope with two fractious offsprings.
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Perhaps the bureaucratic skirmishes will Ultimately result in same
kind of equilibrium. More likely the emerging dual and potentiallY
'competitive systems.will pose proble00 that will need to be addressed'
in a more basic fashion. I see several alternatives.

The simplest approach would be a "laissez-faire"-position.
Let each PS-and ES agency work out their individual accom-
odations without imposing a pet pattern. "Complete secu-
rity," it is said, "breeds complete cOmplacency"; perhaps .

competition le a healthier process. The present effort of
the DOL- to experiment with different types of,1,,S-ES relation-
ships is, I belieVe, a step in the,right direction.

. (ii ) The other extreme would be to amend CETA and re-introduce
the ES as the presumptive deliveret for those functions
inherent in the Wagner-Peyser Act;: intake, testing, re-
ferral, job deVelopment, placement And labor Market infor-
mation. All of theae services (not only direct placements),

might be provided to the PS without cost if additional
federal funding were madeavailable to the ES.to defray
.the added costs. This may.reduce the PSss_ degrdoof freedom
but in retUrn they would have-greater resources for use in -
other activities.

A "twotier' system is a possibility. This Would divide the
manpower turf between the Wagner-Peyser and,CETA systemw. .

with-ES serving the job ready and-CETA.concentrating on those
requiring employability development..

- (iv ) Finally,:Congress Could gird, its loins and tackle the iSsue.
they'avaided.in 1973'-- a clear, differentiationbetWeen the:
functions to.be,performed under Wagner,Peyser, andthose
mandated by CETA--or alternatively a mergdr of the two syst s.

and the creation of 4 new federal-state-local system.

Whether or not Congressional expectailOns . with respect to delivery
systems wererealized depends upon one's perceptions of CongtessiOnal
intent. There are those wha believe that the freedom of'the PS tO
choose his own delivery system liesat:the heart of the decentralization.
ooncept And should, therefore, be a more Compelling consideration.

Whom did Conress Intend to Serve?

Here again Congress scattered its expectations liberally over the
population landsdape.

Although there is the customary rhetoric about serving.those. most,
in need, .the specifioeligibility criteria are muchbroader-the unem-
ployed, the underemployed and.the disadvantaged uneiployed. jn com-
paring the; eligib4lity criteria,of CETA with the earlier manpower
statutes and regulatiofte:, it is quite clear, that Congress moved away
from the-aarlier, almost exclusive focus ori- the disadvantaged.

4
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And the opening prOvided by the congreas was widened,by a number-
Other pressures.

As a result of the recession, many uneiOlOyed, but work ready
.persons were; for the first time, seeking adMission to manpower
programs in competition with the disadvantaged.

- The incentives bnilt Into the CETA system all drive the progr_
operaters in.the direction of selecting-those most likely to succeed,
rather than those Most in need... Contracts are supposed to be
awarded on'the basis,of performance; performance is generally
measured by placement; and placement is-usually a function of
the kAnds of people who enter the program-.-"Outeomes are largely
determined by-In-Out

- Decentralization has putthe'Pa in the driver's seat, As an
,elected.official he is accessible and susceptible tO preasure
rom his electorate-e wider and more potent constituency than
the disadvantaged. This, too, tends to.broaden the CETAClientele.

It is quite clear that.CETA participants in Title I are somewhat
higher on the socio-economic ladder-than their 'predecesaorsAm. the
camparable'pre-CETA programs. Although the changes are not great,
there are now larger proPortions of men, persons in the prime working

..age and the better educated.. On the other hand, the proporticin of
-disadVantaged e _liees dropped 12 percentage points.

-

.The changes in the clientele of manpoWer programs is-much More
startling whenclne looks at the characteristics of the Public Serviev
.employment.partieipants. In Title VI, for example, 44 per cent'are
disadvantaged (compared. to 76 percent in'Title 1), only 2713ercent
(cdmpared to 55 pereent) have less than a high.Sthocil education and
,21 per cent are young people Whereas:56 per'con't of Title-I i'partici-
:pants are'yo'uth.

This reflects the feet that Title Iis supply-oriented while
'Title Vi is deMand-oriented.

Althongh Congress intended that; Titles II and VI serve different
elientelOyexigencies of moment have blurred the distinctions

These statistics must be treated'cautiously.

:S'ir Josiah Stam.p, head of England's internal Revenue Department
the turn of the century.put it rather well:

"The governments are very keen on emassing statisties.
They collect them, add them, raise them to the nth
power, take the, cnbe.rdot and pr6pare wonderful
diagra-
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"But you, must never fo et thatevery one of these
figures &Meg in the first instances.from the village

watchman who puts down-wfiat he damn pleases."
-

We would, on the,basis of our findings., have to conclUde that
Congress expected that a wider specttumof the unemployment population
would be served.and.thatthis, in fact, is what has occurred.

,

Citizen Participation

Congress fully expected that progpams.administered Ideally would
involve the community and it encouraged citizen participation in the
planning.and operation of the pregram.

Toward this end, Congress,required that PS plans bepublicized,
that comments from interested parties be considered and that public
hearings be-held.

We found that although most PS complied=with ihe le terof the law,
was in the main largely Cosmetic. Citizen participatiOn through

Ahese procedures was insignificant.

The most serious effort lia.t,Congress made to:open the program to
Jthe community was the mandating of FSadvisory'councits. The legislators
1avished9great care on this section of the law,,spelling out in
same detail its responsibilities' and -composition. It did, hoWever,,
make it clear thatthe\councils were advisory to the PS.

Our surVey found that-all PSA did indeed establish councils.
TypicAlly.one-third ofithe membership consisted of Program operators.

hough some councilErplayed an aCtive and independent role; the
1 ge majority weropassive and dominated:by the:CETA administrators .

ani their staffs. 'Moreover, since-a large proportion of, the Councils'
ership censisted\of,program Operators who weregenerally the_most

active and.knowIedgdable members, lmoblems of Conflict ofinterest
soon\suifaced.\ These:were handied.in-varitus ways. In some instances,--
program Operators Weraexcluded from membershipi more often they were -
permitted membership.b4 denied voting rights on matters which affec-
ted their vested intereats And there were ihstAhces where there were
no restrictio g at all.

-
I

7. ConsOrtia

,In an.effort to acComplish by.voluntary agreement \qhit was
unwilling to mandate, CETA authorized the use,of financiali _entives
to areas that form Cnterjurisdictional combinations. The results
exceeded expectations. It had been thought that consortia woUldthe.
a difficult and unstable form of local organization because of
internal rivalries.. However, 135 havc q formed in FY 1975,ho -
prising one-third of All PSs. .

4 ';
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Inthe second year of GETA ip became apparent that in Many instan-
ces the only glue holding the Consortiatogethet was the financial
incentives. Half of the consortia in our samplecould be conaidred
as "paper" confederations. In the main the established consortia
continued to-be stable in the se`cond year. Thereja, however, a'
noticeable tendency for areas which can become PSs.in their own right
to leave consortia..

'Of-the 9 consortie in our samPle, one split up at'the end of the
first year and two others are expected to' lose components by the end
of the second year. This develoPment is-attributable to:

) A growing_expertise of the sub-units;

b)- Friction between cities and suburbs and

Political differences within the consor_ a.

8. The State Role

What role did COngress expect the states to play?

,In the interplay of forces that led to the enactment of CETA
ate governments were by-passed as a funding :conduit in favor of

city and county governments. :Congress:expected the states to per-
form two functions:

a): Operate CETA programs tn the WS;

Assume reaponsibility for _tatewide planning, coordination
and monitoring of all PS-programs through the State Manpower
Service Councils.

The first function was a substantive one and handled variously.
'-The general pattern was for the states to delegate the planning,and
operations to substate government units, retaining only nominal-
:control in the state office.

.peapite the sweeteners of thejive per cent vocational education
arid the four per cent state services funds, the smc did not have suffi-
cient leverage or authority to make any 'significant impact upon other PS
programs in the state. There was,4ttle state coordination or moni-
toring of local programs and Congress probably did not expect very
much,

Nonetheless, I believe that the role and performance of7the
state PS who controls'about, onethird of all CETA funds,- must be
one of the more serious aspects of the entire CETA program. I

believe thee the potential for a state role has not Yet:been fully
explored. In the final analysis, it will depend upon the interest
and commitment of the Governor.
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Resources

What were the Congressional intention
allocation of manpower resources?

th respect to the

Firat,:it is apparent that Congress Opted for a, universal pro-
gram rather than for one that concentrated on specific target areas.
Thus, most of,CETA resources are allocated by formula, unlike most of,
the pre-CETA resources. This was probably a political necessity'to
muster sufficient, votes-for enactment. You can be sure that mem
bers'of the committee knew in advance.What the impact of, the alloca-
tion formula would be in their districta.

Second, it,wart clear that the primary objective of Congress, in
4istributing resdurces Was to minimize any large shifts in the allo-
cation of funds,' To accompli h this, one-half of all funds were
,diatributed in relation to an area's pre-CETA level of funding .(50
per cent,of formula),

Third, as,between allocating'Iunds based en extent of unemploy-
ment vs extent'of poverty, Congress gave preference to the former.

The effect:of these considerations in' distributing Title
, resources was td shift (relatively) resources from the 'Southern to:
the Westert.and,Northwesteru States, and more importantly from'
cities to counties, especially suburban counties.

City PSs,',,for example, received 36 per cent of Title I allocation
in 1975 compared to 42 per cent in 1974; counties increased their
relative shares from 21 to 26, per cent. The major reason for this
shift waa the low weight given to the income criterion in the allo--
cation-formula. Shifts would have been mach more dramatic if it were
not for.the 90 percent hold harmless-requiretent.

. -

Our survey found that most respondents were only vaguely familiar
with the concepts and elements' of the various formulas used. Ten PSs
criticized the Title,I formula because:

Not enough weight Was given to low income adults and the long-
term unemployed;

b) There was too much emphasis on prior year funding:(the
50'percent element);

c) No recognition Was given to the state of the labor market and

d) There was. no efficiency factor such as performance.

Criticism of the Title II forMula included:

a) Sasonality of the unemployment figures. Areas which do not
h ve seasonal peaks during the qualifying time period were
versely affected;

reeling that the 6.5 per cent trigger was too high.

4 9
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The enactment of Title VI Was the Congressional response, in the
:manpower arena, to the Onset-bf the reeession. It added a counter7

1

cYclical component to CETA which.until then had,been concerned with
the structural problems of the labor market.:\

With an appropriation of $25 billion over a 2-year period,. it
Was expected thatapproximately 150,000 annual\job slots would be
created ih the public sector in ecch Of the two'years, In addition
to absorbing'sOme of the unemployed, essential public services would
be created. The expected level of jo8s was reached and exceeded but
there is some question as. Co whether:these represent a net increase
in'employment that would not have been achieved without Title VI.

. I

Congress anticipated the possibility that local communities, hard
pressed:for funds, would be Unable tO resist ihe temptation to use
Title VI monies to substitute for loCal budgets, -T1n the,words of one
mayOr,,"All dollars are green." To forestall thig possibility, Congress
insisted that all PSs demonstrate "maintenance of effort." This, how-
ever, was more easily, saidthan done. It Would take en armyof auditors
and a ton of pencils to adequately monitor the fungibility-00. CETA
dollars.' Although we were not entirely successful in quantifying the
degree of 'substitution, out survey suggestS that in 10 out of 18 ereaS,
there was;some positive net job creation, effect. In the other eight
areas, there were either losses in_publid service employment despite
CETA or leas gains than might have been expected.

. Closely relatedto "Substitution" is the "rehires" issue. :Congress
permitted the rehiring of regular public employeds-who were laid off
for legitimate reasons. We have tried.in our survey to determine the
extent bf layoffs and whether there was any evidence of- "paper layoffs '

Out of.22 cases we found five where layoffs were reported, although
there Imre instances where the PSs themSeives_were not aware.of the
extent of rehires in the balance of state and county situations.

z

The issue goes,beyond "paper layoffs.' Even where there are
legitimate separations, there is still the qUestion of the degree to
'which Public Service Employment funds should be used for that
purpose Withont some limitation,,it is theoretically possible for
all Title II and VI funds to be used for rehires. If that were to
occur,- we would in effect have addressed the'problem of unemployment
in the public sector (4here_the unemployment rate is low) to the
exclusion of any relief in the private sector where the problem really
exists.

In_an effort to resolve this issue, the DOL propobes to limit
rehires in any area to the proportion that uneMployed public workers
ere toall unemployed workers ip the area This has provoked a Con-
gressional propo-sal tbat would prohibit the DOL from setting any
numerical or preportional limit on the nUmber of rehires.
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Program Outcomes

During the fir=t 'No years of'CETA, the focus has been pn adminis
tration, prodesses, delivery systems, and speed of implementation.
Little attention was paid to what.was being deliVered. We have been
mOre concerned with the shape,of the bottle than with its contents.
But what does it avail us if we deliver, more efficiently and with
greater speed, rubbish?

-,There are wide differences as to what is important in manpower.
programs and how effectiVeness should be measured.

Placement.rates were :ostIrequently mentioned in our survey,
but often in combination with such other measures as reaching.target
groups, costs, and:poSitiVe terminations. Some of the survey respon-
dents complained that the emphasis on Sob placement, stemming from
DOL pressure, was misplaced...that it was too narroW and superficial.
They felt that programs contributing to the long run employability of

0 participants are more important than rushing a person into a job-7
often in a low wage, unstable situation.

In terms of placement rates, most areas have poor showings.
Nationally for 1976, the pladement rate for Title I was 9 per cent
for direct placement- 16 for indirect placements, and 6 for self
placements.

'Areas with relatively high rates report a heavy emphasis on
direct and self placements rather than indirect placements
which may be a more accurate indication of program effectiveness.

It must be
grams-where the
work experience
coMe.

remembered however, that these findings include pro-
heavy emphasis is upon in-School yonth and other

tgrams where placements is noi the expected out-

As one wag pit it--StatistIcs are like bikinis.
is suggestive;:what is concealed is vital.
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PENNSYLVANIA OCCUPATIONAL STATTSTICS PROGRAM

Arthur Mangan*

One of the great challenges facing manpowe: planners, vocational educe-
:ional authorities, researchers in the field cf manpower, and industrial managers
tas been the need !!or authentic, comprehensive, meaningful information on labor
opply and labor demand currently, iWthe_short run and in the longer run.

Thie one of the foremost consideratione taken up oby the well known
Tesidene C-mmittee to Appraise Employment and Unemployment Statistics,A(nown
a the Gordon. ComMittee, in its final report in 1962. This recommendation of
he Gordon Colmittee resulted in thelaunching of a program which marked the.
almination of efforts of several years te satisfy the long felt need for cur=
ent reliab2e national, state and local data on the job situation in industry.

The ;_lwth of these recommendations was ,the establishment of a new
rogram call-,o the Occupational Employment Statistics Program which is supported
y the Emp.1.:-.;-,.t and Training Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor,
ormerly the Ma-Tower Administration, which cooperates with the'U.S. Bureau of
abor StatisticL -wanaging the effort and involves the active participation
f state employ.aen security agencies;

The statistical information derived is designed to measure the,growthof
ccuOa ions and thachanging occupational structure of'the labor force in the
bited States, the individual states andthe local areas.

The collection-and analysis of occupational composition patterns of in-
Ustries will show_how different industries employ workers In the various ekills
he facteri affecting occupational composition and the trends which refledt\tech-,
cologieal and other dhanges. Not only will this information provide a basis for
rojecting menpowerrequiremens bil,oc.oupetion and aatisfy some of the needs
OeCified in legislation for vocational education and manpower training, but Also
ill serve to assist in estimating manpower implications of proposed new govern-
ent programs sudh as those in the field of housing, construction, pollution,
ontrol, health and urban mass transit. Lopal employment eervice offices need
nformation on the occupational patterns of industries to locate employment
pportunities for applicants.

LITMELJILJZ.fRuJLII

Data are collected by s te agencies and used to develop state and area
tatistics and are also sent to he Bureau of Labor Statistics in Washington .

lthough only 15 states'participated initiallylin'this new program, the current
Jtal comee to 34 states, more than double the original number Which began in
971 and of this total of 34, three states have considered this program impor-
ant enough to condnct it without federal financial support, while the remaining
tatee do have substantial federal allocations of funds. It is intended that
Ll 50 statesaltimately will participate in- thie prograM.,

*Director, Research and Statistics, Bureau,= of Employment Security,
Pennsylvania Department of Laborand Industry.
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While It Is not my intention:to try to develop foryou the technical
processes under whiclethisprograft is conducted, I will nevertheless present
enbugh of the methodology to give you a capsule idea of how the program is
organized. First, apecially prepared lists,-of occupations, were designed for
each industry or each group of industrieethat generally emgoy the same kinds
of occupations. Then definitions were developed to'accompany the different

.

occupational lists. 'The lists include 80,occupations that are:standard,for
all industries plus 45 to.120,occupations appropriate to indiVidual industries.
These definitions were constructed After considerable raSeardh which involved'
not only the government program planners but representaqves of the industries in
which the occupations resided.

It was absolutely e8sential to include in,the survey form tese descrip7
tions so that the information derived would be based on some kind standard.
I remember that several years ago the Pennsylvania Bureau of Employm&nt Security
attempted.'to survey the occupational needs of the employers in one of\our counties.
There were no preconceived definitions of occupations but only a requeSii for eM=
ployers to list the occupations in their industries and indicate whar was the
-current number in those,occupations together with the future requirements. While
the employers generally showed a willingness to cooperate-in- this survey, there
was a substantial.amount of confusion becanse not ail employers meant.the same
thing when they listed the same occupation. For example;.,What is:a millwright?
Ten different employers might mean 10 different things when they indicate that
they employ millwrights. Without some kind of standard definition of this
occupation, the data are meaningless. With this practical experience as a back-
ground, we_concluded that any kind bf a survey of occupational employment must
have:well defined occupational terms.

The occupational employment surveys rusin cycles beginning, with manu-
facturing the first year,. nonmanufacturing the second_i?ear and trade and regu-
lated industries:thethircLyear.: Also,-in:most states a survey of government
oceupations'has been condueted. Thecycle will then resume in the fourth year
with another:survey of manufacturing. After review of several, successive re-
survey8 of each industrythe frequencyof'resurveys will be adjusted so that
fast:changing industries wili besurveyed more often than those changing slowly.
The,state and area samples are stratified by industry and eatablishment size.

In developing a methodology to get occupational, data, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics studies various alternative methods of collectingsuch information,
including the Census of Population, Current:Population Survey and the bureau's
Industry Wage Surveys which are used as sources of occupational employment data.'
Other possible sources were income tax forms and employer's wage credit reports
to the Social Security Administration, It was concluded, however, that the only .

way to obtain the occupational detailsrequired woUld be:to design a new survey.

The Methodology:of the Surveys

The Bureau of Labor Statistiosedrew heavily on its experience in collect-
ing data. Surveys of- employment in scientific and technical personnel in-industry
were conducted Almost every year since 1959, collecting data on employment in 18
specific fields Of science, engineering and teChnical occupations. A mail.ques-
tionnaire with precise definitions of the Occupations required was used. Pilot
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surveys were conducted in the computing-and accounting ma -y industry in
1966,and the CommuniCations equipient'industry in 1967, l 1970 to test
the feasibility'Of collecting data on-Other occuaptionshymail questionnaire.
In'1968 a cciMprehensive survey of the material7working industries_was condUcted,
collecting data pn,54 clerical and blue-collar occupations. A survey of, the
printing and palithing industry, using a-list:of 97 occupations, was. conducted

review of the,experience of at4aaurvys conducted'in Utah and South
'Carolina also contributed to an iinderstanding_of the problems in occupational
surveyAuestionnaires.

These studies showed that collection of occupational data by mailis feas-
ible although some ambiguities in reporting could be expected, and in most indus-
ies a structured questionnaire listing and defining occupations would provide

more uniform data at lower costs thai an unstructured questionnaire. -Other method-
ological testing in participating'states included evaluation of mail collection
versus personal visit, Collecting data on job'vacancies as well as-filled joba,'
and designing the optimum sample stLe;

''OccupatiOnal List

TheJlists and_definitions of occupations for each induatry'were initially
developed in the Bureau,of Labor Statistics. -They were reviewed by the-state
:agandies-,:the Occupational Analysis Field Centefs of the Manpower Administration,
trade unions, employer associations and a Cross section of 535manufacturing

-firms,r7,-a review that resulted in many improvements.

order to identify emerging occupations, employers are asked-to list the
importantadditional occupations_to be considered for:inclusion in subsequent re-
surveys,. These additional,listings_will Also identify ca6es where firms are'making
such'widely different products.at the same plantthat the occupational lista pro-
Vided-for the major production,activity failed to include those,employed in the
minor prochlbts.

A critical question is, 4 course, the accuracy of response to be expeCted.
Differ nces in terminology among plan6S4n4ndustrial parts of the country are
wideapread. There are differenceS:11M-Angi_Plants in the content of occupation
with-the same title (for example,.,"InspectOrs") and members of the same general
ocdupation and different dutiei and reSpOnsihilities from plant to plant. There-
fore, eVen th2 brief definition-son the Audstionnaires help in obtaining greater
uniformity. k check of responWad 4acy is also included for a sample of re--
spondents.

In designing the Occupationarlists itwas necessary to compromise for the
complete 6verage of all occupatiOns in Which there'7was.an interest and-a deg-ire'
to avoid burdening responding firms with ,overall long lists cf occupations, many
Of Which would not be relevant'. In part, this dilemma wAs avoided'by ci'fferent
,specific occupation lists for each type of industry. Thecomplexity of conducting
a surveY with A very large numberv_ different questionnaires precIuded'develop-
pent of as many'separate lists4a w uld have heen desirable. to reduce the length
'of each-industrial list occuPations which-are believed to occur Very,infrequently
in the,industry were omitted.

/
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Occupation-Industry Matrix_ _

To arrive at estimated totals for employment in such ocwations it was
necessary to supplement the survey by othersources of informatlen. One of
the major sources is the Census of Populatien, which for those occupations which
t publishes separately, shows employment in each industry regardless ef how,

small the number is. It was expected that the'new program would directly
collect data on such occupations in indUstries employing at least 80 to 90 per
cent of the members elf each occupation and that remaining small percentage t4ill
have to beestimated from industrial-occupational patterns based,on the most
recent census. An Occupation-Industry,Matrix, similar to that already used by
the burean but more specific-in occupational and industrial eoverage, has been
developed for:this purpose. Theerrer,in the ,total resulting from an estimate
of this kind is relatively small.

Finally,, the matrix will be used to,develop annual estimates-of total
employment hy occupation_even though the survey contemplates less frequent
collection in each indpstry. Current employment by occnpation would be esti-
mated bY applying current or recent occupation patterns to current total
employment.in each industry;

Occupational Classification

A basic question indesigning a survey of employment by occupation is
the occupational classification system that will be used. Neither pf the two
major occupational classification systems used in the United States -in the
Census of Population and in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)--are coin
pletely satisfactory for this purpose.

The Census has the advantage of having been used for several successive
censuses and for the Current Population Survey, so that collected data are
available for analysis of trends in occupational employment.- Definitions of the
occupations do not exist; there is instead a manual which is used in classifying
the thousands of occupational titles reported by individuals to the Bureau pf
Census into some 300 categories used in the published statistics. The,census
classification system has been criticized for reflecting broad socioeconomic
analysis interests rather than the needs for manpower analysis and planning,
which focus on relationships among occupations based'on the Skills needed and
transferability of workers from one occupation to another.

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles, on the other hand, provides defi-
nitions ef each occupation and, is organized to meet the operating needs of
the public employment services in such a way as to reflect job relationships
and possible worker mobility. The DOT is also much more detailed than the
published census clasSificatien system, going into 22,000 occupations. The
broad strueture of the two classifications systems'is rather similar for white-
collar occupations, but in the manual occupations the Censussystem differen-,
'tiates among craftsmen, operatives, and laborers while the DOT differentiates
between major types of occupations on thegbasia of the character of the mbrk
(processing, machine trades, benchwork, structural work) rather than the level of
skill.
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A federal Interagency Committee on Occupational Classification, under,
the-iUspices of the Office of Management and Budget, has been working on
developing a standard occupational classification system for a nunber of y_ rs,
and it is hoped that this effort will ultimately result in a usableoccupatienal
classification syStem for the-tollection of employment by occupation- In the
meantime, an-ad hoc occupational classification system has been developed for
the present survey prograiil, somewhat similar in broad structure to the Census
system but considerably more detailed at the individual occupation
generally convertible to the DOT titles.

-

Two characteristics of the classificatiàn system derive from its in-
I

tended uses in manpower planning. Tirst, it attempts to identify occUpatiansl
as groups of jobs among which there is substitutability or a high degree of
mobility for the,workers. Second, since the data will be used for'planning
programs of training in light of future mAnpower needs, the greatest emphasis
and specificity is given to occupations requiring extended periods of training
or special education. Large numbers of occupations which are not reallyldif-
ferentiated in terms of training or education but which can be entered with
minimal on-the-job instructions are grouped together in aggregates.

Since occupational classification_is in process of developMent
development to which the data and experience arising out of this surve program
will contributethe occupational terminology and classification in. th4 system
is flexible -,-We must avoid getting locked tato the present system hy inertia
and by the very real need to develop data comparable oVer time for\anaiyzing
trends. .This dilemma is always present -witness the reviaions of the San_dard
Industrial Classification- but the argument for flexibility is stronger here
because we now lack a--standard occupational classification, and.because occupa-
tional lines are less firmly fixed than industry,lines. The way work'is
organized--the basis of ecdupational classification--may be more subject to
change than the products made ex_services xendered,, which are the subject.matter
of industrial classification. Bakeries may be automated,, but we will"still
make bread.

The Establishme t Un'

in analyzing. the occupational composition ofindhatries, the way in
which establishmentounits in large companies are. handled in thesurvey becomes
important.: Problems arise in companies in Which parts of theNwork are carried
on in. separate establishments, such a$ central administratave .offices research
laboratories,:warehouses, -or anyether auxiliary units. The indiVidual units
will employ different occupations and sheuld be combined for compariaoawith-
establishments An which the entire work goes onin a -single unit. Thia:,poses
problema of unit identification. There are additional problemS'wheri a single
auxiliary unit serves more than one establishment in a company engaged:in more
than onebindustry. Is this separate unit allocated to the industryyhich tore-
sents the largest prodUct? is it prorated to all the component industries it
serves?

State employment,security agencies, which are interestedinthe lecal
occupational employment, find combinations required for analytical purposes un-
desirable. The use of a national occuPational pattern for an 2,nduatry to es-
timate local'employment in that industry'would not be possible for such es-

. -

tablishments, and- it is necessary to develop appropriate patterns for auxiliary
units in each:industry in which they occur.

5 0
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Researth

The program of research and analysis to be conducted with the results
of the'survey,dictatea the survey design. The research will be'in part method-
ological research required for further development of the statistical collection

. program, and in part substantive research focusing on significant problem areas
in occupational emPloyment and in manpower analysis. Among the questions to be
askeeare the following:

Methodcilogical

How can'we use patterns developed at a national level, together with
,data on employment by industry loc lly, to make estimates of em-.
ployment by occupations locally, a d. thus save resources that would
otherwise have to be spent on-expan,ing the samples of various in-
dustries locally? The accuracy with which 'such estimates could be
Made woUld depend on the interplant 4zariability in occuPational com-
pOsition in each industry., ,

flow frequently do we.need to make su veys for each industry--how
rapidly does the OCcupational compes ion of industries change?

How large a sample isjieeded to
of accuracy for each industry?

provide data to specified levels

How accurately do plants report their employment by occupation and
-how can we so define and list 'the occupations.as to kmprove the
accuracy of reporting? This" question involves reseaairinto the
accuracy,of response.

Substantive

l. Measuring the'growth of employment in each occupation-1n order to
see the broad trends in occupational growth, to'see the success of
trainingi3rograms in adding to the supplyof workers in each oacu-
potion, and to Measure the Nation's resources-of-Skilled Workers.

,

2. Making.projeCtions of employment by occupation.mationally and lo-
cally. This requires analysis of-thaway in which occupational
-cOmposition of each industry is changingthe effects of technolo-
gical and o ganizational changesin industr

Developing insight into differen -s in orgailization of work from
plant to- plant within the same in ustry-and among industries, and
the

0
role of technology, product-mixp wage tlates, and local demand-

=

supply relationships. Thi$ area of rAtittwgfai is of particular
--

interest to industrial ma agement.

From this brief listing o _msforresearch objectives, it is clear that It
will,be necessary to develop a4 measure of interplant variability in occupational
compOeition among plants inthe same industry, which could be used to examine
the factors thatylay affect occupational composition, to determine the sample
size needeoraecurate estimates, and to evaluate the accuracy of estimates
of local odcupational employment made by using national occupational patterns.

5 r
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In general, the Systematic development of data on employment by occu-

pation operth broad research vistas. The measurement of numbert has often been

a first step in exposing anomalies and intriguing differences that lead to

deeper research. One area of inquiry to which these data will contribute is
the long-stadding issue in industrial management as to the best way to organize
work for optimum long-run efficiency--as between maximum division of labor on

one hand and "job enlargement" on the other. Another subject for study ia the

constraint on management's ability to reorganize work. Has management less

freedom with respect to externally trained workers (professional workers, main-

tenance crafts, stenographers) than with respect to internally trained workers

such as those engaged in production processes? The relaticin of supply and

demand in occupations and occupational mobility to wage rates is another broad

area of research to which the employment data will contribute.

is

in summary Ihe development of an occupation employment statistics system

g overdue.

One more word about the actual resultsobtained in the survey in Pennsyl-

vania. Approximately 7,6000 firms in manufacturing were surveyed and responses

were received' from 5,500 of them coverinkabout 70 per cent of total employment

in the,industry. Data for 115 two- and three-digit industry groups have been

pub lishTed.

n nonmanufacturing, 11,600 firms were surveyed and 8,600 responses were

receive1, covering 73 per cent of total employment. Publication of the results

of this survey will be forthcoming before the end of 1976. The survey of trade

has beg n but haS not been completed.

ture plans call for publication of information by local area also.

.Already, nonmanufacturing, Northeast Pennsylvania, the Scranton-Wilkes-8arre

area ha been surveyed independently. In trade, both Philadelphia and Pitts

burgh WI I be treated separately. Ultimately all SMSA's will have 'their own

publication.-

Future-plans for, occupational projections also include a very substantial

expansion of industries-and occupations. The current approximately 210,industries

and 440 occupatiOns will be increased to 1,000 industries and 2,4000 occupations.
'These are ambitious plans which will take a while to accomplish'but upon their

fulfillment, we will be entering a new horizon in the field of labor market in-

formation.
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UNTIER MPLOThENT: CONCEPTUAL ISSUES

Gerald P..GlYde*

Introduc ion
_

In 1976, most individuals are well-aware of, and continually-reminded
of, the heed for the efficient use of our natural resources 'Just as important
is the need for the efficient use of our,human resources. This paper is con-:
cerned with the latter issue. The efficient use, of human resources can be
interpreted broadly as a condition where jobs are provided for those individ'
uals who Want-them; where jobs utilize abilities education and training of
individualsi and where jobs provide workers with satisfaCtion in their endeavors.
The,underutilizatiOn of human resources occurs in divetse forms.' An important
and'major.portion of'this labor market-failure is identified by our official
unemployment measures, which estimate the number_of people not working', bht
who are actively seeking and available.for work.1 Recent research on what has
become knewn as subemployment has attempted to extend the measure=of labor -
market disfUnction by ekplicitly, taking accoUnt of discouraged workers, in-
voluntary parttime workers,2 anclincome inadequacy in full-time employment,
and'adding these aspects to the official unemployment measures.3

This_paper focuses on yet-another diMension of-labor market fallure
viz. invOluntary underemployment This conditien arises when workers'. acquired
skills exceed, Or do notmatch, the skill requirements of their jobs Much less
attention haabeen given to this groblem than to unemployment and subemployment. (
One of the major reasons for this neglect is that underemployment is both Con-
ceptually and empirically more elusive. To illustrate, consider the definition
of underemployment previded by the Gordon Committee.4 -Underemployment is de-
fined as "...employment of persons at jobs that call for'less than their high-
est level of skill and at wages less than'those to which their skills, if fully
utilized, would normally entitle them."5 A number of 4ueStions arise with this
definition as they would with other definitions., At a minimum, extensive qual-
ifications are:necessary. For example, what does highest level of skill mean?
Does.skill refer to potential or current Skill; including formal and informal
tiaining?. What does fully utilize mean? What,numeraire would- be used to de-
termine what individuals would normally earn if their skills were fully Utilized?
What ia'the intended link between wages and the utilization of skills. These
questions serve to illUstrate scime ef the difficulties'inherent in the notion
of underemPloyment.

This paper has the modest objective of exploring further some of the
conceptual implications of underemployment by, first, suggesting a comprehen-
sive definition of underemployment and identifying two major forMs of it, and,
second, by expanding upon-and clarifying key words or phrases in that definition.
This exercise is designed to reveal some of the problems that need to be addres-
sed prior to att6Mpts at,a comprehensive Measure of underemployment. Hopefully,_
the:discussion provided here' will encourage others who use the term underemploy
ment to consider more closely what they mean by it. In addition, it is haVed-

lqssistant,Professor of Economics and ResearCh AssoCiate, Ins_itu
Research on Human Resources, The'Pennsylvania State University.
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that,this paper will. encourage others to work toward a measure of underemploy-
ment. As education levels rise, it is expected that such a measure will become
increasingly imPortant in monitoring the labor market and in achieving a number
of -Public policyobjectiveS.-

A Definition and

For discussion purposes,- underemployment is defined here as an involuntary
!T212yEtent_2andition_where. workers are in obs- either art-time or full-time,
in which their_ current skills _includin formal and work experience t_a_lalAK,
are technicall underutilized and thus undervalued relative to those of other
ndividuals of s
develoPment Th
that many of the
dresagd within

_who have Tade equivalent investments in skill
rather cumbersome and lengthyrdefinition is presented so

key conceptual problems related to underemployment can be
that definition.

Prior a a in on particular elements of the definition, two majoi
of underemployme t can he distinguished;.for convenience they are referred

askill and interskill underemployment. The former occurs when partic-
ular indiv duals or cohorts of individuals within an identifiable skill group
are less_able ilize their skills than is the average individual from this
skill gronp. That is, they have the equivalent ability and Occupational prepa-
ration as the comparison group, but some real or perceived characteristic of
theseindividuals is the source of their-underempioyment, not the marketability
of the skill in question. Examples of the sources of intraskill underemploy-
ment,would include (a) imperfect and costly labor market information, leading
to less than ideal hiring and promotion methods and expensive job search for
particular individuals or groups of individuals, (b) labor market discrimination,
where nonproductivity related factors determine worker-job matches, (c) costs of
labor nobility and (d) the desire fOr part-time work, where the distribution of job
opportunities does not match the skills of those individuals desiring less than
full-time jobs. TheseIllustrative factors wcifild suggest that Characteristics
such as race, age, sex, residential location, labor force attachment, work

..history, credentials, would be correlates of underemployment.

In contrast 'to intraskill underemployment, interskill underemployment
refers to a condition where the average.individual in a particular skill group
is'underutilized in employment relative to the typical individual from other
skill groups where training investment costs.are the same but the nature of
the Occupational preparation differs. Ie is the nature of the:skill that these
underemployed individuals possess, not any personal characteristic, which causes
their-problem.

P. .

-Sources of interskill-underemployment Include shifts in demand for and
supply of labor across occupations, lags in labor, market adjustment, retraining
costs, and imperfect information. Since the labor requirements of firma are
a derived demand, the dynamics of narkets for goods and services, and the re-
,
sultant adjustment processes, are bound to favor-certain skill groups and dis-
favor others. -.Individuals with skills appropriate to disfavored occupations are
more likely to be underemployed than,are individuals whose skiliS match the re-
quirements of favored occuPations. Layoffs in disfavored occupations, and the
inadequacy of new job vacancies in them, can be expected to direct persons to
other jobs where their skills match job requirements less closely. Of course,
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it is possible for individuals to adjust their skills, but th response of
labor supply to changes in demand are often sluggish. Human apital invest-
ments, especially for older people, tend to be irreversible ue to cost (time

factors. The result of this immobility of skill in the fac of declining
demand.will Often be underemployment rather than retraining

Clarifical ion of the Definition of Underemplament

In this section of the paper, key words or phrases ff the definition
provided above are discussed. In this Manner some of the important conceptual
issues concerning underemployment'can be identified. Th discussion follows
the order in which the key terms of phrase appear in the definition as given.

Underemployment is referred to as an involuntar lo ent condition.
This view is consistent with the official concept of un mployment which is by
definition an involuntary condition. It may be of int rest to know why certain
individuals choose to work in jobs which do not effect vely utilize their -Skills;
however, from a public policy point of view it is more iMportant to identify
labor'market barriers which prevent individuals from d ng so. Note also that
underemployment r defined is restricted to underutilization of labor in employ-
ment; it does not cover conditions where individuals re unemployed or nut of

the labor force. Viewing underemployment as underuti ization in employment
does not mean that underemployment and unemployment a e not closely linked in a

dynamic labor market. If underemployment increases in the labor market, then
new entrants to the labor market will begin to enter at job levels previously

held by individuals with lesser skills. This "bumping down" process will even-
tually lead to the least skilled workers being "bumped out" into unemployment,
or the least skilled entrants will not find work. Changes in demand (number
and skill level of job vacancies) and supply (number and skill level of workers
in the labor market will influence the distribution of both unemployment and

underemployment.

Underemployment is viewed here as a problem of workers. This distinc-
tion is made because what is underutilization of labor for the individual may
not be underutilization for the employer, or for society.6 Other factors
the same, employers will be better off in terms of lower unit costs if work
positions held by less skilled workers are upgraded by hiring more skilled
workers for these jobs (at some point, over qualified workers could become a
liability). This strategy could lead to underutilization for the worker,
while being desirable for the firm. An employer, who is able to discriminate
against certain workers pays them less than some norm for skills which
the worker possesses, does not view the situation as an inefficient one. Never-

theless, the individual who is subject to discrimination is clearly underemploy-
ed from his/her point of view. Keeping a ready national defense establishment,
and other'contingency oriented government agencies, may be purposeful and
efficient from society's perspective, but may result in individual underemploy-
ment except in times of crisis. The armed forces may-be the most extreme
example of purposeful underemployment to meet national objectives.

In our official unemployment measures, those Individuals not working,
but actively seeking part-time work, are treated in the same way,as are indi-'
viduals who are not ,Imrking, but actively.seeking full-time work. -Consistent
.with this view, the definition provided above states that underemployment may



oecur,in either part,-time,or full-time jobs. The criterion-for inclusion is
. whether the individual's skills are underutiliZed per unit of time worker,
and not on the basis of how'many hours are worked. It would be presumptuous
to'discount underemployment in' the-Part-time labor market from two-points of
view. Firat, nearly 15 per cent of the employed are in part-time jobs, a sub-
.stantia: part of the work force. Second, the failure to utilize skills may
be as hrmfui to part-time workers as to full7time workers In fact, given
the liiited range of skilled jobs in the part-time.sector, the probability
cif un employment there is likely to be greater than in the full-time labor
marke-

In'comparing skills of workers with skill requirements of their jobs,
.

the ideal focus is on current skills, not potential or past skills. .If poten-
tial skills, are compared with job requirements, then almost every worker must
be considered underemPloyed since they have,the potential, with additional
training pr with improved,complementary inputs, to raise their level of pro-
ductivity. It is clearly important that people receive an adequate level or
amount of-training. The focus ofynderempIoyment, however, is on the issue of
how well they use the skills they are presently endowed with Just as every-
one is potentially more productive with additional training, so can everyone
be more productive with additional complementary physical capital. But we
must take the current stock of capital, both physical and human, as given
in order to judge the extent to-which current human resources are underutilized.

Education Completed at some period in the past, but not complemented by
work experience, may result in erosion Of human capital or skill in the same
way that physical capital can be expected to depreciate if.not used. On-the-
job training provides substantial additional increments to human capital for
a worker as well as complementing forpal education.7 Given that work exper-
ience and on-the-job training are significant cmponents of human capital, then
current skills AZ measured by-a certified degree or,formal number of years,of
education will understate the true skill level of a worker who has received
significant complementiry pkills fromAis job. A measure of underemployment
should take on-the-job training into account. Employers themselves often for:-
get, that skills are not.necessarily reflected in formal or certified skills,
and workers may sufferunderemployment due.to credentialism. Identifying
actual skill _levels of workers and 'Separating these skills'into identifiable,
clusters is clearly one of the main difficulties in measuring underemployment.

In the definition provided above, workers are said to be underemployed'
if, their Current skills are technically underuiilized and thus undervalued.
In order AD be more explicit on this point, tWo questions need to be considered.
First, what does technically underbtilized refer to; second, what is the assumed
link between underutllization and undervalued. Technical underutilization re-
fers to a direct comparison betweenthe skills of workers and the skill content
of their jobs where workers.' acquired ekills exceed, or do not match, johrar
quiremente. This type of direct comparison would be desirable if an extensive
classification scheme-were available for categorizing both the current -skills
of workers and the current skill dontent of jobs. Above, it has already beerl
noted that accurately identifying skills on the supply side is difficult, par-
ticularly taking accoUnt of on-the-job training. On the demand side, assessing
job content and job clusters (jobs which are,homogeneous in terme of the
transferability of skills among them) is perhaps an even mo e formidable task.8
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In the absence of a direct comparison between workers' skills and skill
content of their jobs, it'is expected that technical underutiliZation would,
be reflected by the underValuation of workers' skills. The undervaluation
would take the form of lower wages than would occur in the absence of technical
underutilization. This is the intended link between underutilization and un-
dervalued as stated in the definition. Assuming that education and training
provide specific skills and that fobs contain specific tasks, it is expected
that employers will pay a premium to workers whOse skills most closely match.
job.requirements. Alternatively, the premium may be in the form of obtaining
the work position. That is, if two, workers apply for a job.vacancy, the worker
with the most closely related skills will get the job. Employers behave this
way because, other things the same, the marginal-product of a worker will be
greater the more-exact the match between his/her skills and job requirements.
The posited relation between,underutilization and undervaluation suggests'that
initial measuresof intraskill underemployment might concentrate on wage vari-
ations across various labor force cohorts whose acquirecil,skills are judged tp
be homogeneous. Of course, if variations in wages of woikers are determined
largely by factors other than -skill, then this approach may not be helpful.
However, the human capital literature suggests that skill is an important de-
terminant of wages, albeit, a considgrable residual variation remains.

There is some empirical support for the conceptual view expressed above.
A recent survey of nearly pne-half million individuals who graduated from,
college in 1972, and, who were working full-time, showed that the more-directly
the individuals' jobS related to their education, the closer actual earnings
were to the individuals' expected earnings. Over 50 Per:cent of those individ-
uals who stated that their jobs were directly related to their education, stated
that their pay' was about the sameas they expected. Only,28 per cent of those
individuals whO stated that their training was not directly relate to their
job stated that actual earnings were consistent with their expectations. For
the first group, only 11 per ,cent earned substantiall)i below what they had
expected; however, for the second group, 35 per cent earned Substantially lower
pay than expedted.9

Underemployment is a relative concept. That is, there is a need to ask
the question:, Individuals are underemployed or undervalued relative to mrhom?
The definition suggests thatthe numeraire would be'based on the wages of
other workers of similar'ability who_haVe made,equivalent investments_in
skill develom!nt. In the case of intraskill underemployment, the relevant
doMparison group would be individuals who have incurred equivalent training
investment,costs ih the same areas of occupational preparation. It is this
group's average wage that could be compared to,the wages of,particular classes
of workers within this group who a priori are expected to be Underemployed.
If interskill uncremployment is considded, the comparison would be between
the average wage Lor a particular skill gronP and the average wage of other
skill groups requiring equivalent investment costs but in different areas of
occupational, preparation. This approach to identifying underemployment fates,
all the same empirical problemt as do studies inveatigating wage differentials
and rates of returh to human capital investment.

Concluding Comments

if competitive conditions accurately described the workings of the
labor market, if information regarding job vacancies and skills of workers
was abundant and free, if labor market and skill adjustments were rapid and
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costless, if discrimination did not exist, then underemployment, like unem-
ployMent, would only,be a temporary phenomenon. 'However, the labor market
is in important resipects made up of non-competing groups, labor market infor-

,

mation is imperfect, and the search for it is expensive both for employers
and for workers. Adjustment or labor market mobility is often sluggish;
risk and/udeertainty is the rule and not the exception. Given the fluidity of
the,labor market it is not suprising that considerable underemplOyment may
aris given barriers to smooth adjustment.

Unemployment is the most frequently cited result of disfunction in the
labor market, at least our labor forceistatistic6 are biased in this direction.
Emphasis iaon the measurement of underutilization of human resources stem-
ing from an inadequate number of jobs, rather than on the underutilization of
human reeources in work. This emphasis may be entirely,appropriate, yet given
the size mf the employed labor force, compared to the unemployed labor force,
underutilization within employment may represent more lost output and frustra-
tion iwan absolnte sense than does unemployment. However, for individuals,
no job may be much worsethan a less than satisfactorY job.

Underemployment refers to an involuntary employment cond tion where work-
ers' acquired skills exceed'the skill requirements of the jobs that they perform.
In this spirit, a more comprehensive definition "isf underemployment has been
suggested in this paper, within which, a number of conceptual points can be
addressed. Two forms of underemployment have been distinguished: Intraskill
and interskill underemployment. .Intraskill underemployment obtains when par-
ticular individuals, or groups of individuals, within an indentifiable skill
group are less able to utilize their skills than is the average person, of
equivalent ability, who is endowed with these skills. The cause of underem-
ploydent in this case is not the general marketability.of the skill in question,
but rather, the problem lies with the marketability of. the individual(s) due
to some characteristic he/she possesses, or is pereeived to possess by others.
Interskill underemployment occurs wthen the average individual in a skill group
has diffiEulty utilizing that skill because t is less marketable than other
skills,fequiring the'same investment cost. In order to assess the degree of
underemployMent directly, extensive data would be requiredon both skill levels
acquired by workers and the skill content of their jobs. In the absence of job
content information, it has been suggested here that investigating the disper-
sion,of earnings within skill groups may indicate intraskill underemployment.
This view fs based on the assumption that, other factors the Same, wages will
be higher the,more fully skills are'utilized. An investigation of interskill
underemployment would focus on wage differences between skill groups which re-
quire equivalent investment costs to attain, but are in different areas of occu-
pational preparation.

The causes of underemployment are diverse. They include such factors
as imperfect labor market information, the costs of search for workers and
jobs,,and discrimination. In addition, costs of labor mobility and shifts in
:demand and supply of labor, and lags in adjustment to, these shifts, are sources.
af'underemployment. Consequences of underemployment for individuals are low

.earnings, feedback effects which reduce' the amount of future buten capital
accumulationpossible job dissatisfaction and alienation from work. For so-
ciety, underemployment, like unemployment, represents an inefficient usage of,
human resources and lost output.
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FOOTNOTES
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-See: U.S. Bureau Of Labor Statistizs How the Government Measures

Unemployment, Report 418 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 973).

2The Bureau of Labor Statistics now collects and publishes data on
involuntary part-time and discouraged workers but does not incoporate'these
data into the official estimate of unemployment.

3For example, see Thomas Vietorisz, R. Meir and J. Giblin, "Subemploy-
ment: Exclusion and Inadequacy Indexes," Monthly Labor Review 98 (iwy'1975):
3-12.

4U.S. President's Committee to Appraise Employment and Unemp oyment
Statistics, 12.1rinErn_loentar (Washington, D.C.:
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WORK--NOT SCHOOLCOMES FIRST

Robert E. Feir*

Since we have b en raised to think chronologically, we most often come to
the logical conclusion that school comes "before" work. This is obviously true
in the sense that unive sal free public education in the United States provides
schooling opportunities r virtually all children prior to their entry into

. tht labor force. It is n so obviously true if we examine the more important
question of whether school or work is the\preeminent institution in the devel-
opment of children into adult members of ocIety . It is my contention that
the world of work is indeed preeMinent, t at it precedes schooling in the sense
that it directs the educational enterpris , and that a child!s development and
relationships reflect the world of work in many ways. It is my purpose this
morningsto attempt to discuss two broad topidS. The first is the area of
what iS salient to a small child entering school--an individual approach to
the larger issues of schooling and work. The second is the structure and

. .

direction of public education and its relationship with the economic structure
and direction of the nation--a societal approach to the issues at hand., I will
attempt to look at each of these two areas briefly and then to tie them to-
gether through a challenge to my colleagues in the'education c mmunity.

Prior to diving headlong into the matter at hand however, it is important
to try to examine those values which inform the following discussion. First, it
is important to remember that the American economy is based dpon the need to make
profits and upon the'need to maintain the economic'division between capitalists
and some mancgers on the one hand and workers on the other. It is, most assuredly,
not concerned with democracy or equality. While this is not the time for a de-
tailed examination of the American economy, it is hoped that this much at least
can be said without serious question. (The argument that upward mobility allows
workers to become managers or even, on occasion, owners, does not seriously
affect the basic structure of the economic system per se, for upward mobility
works only for a relatively small number of individuals, not for whole classes
of people. In fact, the very concept of upward mobility assumes the main-
tenance of a class structure through which people can move.) In order to help
maintain this economic system, the owners and managers must look to the next
generation to provide both new managers and new workers, and they look to the
schools, which have become reasonably universal screening agencies, to provide
the necessary manpower. Second, public education (or at least its philosophical
basis in this country), while recognizing its\role in transferring economic
values, also utilizes a rhetoric of democracy and equality. Cremin sees
public education in this country as tending toward, but not yet fully achieving,
democratization and equality.P1 Discussing democratic education, the Commission
on the.Reorganization of Seco'ndary Education writes that such education should
"develop in each individual the knowledge, interests, ideals, habits, and powers
whereby he will find his place and use that place Co shape both himself and
society toward ever nobler ends."2 And Dewey adds: "A dociety which makes
provision for participation in its good of all its members on equal terms and
which secures flexible readjustment of its insCitutions through interaction of
tile different forms of associated life is in so far democratic. Such a society
must have a type of education which gives individuals a personal interest in
social relationships and control . . .." 3 If one were to poll educational
practitioners--teachers, administrators, school board membersone would find

*Special Projects.Dlrector, Central SusqUehanna Intermediate Unit 16.
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few who oppose democracy and equal opportunity for children. Cremin's view that
Schools have helped Children to climb the economic ladder would undoubtedly pre-
vail with most educators. Yet there is another view, one which, I would argue,
actually prevails. That poSition was stated simply hy Freeman half a century,
ago: "It is the husiness of the school to help the child to'acquire such an
attitude toward the inequalities of life, whether in accomplishment or in reward;
that he may adjust himself to it$ conditions with the least possible friction."4

What follows is an effort to explain why this latter view actually governs
education, by looking first at the dispositions of a child, appcoaching school for
the first time and the sehool's response to that child, and second at thelarger
relatianshipa between the economy and the schoolS. ,As he began to look at the
influence of business v es on eduCation, Callahan expected to find some elements
of control. "What wa unexpected was the extent, not only of the power of the
business-industrial roupp, but-of the strength of the business ideology in the
American culture on the one hand and the extreme weakness and vulnerability of
schoolmen, especially school administrators, on the other."5

Prior to attending school, a young child has been exposed to relatively
few influences, of which parents are typically the most important. It should
be added that television has increasingly aPsumed the role of surrogate parent,
particularly since it is se easily accessible in an age when increasing numbers
of families are supported by two parents working outside the home. The young
child about to enter school has relatively few well-formed conceptions about
that outside world, but the world.of work is at least-as salient as the world
of school. There are any number of explanations for this. First, most parents
know very little about-the schools (especially when they are sending their
first child) and can therefore relate little to the child in terms of what he
or she- can expect in the first institutional encounter outside the home. Sec-
ond, work is salient for adults, perhaps Particularly se for young parents,
given that a child is a significant incentive to pursue the most tangible
rewards of work. Third, television portrays a variety of work situations--
albelm_a socially and politically "safe" range of such options, often overly
glamorized and overly simplified--but does not tell a young child very much
about. school. Even"educational" programming is not preparatory to the -

school environment.

Those who have worked with young children in schools tell me that the
child cornea to school knowing something, limited as that might be, about adult
life. Many children know a little bit about what,theirparents. do and what
their TV heroes do. Few know what to expect in school.

Rather than trying to build upon areas of children"-S-knowledge and interests,
however, most elementary schools start right in teaching children about delayed
gratification, a trait which is highly valued by teachers and'future employers.6
The school sets a course of its own, developing attitudes toward learning and
cognitive skills, rather than exploring areas already familiar to children. Such
exploration however, would be possible, perhaps even preferable. "Recent research
has indicated that developmental maturation, in terms of career education, really
begins during the first year of school . .."7 As long ago as 1960, some real-
ized that "experiences that provide a broad foundation from which eventual career
choices can.be made should be offered throughout the entire schooling process.
Such experiences are most critical and have the greatest-impact when provided
during the early school years."8
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Despite,growing evidence that children can relate to adult life and that
leerning-through, suCh relationships can be extremely,meaningful, most schools -

persist in ratherparrow cognitive approaches. This is ordinarily Sustified on
,the basis of long-term student need. Since many studies have shown a correlation
'.between ether cognitive development (test scores) or years of-schobling end
'econothic success,.educators argue that cognitive development must be stressed
in school.L. It is diffitult to refute this.argument, at least on one leVel. It

. is true that feW functional illiterates are economicallysuccessful in today's
joh:market. it is:equally.true that schooling mOst often has .the effect (at
least secondarily) Of providing young people with Some "polish," which. is
Certainly important in the!world of work. However, the emphasis on:cognitive
development and schooling'per se is overstated. Berg points out that even
Sophisticated empirical- studies have failed,to distinguish how much education
and what level of cognitive skills are necessary different jobs and roles in
adult society.9 Jencks and his associates see cognitive skills as accounting
for only a small portion of.the variance_in adult occupational status. Years
of schooling, oft the other hand explains'a significant portion of the variance
in adult occupational status. 'Years of schooling, on the other hand, explains
a significant portion of the variance, not, however, because schooling nee--
essarily prepares a person for work but because most people attach deference
to credentials and therefore value occupations entered by those with-substantial
amounts of schooling. 10

It should be added that children, in learning something about what their
parents do, also nternalize society's sex Itereotypes Despite the growth of
the working mothers Segment of the labor force, housework remains a predominantly
female, predominantly unpaid role, while Active involvement in the labor market
remains a Predominantly male role.

There is another way in which work precedes school for the young child.
In a massive ten-year study for the National Institute of Mental Health, Kohn
Uncovered some interesting relationships between Occupational status of parents
and child-rearing patterns. Lower status parents value obedience, neatness, and
honesty; hi$her status parents value curiosity, self-control, consideration, and
happiness.11 Lower status parents punish children for transgressing explicit
rules, while higher class parents punish children for lapses of internalized
norms. 12 Thus children are prepared for institutional encounters outside the
hoMe largely on the basis of their parent's status.

Despite the fact that many families are hierarchically ordered and that
child-rearing patterns relate to the hierarchical status Position of families
in the larger society, it is still true that the nature of family life is
substantially different from that of institutional life. For one thing, it
is ordinarily based upon close emotional attachments. For another, it is often
viewed as a refuge from institutional life, including the world of work. Bowles
and Gintis, who attempt to show the pervasive influence of the economic system
upon schooling, suggest that it is in part because of this difference between
family,life and institutiona3 life that "schooling [performs] such a necessary
role in the integration of youilg people in.p the wage-labor system."13

The job of the school seems to be to assure that the economic system is-
provided with a balanced source of labor, so that the economic system can per-
petuate itself. This process,begins with children learning froM their parents,
who raise them, in part based upon values they themselves learn at wOtk.. SchOols
reinforce differential child-rearing patterns_through_alproce_
either formal or informal--which is deSigned to prepare children for their nIti-
mate adult roleswhich are,most often'very much like those ef their parents.
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_"Successful job performance at low hierarchical levels requires Ithe workerst
orientation toward ruletollowing and conformity to external aut_ority, while
successfuL:perforMance at:higher Ievels,requires behaVior accordineto, inter-
nalized norms. ,It would be surOrising indeed, if these general orientations
did not manifest themselvesin parental priorities for the rearing of their
children.P14

What is the real purpose ,of public education? Wbo is really served by
that purpose? The real purpose of public education is, I believe,,socialization,
preparation for one's role in adult-life, particularly the work force, and
internalization of norms. Cognitive learning is important primarily because
it serves to prepare students for jobs, or because it prepares them for pro-
cesses they will need to know how to repeat. In the larger societal context,
the purpose of public education is to allocate children to differentiated adult
roles. Not everyone,can be a brain surgeon or a plant,manager. Most children
must be prepared,for rather dull vocational futures, marked by relative power-
lessness, and the.schools have been assigned the tasks of prepaiation and
screeniftg. This purpose really serves the industrial elite, the community
leaders whose decisions are critical for the-functioning of all institutions--
industrial and social.

It is necessary to avoid oversimplifying the argument. The schools do,
by any calculation and from any point,of view, have a responsibility to prepa e
children to assume adult roles. It is necessary for children to learn to
function in settings that are less warm and protective than the home. It is
reasonable to assume that in any societY, perhaps in any institUtion, individual
goals and social goals can at best only approach congruence; and-that it is
therefore important for children to begin learning to cope with socially gen-
erated disappointments. The schools would fail children and theirparents
dismally4if the school experieAce were so disjoint from the community's social
and economic life that gIaduatei were unprepared to assume adult roles. With
all this a's a caveat, let us proceed.

Bowles and Gintis write:

The educational system helps integrateyouth into the
economic-system . through a structural correspondence
between its social relaLlons and those of production. The
structure,, of social'relations in education not only insures the
student-to the discipline Of,the work Place, but develops the
types of personal demeanor, modes of self-presentation, self--
image, and .social7clase identifications-which are the crucial
-elements,of job adequacy.. Specifically, the-social relationships
of education7-the relationships between administrators and
teachers, teachers and students, students and students, and
students-and their work--replitate the hierarchical division
of labor. Hierarchical, relations'are reflected in the vertical
authority lines from administrators to teachers to students.
Alienated.labor is reflected in the student's'iack of control
over his or her educatiOn,°the'alienation of the,student from
the curriculum content, and the motivation of school work through
a system of grades and other external rewards Fragmen7
tation in wbrk -is reflected inpthe institutionalized and often

-destructive Competition among students throUgbebntinual and
ostensibly meritocratic ranking and evaluation By sttuning
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young people to a set of Social relation hips_similar to those
of the work place, schooling attempts to gear the--development
of personal needs to its requirements.15

This description is difficult td refute, except by pointing to relatively rare

experimental or alternative schools. What Bowles and Gintis h re describe can

be supported by citing other observers and authorities, or, sim ly by appealing

to the actual reflected experiences of most educaiional practi ioners. It can

be added that it is not necessary to blame educators for their behavior within

the system. The roles assigned to all people dnyolved in eduà tion are largely
structured by economic and social farces outside of education; thus, the Bowles

and Gintis argument relative to the "structural correspondence' of schools to

the work place.16 It is a rare community where business and industrial leaders
do not exert major inflUence--if not controlover social, institutions.

Philip Jackson of the University of Chicago's Schoo\l of Education observed
that."most students soon learn that rewards are granted to those who lead a

good life. And in school the good life, consists, princiOally, of doing what

the teachers says."17- This ethic of docility snd obedience corresponds with

what is_required in the work place of workers on the lowist'rUngs of the hier-

archy. There are variances among schools in terms of the degree to whi h rule-

following and docility are stressed. Typically, these values are more mportant

in working-class Schools than in more well-to-do suburban schools.18

,Teachers understand that they are rewarded for maintenance behavi for

quietly doing their'lobs, for "keeping school." One relson why school rincipals

are not ordinarily highly creative or imaginative is that promotion fro the

ranks in,most school systems is not based upon creativity or imaginati n, but

rather upon compliance behaviors.

While this is somewhat impressionistic, it-,appears that the majo 4npetus

for change emanating from within the educatfonal system comes from two sources.

The first source is discontented teachers'who are more concerned with mproving

the schools than with upgrading their own careers. The second source s the

occasional )achoel district,superintendent and school board member, who:)' y

virtue of training and often a background outside the school system, are ore

creative than most. But even at this level, there is a commitment to the

sYetem; for the system has'obviously, been good those who attain such

'positions.

Discussing the corporate sector, Bowles and Gintis note,that "the lower
levels in'the hierarchy of the enterprise emphasize rule-following, middle

dependability,,and the capacity to operate without direct and con-
tinuous sdpervision, while the_higher levels stress the internalization of

the horms of the enterprise."19 Since the job of the schools is to allocate

children to these hierarchically structured:differentiated adult roles, it

is not surprising that the school itselfo is organized.in like fashion.

Not only are the schools organized hierarchically to reproduce thd work

place, but they also alienate both teachers and students, just as industrial

work alienates the mass of working men and women.20, in its report on Work

in America, a task force of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

notes that increased student and teacher autonomy and decreased reliance upon
doMinance-submission patterns of behavior would make schools a more rewarding

place to be, just as the same changes in the corporate sector would make work

more satisfying for workers. 7 0
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If the goals of education were main aining curiosity, maintaining
and building selftonfidence, including.a love of:learning, and devel-
Oping competence, eaucation would be directly relevant to the mAjor
needs expressed by the workers. Some of these . . are the opportunity
to use one's skills andeducation to the full, to be reasonably auton-
omous in doing one's work, to have a sense of accomplishment, and to
have the opportunity to learn while on the job.21

Not only are schools organized hierarchically, and not only do they alienate
teachers and students, but they are alscvdetigned as testing grounds for competition.
One could argue--and those who support a Competition-based school system do--that it
is:necessary to prepare childrep,for the'reality of adult life in a societY which is
demonstrably competitive. But it could also be argued ehat this preparation of
children for competition serves a More important -goalthat of fragmentation,.of
dividing natural allies among themselveS so as to assure their powerlessness. "Di-

vide and conquer." As Uenry observet: "Since all but the brighteSt children have
the constant experience that others succeed at their expense they cannot but develop .

an inherent tendency to'hate--to hate the success of others, to hate others who are
successful, and to be determined to prevent it,"22 In discussing "badges of ability,"
which Are gained through-successful competition (largely in school), Sennett and
Cobb note.that "society injures'human dignity in order to weaken peOple's ability
.to fight against the limits class imposes on their freedom"23 "Through competition,
success, and-defeat in the classroomstudents are recOnciled to their social
positions."24

But why is all of this necessary? Why must the schools impose upon children .
coming directly from the warmth of the,family\an impersonal hierarchical structure?
Why must schools alienate both theiremnloyees\and children from the work there is
for them to do? Why must schools enforce.a competition among children which serves
principally to divide them-one from the other when they would be far more effective--
both. as, learners and titizens--if they were united? All these questions have the .

same answer. . All this is necettary because the schools serve society, and because
the needs of society are--in most .cases--defined as the needs of the corporate
'ruling class. These needs are to assume first, that eaCh new generation,is Properly
socialized to accept the existing system; second, that eadh new generation is
.trained to fill the available adult roles in adequate numbers to assure an over-
supply ofjabor.(which.keept wages low); and third,-through these first two needs,
to.assure the elite of continued profits and control.

According to Bowles and Gintis, "a major element in the integrative function
'.of education is the- legitimation of preexisting economic disparities."25 They 'go

on to point out that "the educational system legitimatet economic inequality by
providing an open, objective, and ostensibly meritocratic mechanism for assigning
individuals to unequal economic positions." They conclude: "Of course the Use
of the educational sytteM to legitimize inequality is not without its own problems.
Ideologies and structures which:serve to hide and preserve one form of injustice
often provide the basis of an assault on another. The ideology of equal edu
ational opportunity and meritocracy is precisely such a contradictory mechane, 1126

Ihave -:ied to show two ways in which work precedes or is preeminent oVer\

school. First, the young.child comes eo school for the first time knowing some-
thing (unrei- ble as that knowledge might be) about the world of work, 'which he
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or she has lea nad from parents and television', but knowing little if anything
about school. Thu)s, the school hap a perfect opportunity to assist children to
make meaningful connections between4their lives as children and the potential
inherent in their future lives as adults. S6cond, the schools have chosen to
do this through a legitimating process of integrating the child into theextan
society in an uncritical wmy. This results not so much from any ill will toward
the vast majority of working class children who are simply being slotted for_
adult lives of powerlessfi-ess and alienated labor, but.rather from the fact that
schodls themselves are structure so as to reproduce the corporate society which
they serve.27

But what-of the basic co tradiction noted at the end of-the preceding
section? Getzels refers to w at he calls dominant or "sacred" values of the
society and their role for e ucation. "The sacred creed has remained rela-
tively stable, and democraci, individuality, equality, and human perfectability
as ideas are as attractive now as they were 150 years ago."28 I believe that
most Americans would agree with Getzels. Most believe that these values are
sacred and that they ought to inform our institutional social lives, many pro-
bably believe that they do. But the contradiction between those values and the
experiences of people at work and their children at school is undeniable. That
contradiction may, in fact,'become a motive force leading to social change--if
we seriously believe in the sacred values listed by Getzels.

It is important to remember, however, that educators are extremely limited
in what they can do alone. Just as schools serve the society which nurtures them,
so is it likely that change within the schools will come largely from the demands
of society. It is equally important to remember that commltments to democraCy and
equality must be exercised in the larger society, for the leaders of that society

---,will not stand idly by while believers in democracy and equality subvert their
Schools. The elite leaders of our sodiety have a good thing going for them in
universal free public education: an integrative system which legitimates the lack
of democracy and equality in the economy by preparing children for differentiated
roles of varying degrees of powerlessness in adult life, While the most successful
efforts to change the economic s,stem will undoubtedly be ddrect assaults on that
system itself, there is still a role within education for thoSe who believe in
democracy and equality.

One feasible step which the schools could'takeunder the rubric of career
education--would be to build upon a child's natural curiosity about adult life.
The school should take a 'more active.role in opening itself up to diverse elements
in the community,, exposing childten to different people who play different rdles.
In line with this, children tnight be offered, realiatic information about career
options--so that they do.not close their own doors too soon pr develop unrealistic
views about, those possibilities which actUally exist in the economid system., By
opening the schools to diverse elements of the community, it might also be pd aible
to build a fairly,broad base of support for educational change.

This-is risky business. Educators must understand the pelitical realities
of their communities, and those committed to change must proceed with as.full an
understanding as possible of the potential consequgnce of tiheir actions.29

A second feasible step would be for those who teach a't&t careers--both
vocational and career educatorsto' view their subject matter ore broadly than
is.often the case today. "The failure of the technocratic-meritocratic viewpoint

. lies in stressing the technical rather than the social relationships of
.production and, in prepenting the economic role of education largely as the pro-
duction of job skills° This, of course, reflects the major contradiction in
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the pioaess-of production withinaur economy. As long as the schools do not

fail students in the area of skills training, there is simply n
/0

valid argument
/

to deny'the possibility of preparing them alsb for the social relationships of
production.-

A third, and over arching step, would be to use the contradictions between
rhetoric and reality in order to foster the rhetoric that is supported bY educ-
ators. That is, we might try to move the schools toward the 'goals with' which
they are popularly identified "by actually acting on the implicit and explicit,
articles of faith."31

Bowles and 'Gintis set the stage for = possible resolution of,the contradiction:

.0n the one hand, employers and other social elites have sought =
to use-the schools for the legitimation of inequality through an
ostensibly meritocratic and ratlonal mechanism fer allocating indi-
viduals to economic positions; they haVe aought to use the schools
for the reprbduction of profitable types of wOrker consciousness and
behavior.through a correspondence between the social relationships
of education and those of economic life. On the other hand; parents,
students, worker organizations, blacks; ethnic minorities, women, and
others have sotight to use schools for theit own objectives: material-
securitY, culture, a more just distribution of economic reward, and a
Path of personaldevelopment conducive not 'to profits but to a fuller,'
happier life.32

Although he has little reason for'. hope, C;reer has not given up the possibility
that education can yet serve the purposes it'claims to serve:

There is rio precedent to comfort the belief that there is hope-
"for society through schools. But for people like myself who have .
for varied and complex reasons chosen to work in them, maximizing
the tension between school rhetOric and school.reality seems to be
the Only viable way to make public eduCation a force for significant
social change. Such tension coul4 be the way the public school could
contribute to a radical reassessment of social policies despite its
continued aubserVience by and large to economic pressures and power-
fUlly vested interests.33 m

If the purpose of public education is to maximize the potential of each
child to become a fully functioning adult, replete with viable ecenomit and

polltical decision-making ability, then-the schools will have to seek allies
in the community to help bring this:about. Even if the.Rurpose of school wa e
merely to train labor.tor the economic system, it wouldible necessary to con-
centrate greater efforts on the social relationships.of work--unless we are
content with serving no purpose greater than perpetuating inequality and

increasing theprofits of the few,

if we believe, n the society's sacred valueS, which I believe most of us

in education do, wamUst act upon that belief and affirm those, values in action

as well as in rhetoric.

. It is well and good for us to meet trom time to time--those of us in
education and otherçwalks of lile in American society--to di,scusa the training

of future generation_ of workers. But I would assert that such discussions must be
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-informed by a-belief system which can be made ope atiVe through our joint efforts.-
It is for this purpose that I. raise the issues of work an4 schooling here this
morning, in the hope,that we.will view the wOrker as a citizen and not merely'a
cog in the industrial machinery of society.
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS OFWOR1 EXPEIENCEIN ,SECO_ :41 SCHOOLS*

Jacob j. -n**

In 1975 the Institute for Research on Human Resources undertook a study
to determine'the costs and benefits associated with school-superviseu work ex-
perience pkograms. .This paper 'represents a preliminary statement on the resu
of this study:- Two types,of program's were included: cooperative programs, wh eh
are most often geared to vocational students who are placed in jobs which are
directly related to their fields of stUdy; and work study programs, which have
the effect Or intent of deterring dropouts. Students in work study programs hold
jobs whieh u.y or may not be directly related to their fields of study. Data on
students in ese two types of programs were compared with data on students in
conventional vs aional programa who either had no joba-, .or had part-time jobs
which were not school supervised.

A cost-benefit analysis was also conducted which comparedt (a) expenditures
per student in work experience programs with expenditures per student in regular
vocational programs, and (b) the pre- and post-graduation wages of both groups.
Information on the costs ofwork experience and vocational programs was provided
by school records; information on wages was provided by-students. It should be.
noted at the outset that work experience programs were found to be more costly
than regular vocational education and that work experience graduates do not earn
higher wages in the first tTwo years after being graduated. From a narrow human
capital perspective--which maintains that any benefits which accrue to students
as A result of participation in work experience programs should show up:in higher
wages--the extra investment in work experience would not appear to be justified.
Certain nonmonetary factors, however, reveal positive benefits to students fn-
volved in work experience programs.

Data were obtained through the cooperation of thirty-three high schools in
fifteen school districts in the eastern half of the United states. In-each of
the school districts, urban and/or suburban and rural schools were'included.
Usable questionnaires Were collected from 2,854 'students who were enrolled in
April and May of 1975. Questionnaires were obtained by mail from an additional
2,245 former students from the classes of 1972, 1973 and 1974.

The questionnaikes provided data in six categories. These are:

1. The students' perceptions of influences on their choice of cour
of study;

2.. Relationships between occupational areas studied and jobs held;
3. Post-high school plans and experiences;
4. General knowledge of different occupations;
5. Students' satisfaction wirb their education; and
6. Measures of self-esteem.

*This paper.represents the preliminary results of a study conducted under a
grant from the U.S. Office of Education. The views pi:esented represent those
of the writer and he assumes full resPonsibility for them. The persons in-
vulved in the study include Morgan V. Lewis, Daun E. MEKee, D.L. Kaltreider,
and Gerald P. Glyde. This paper not for quotation.

**Director, Institute for Research on Human Resources, and Professor of
Economies, The Pennsylvania State University.
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Proponents of,work experience programs claim that students who participate
in them will receive benefits in some or all pf these six categories.: For example,
virtUally all theories Of-career development<claim that young people need a period
of occupational exploratiOn before they can make,realistic career decisions
Advocates of work'experience programs assert that.participation in such programs
enables_stddenti to make more realistic career decisions; Students included in

.
the study were asked a number of questions to assess the impact of"various in-
fluences on the choice of a course of study. Overall, having a-school-supervised
job was associated wlth studentrepOrts of having more various and more helpful
,exPeriences of an exploratorynature which led to their choice of a vocational
program (which is assumed to reflect career choice). Thesedata suggeat

that students who have school-supervised jobs also hakie a higher level of career
awareness on.whidh to base deCIsions. In addition, holding.a. jab wh'ile
either school-supervised or,nonscheol-aupervised--seems to be associated with
higher scores'On'a test of general knowledge of occupations.

That education should be relevant to the students uture experiences ,in the

world of 'work in order to maximize the students' potential for success is another
tenet of work,experience education. 'The study found-that-students,who Lhad school-
supervised jobs were more likely to have jobs that were related to their courses'
of study than students who had, nonschool-supervised pari-time jobsAlso, it appears,
that the purPobes of -cooperative programs and the motivations of cooperative
students tend to coincide; because co-op students'reported that they had selected
their courses of studY to prepare for employment more frequently than any other
group.

0
Females tended to report that,their.jobs were more:related to-their coursei

of,s udy than did the malea..' Probably this is true because of ther:large number
,of females who were enrolled in office occupations obtained jobs in'that

Students;who are enrolled in iesa skill-specific programs, like trade and
industrial or distributiveeducation, are less likely to acquire jobs that are

, ,

-highly related tb their courses.

.The advdcateSof work experience also\tend to 'dlaith that thi type of edu-
cation can ease the traneition from school to a fUll-timejob. This contention,-

if not directly, confirMed,:is at least supported-by the present study'slindings.
Among the-lhalea,,more of the students in cooperative and Work study programs
planned to get jobs rather ehan to continue their formal education than did stu-
dents who had parttime or no jobs. Moteover, they actually appear to fulfill
these"planai since among the former students, more of the .co-op students hold

jobs after graduation. In addition,.co-ops are more likely to receive on-the-job
from their-employers, than the other grops and to express more satis-

faction with their education and, at least among females, with their jobs as well.
These findings maY indicate that students (at least co-op students) who have had
school-supervised jobs do indeed find the transition from job to work easier,
since they do not postpone getting a job in favor of further education, and since
they are more likely to receive training from their employers which could make

woeking experiences easier and more fruitful.

Because, this study was concerned not only with benef ts which might be
associated with work experience programs but also with costs (both monetary and
nonmonetary) whichmight result from them, an effort was made to discover whether
holding a job while In school seemed to limit participation in extracurricular
activities. Since, however, the most striking incidence of participation in vo-
cational clubs occurred amOng co-op students, they do not appear to bear any
appreciable burdens in this area. 7 3
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-As for other effects of holding,a job while in school,,work study males
tended'to be most dissatisfied with their education and jobs, but they Were also
least likely to be truant. Andalthough work study students of both sexes were
most likely to think seriously About dropping out of school-, they said they did
not do so at least in part because they held jobs while they were in school. The
work study programs in ouN sample thus appeato be reducing tha number of
dropouts.

Cooperative students seemed to have more favorable attitudes toward school
overall than students with part-time or'no jobs. fhese attitudes are in turn
reflected in the lowered incidence of discipline problems such as truancy and
suspension among students in work experience programs.

As for the claim that work experience education can increase a student's
self-esteem, our measures failed to detect any differences in feelings of self-
esteep between work experiencaand nonwork experience students. All'of the
students reported having felt "looked down on" by others at least sometimes,
and work study students reported having thits experience more often than the other
groups,. -It should be emphasized, however, that work study students tended to
respond more negatively to almost all of the questions than any of the other
groups, and that wcirk study programs are designed to deter the potential dropoUt,
who can Obviously be' expected o express more negative attitudes toward school-
related activities and programs than other students. Even so, as pointed out
earlier, the work study programs in our sample do seem to succeed'in keeping
even this most negative group of dropout-prone students in school.

In addition to investigating the six areas outlined above, it was hypothe-
sized that, as a result of the benefits that were expected to accrue to work
experience students (cooperative students in particUlar), they would possess.
more "maiketable" job skills and attitudea which would enable them to find better
jobs than other students, or at least find comparable jobs.

In general, the study's results support the contiention that a graduate's
job qualifications are enhanced.by cooperative work experience, because even
though co-ops do not get higher paying jobs immediately after being graduated,
they do acquire Jobs within a shorter period of time than other students. Co-op
and work study students were found to hold more skilled jobs while in school
than students with nonschool-supervised jobs, and they are apt to transfer more
of their in-school learning to those jobs. The co-op and work Study students did
not, however,-earn higher starting wages in either their longest or their current

jobs.

Co-op students doappear to make gains in the amounts-of job stability and
on-the-job training they receive. They also experience somewhat less unemploy-
ment than students in othet groups. This may result from the placebent function
of cooperative programs, but for whatever reasons, co-ops assert thSt they bene-
fit from their programs and do not suffer any individual costs as a result of
theit participation in cooperative, rather than regular vocational programs.
That is, their extracurricular activities do not seem to be limited appreciably;
they are not less, but more satisfied with their jobs, and although they do not
earn more than other s udents, they do not earn less, either.
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Thereforei although our study determined that adding oge student to a
work,ekperience program costs about $125 more than if that student.enrotled
in a regUlar Vocational-program, and although the skillswhich work experience-
stu4ents -gain 'arermot reflected in higher wages, it should be pointed out that
pecuniarY measures do not, fully .capture-the possible returns to any education-
al program. 'In important espects, edueation can be considered a& consumPtion
rather than investment, in which case satisfaction can be considered as one,
Measure of its value or amacess. in addition, many personal and social berme-
-fits or coDts cannot be i d ntified through a strict human capital approach,
especially withih the limi_ed time framework of this study, which observed Costs
over a ene-Year period and benefits over a twoyear period. It is possible, too,
that employers, rather than the students themselves, -enjoyed the benefits of a
'students' work experience. The fact that-these students.were not immediately-
rewarded with higher wages may reflect certain 'labor market conditions

..

. Some economists helieve that the United States' etonomy is characterized
by a dual labor market--a primary market in which workers hold stable jobs with
benefits and opportunities for advancement, and a secondary market in which
workers hold. "marginal," low-paying, dead-end jobs. In such a labor market,
Social and institutional forcee combine-with economic_variables to determine
whick=individuals obtain the more desirable primary jobs..

,Doeringer and Piare write that "a conaiderable portion of the training
necessary for the preferred jobs An the primary sector takes place not in
schools-Or in classes, but- pn the lak, and.is essentially a procesa of .'social-
ization',.-..the acquisition of skills to.perform particular tasks--what, in other
words, is'normally thought 'of as being adquired through education or formal
training-4eally depends on the new employee's acceptance by the-established
group of workers..." They note further that "wages often seen unresponsive to'
changes in the supply and demand for labor, not because of trade unions or,
Ipvernmental wage relations, but becauae the sbciological character af thi
training process and of-the demands for equity at the work place discourage the
type of compTtition.among workers upon which competitive pay adjuaments are
predicated."

If the analysis of these authors is correct, it can be seen that at least
among co-orstudets, the additional on-the-job training they receive from their
employers probably enhances,their chances of eventually obtaining-the "preferred
Ins n the primary sector" which, it might be argued, usually are not obtained
by Any high school student very seon,after graduation. In other words, the bene-
fit of the sociali.zation to the labor market which cooperative education provides
may show up only after the students have been in the labor market for some time.

Work study students cannotclaim so many employment-related advantages as
co-ops, but it seems clear nevertheless that if socially desirable characteris-
ticssuch as possession of a high school diploma and general knowledge of jobs
are important to employers in the primary sector, work study students are pro-
bably also "socialized" in the same way, though perhaps- to a lesser degree, if
only because participation in such prograMs keepsthem in school and provides
supervised work experience.

1Peter B. Doeringer and Michael J Piore, "Unemploymen and the Dual
Labor Market," _Public_ Interest (Winter 1975), p. 72-7
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Over the -long term then,'it may be that work experience can.help to.assure,
students of steady jobs-with opportunities for advancement, a hypothesis which
may find support in the finding that bore of the co-op students remained with
their high school employers after graduation incontrast with the students in
the comparison groups which were. inclined\to change jobs.

P-rticipation-in a work experience program, especially in a cooperative
program in which jobs.are related to courses of . study, probablY enhances e-stL
dent's employability, increases the "relevance" of education, reduces the drop-
out rate,_and yields greater- satisfaction with both school and jobs. Immediately
after being graduated, .participants in such programs do not appear to earn higher
wages, but over a longer period of time, they may have easier access to preferred
jobs in the.primaty sector to the extent to -which such jobs are available.
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A PERSPECTIVE ON "ASSESSING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT"

Susan W. Sfiocman*

This paper presents an overview of the report, "Assessing Vocational
A

Education Research and Development," prepared by a Committee of the National
AtadeMy oi Sciences. The Committee on Vocational Education Research,and Deve1=
opment wap formed in 1974 to perform two major tasks for the U.S. Office of

Education: to review and assess the research and development (R&D) activities
sponsored by the Office of Education under the authorityof the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 as amended In, 1968,, and to recommend Aanges in R&I poli-

cies-and programs fer the coming decade.0 The coMmittee, which directed the
writing of this report, was composed of professionals*from diverse parts of the
vocational edutation communitiesuniversities R&D institutions, national or-
ganiiations, 4nd state and local educational agenciesas well as behavioral
and social scientists, and a labor union afficial. The committee was chairod by
RUpert N. Evans, Professor of Vocational Education at the University of Illinois.

The committee workad under the assumptions thPt vocational education is
an important part of our educational system and that the purpose of research and
development is to Emprove_vocational education. Therefore, the-Fommittee makes
retammendations that are to be constructive, to improve votatioIl education and
its R&D.

The committee Ptudied the federal, regional, and state administration of
the vocational education R&D progtam and looked closely at the R&D products and

their imlifaCt on vocational education programs in schools. To carry out its study,

the committee and its staff gathered, information from a wide variety of sources.
They invited people representing more than 20 institutions and organizations to
participate-in hearings; interviewe1 federal, regional, and state researchers and
administrators in several,states; qonducted a mail and telephone survey; commis-
stoned 15 papers; and did an exten ive literature review, which is presented in
an appendix of the report

The committee has found that the $250 million spent by the U.S. Office of
Education on vocationaleducation research,and development during the las L Len

years has not had documented, widespread impact. Although the committee did not
have adequate data and models for a rigorous evaluation, the available data do
not indicate that vocational education research:and development findings and
products h4ve had'an influence on the knowledge, skills, or employability of large
numbera.of students. The;cOmmittee believes that vocational education R&D shnrcs
with educational 11.&D a lack of both demonstr4ted impact on students and method-
for rigorously measuring impact.

j.

There ate several maj r reasolis for the limited impact of vocarional
education R&D;

Priotities for R&D have been based more on political and
,bureaucratic considerations than on the results of previous
researth., Further, priOrities have changed frequently so

*Research Associate, National Academy of Sciences.
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that research on any,given issue has not been continded long

enough to yield results. There has:been virtually'no R&D on

some important problems while research on other problem'S\has
been continued beyond the point of fruitful work.

o Geographic restrictions on the distribution of R&D funds have
resulted in the failure of the R&D program to adequately address
problems of national or multistate scOpe. and, sometimes, to fund

the,most qualifted researchers.

o There has been a lackof coordination of the sepa atelvadmint,
stered parts of the federal R&D program.

.o Systematid and effective strategies have not beep implementedifor
disseminating and encouraging utilization of R&D products and resul s.

;There has been no systematiô effort0to maximize the.impact of the
vecational education R&D program, and the few attempts to measure

;J.Mpact have met with only limited success. The,committee believes
thatany program ofapplied R&D should emphasize maximizing and
,measuring:impact

0. Most of the early expenditures were not used to produce usable R&D
,

prOducts.but rather principally to develop R&D institutions-and to

train R&D personnel. This occurred because there were few trained
researchers in vocational education and few social scientists know-
ledgeable aboUt vocational education when substantial'R&D funding

,began in 1965.

The committee-has concluded that these deficiencies stem from a, lack of coherent

policy, adminidtration, and leadership in the vocational education R&D program.
44

-

The committee believes that improvement in vocational education R&D requires,

first and foremost, stable policy,/ leadership, and priorities. In this report,

the committed recommends specific ways fo build a well-integrated system of voca-

tional education R&D in order to improve the quality and impact of vocational edu-

cation. The recommended plan for evaluation andichanges in the management and
structure/of the R&D program are necessary if voCational education is to be con-

tinually improved by its R&D.

Assessment of Vocational Educe ion R&D
, /

/

The committee attempted to assess the vOcationaledUcation R&D program
by reviewing large-scale eyaluations, by searching for examples of successful
Projects, especially those.wirh objective measures of impact, and by interview-

----;----ing-people involved in the R&D program.

The committee's* asseesment was hampered beeause the objectives/of voca-

tional education R&D have not been clearly defined. The committee alse had
difficulty finding evidence of impact, partly because there are insufficient
:data to elloW for a cOmpn.ihensive evalUation of vocational educa,tion R&D. Impact

measures have oftenbeen subjectiveand difficult to validated have failed' fo

measure the long-tat:m effects of'R&D.



TheCommittee's most difficult task was defining the mea-sure of impact
to use in'assessing vocational education. The criterion used was a documented
in-Crease in the knowledge, skills, and employability of students;

The committee recommends-that the Commissioner of Education ensure that
USOE develop a comprehensive plan for evaluation of vocational education R&D.
The objectives of R&D :should be identified in conjunction with an examination
,of vocational education and its actual benefits. Evaluation criteria should be
developed and a,sample of projects should be extensively evaluated. Longitu-

'dinal studies of'vocational students and their employers should be conducted,
and those studies shouldjnclude measures of students' job satisfaction, continu-
ation of education, job mobility and wages, employes' sat action, and savings in
training costs.

Because vocational education is relatively new and
ongoing program of R&D should be supplementedoby panel
by the President and charged with studying all vo itii _

its R&D. This Panel ahould be convened every five7ST5.7rs
-cation and R&D.

apidly changing,--the
of-consultants appointed
education, including
to study vocational edu-

Adm nistration 9f-the Vocational Education R&D Program

The.committee found it relatively easy to review:the management and struc-
ture of the vocatiOnal education R&D program. The committee recommends many
chanes in the program's structure and management that are intended to result in
an integrated R&D System. These changes are designed to meet several goals:

(1) to facilitate,communication and coordination among parts of the
R&D program and to define the roles and interrelationships among,
institutiona involved in theprogra

(2) to ensure that long-term,prohlems, especially those of national and
multistate scope, are studied;

to eneure,that the,needs of groups such as minorities, women, the
disadvantaged, the handicapped, and.those who do-not siak English
as their first language are addressed;

(4) to minimize political and bureaucratic influences on R D priorities
and distHbution of funds;

to increase the coverage, quality,,and utility of the information
collectien and retrieval eystem; and

(6) to increase the extent _nd quality of dissemination and utilization
of R&D results.

.These-six goals are no ends in themselves, but are means that,_ in the committee's
judgment, will lead to improved vocational education R&D and service to students.
The committte's major tecomndations on the administration of the R&D program are
summarized here.

Consolidation of Parts of the Vocational Education:R&D Proiram Congress
sfiould consolidate research, development, and demonstration (Parts C, D, and'i
of the 196.8 Vocational Education Amendments) in new legislation and in the .
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structure of the U.S. Office of Education. Research should receive at least '217L

per cent of the funds appropriated.

Cotmissioner's Share of Funds. National or multistate problems should be
addressed by the commissioner's share of funds (50 per cent) while states should

continue to address state and local problems. The current geographic limitation

on awards of the commissioner's share should be removed.

Procedures for Settin Priorities The Commissioner of Education and state

directors of vOcationaleducation should initiate a rigorous system of setting

priorities, using continuing advisory groups and management information systems

to determine long-range plans for R&D. More input from researchers should be

considered in establishing priorities.

National Vocational Education R&D Cen ers. The Congress and the Commissioner

of Education should ensure the continued existence of at least one national voca-

tional education R&D center, which should receive long-term support for addressing
national and regional problems, including those identified by the center(s). The

center(s) should coordinate .their work with the research activity
xi
ithin the states

and should assist in disseminating research products and training R&D personnel. -

Information Collection and Retrieval. The Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare (HEW) should support a comprehensive and well-integratedinformation
resource system linked to a dissemination network serving practitioners. A clear-

inghouse for vocational an,4 technical education should inclUde the abstracting

and indexing functions of Abstracts of InStructional and Research Materials (AIM/

ARM) and be well coordinated with other vocational education R&D activities. Every

vocational education R&D project should be required to submit final reports to
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) and AIM/ARM. Provis on needs to

be made for collecting and disseminating audiovisual materials.

Informatlan,A2211y11. The Commissioner of Education should establish an

information analysis program to transform R&D information on critical problems into

appropriate forms for diverse usr groups. This program should novide inter-
pretations useful to eanh of those groups of users. Effective dissemination tech-

niques should be developed and implemented for these products.

Utilization. A significant proportion of federal R&D funds should be
designated, for dissemination and utilization, under the direct req-onsibility of

the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of USOE. In eo- -.Orl with the

information resource system for vocational education, a compre:ensi e dissemina-

tion and utilization plan involving the national R&D center(s), research coordina-

king units, state and local education agencies, and other organizations should be

lieveloped. User ttaining programs should be conducted to iMprove the flow of in-

formation from-the resource system,to praictitioners.

Approximately
the academy released
of the U.S. House of
recommendations were
(C, D, and 1) of the
commissioner'g\-funds

Note on the Impact of the Report

four months before the commattee's report was completed,
portions of .the draft to the,Education and Labor-Committee

Representaties. Asa result,-two of the commfttee's
incorporated into the 'louse bill: (1) that the three parts
legislation ,and R&D program be consolidated, (2) that the,,
be distributed without geographic restrictions.
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FUTURE LABOR SUPPLY FOR LOWER LEVEL OCCUPATIONS

Harold Wool*

Typically,, wherl educators 'and counselors meet, the last thing they talk about
are those jobs people don't.want--jobs at the bottom of the list. I use the term
"jobs of last resort" when discussing those jobs people take when they cannot get
anything else. Yet, any realistic assessment of the structure of jobs in the con-
temporary American labor market indicates that many millions of American workers.
still occupy jobs which do not fit into.the preferred categories, and which, despite
the march of technological progress, show no sign of disappearing or withering away
ih the near future.

In the recent past, the 1960s and early 19.J0s, sqme of the people who we e
watching manpower trends were impremed with the fact that for the first time we
were seeing measurable progress in the job upgrading of black workers in this
country. Blacks were moving out of the kinds of low-level jobs in which they
were heavily concentrated in the past. Since the aggregate numbers of these jobs
hadn't changed, somebody was tOing their place. Logically the question arose as
to who was taking these jobs. Moreover, looking ahead, othertrends were underway
which suggested that fewer workers would be willing to take these jobs In the
future, under conditions of high overall employment.

I became intrigued by the'se developments and formulated some gener ques-
tions abouttthese trends, which ihcluded:

How can we systematically identify these low-level jobs?

What past changes have taken place in the corposition of the labor
force in these jobs?

Is there any evidence that these changes affected the wage structure in
these occupations, Or that there were any significant labor shortages?

0

What is the outlook for staffing these jobs in the coming decade?

First, how do we identify these jobs? The typical measureoused by the
economist is pay. The lower the pay, the less desirable the job, was the accepted
rule. However, we all know that some jobs in the cultural field fall in this

gory, either because they offer intrinsic satisfaction, or because there
are opportunities for a few to advance to great heights. Another measure which
sociologists have used is to take polls of occupational prestige. This is done by
asking peo5le to rank c ferent jobs. It can be done for a few jobs at a time,
but you cannot do it for all the thousands of jobs in our economy; therefore, this
procedure has its limitations. Finally, sociologists, such°as Otis Duncan, have
developed various socio-economic classification scales of occupations based on
such factors as education and thcome.

For my purposes I was interested in what I .alled a "labor supply relevant"
scaling of occupations, a measure which indicates what jobs ate chosen by those
workers with a relatively broad choice of jobs. The indicators used was based on
the percentage of white high school graduates in various occupations, in a stand-
ardized age group, based on a detailed analyses of 1960 Census data. For summary
purposes all of the Census occu7ations were grouped under five broad categories,
as illustrated in Table 1.

*Director of the Research Centdr, National Planning Association.
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Table 1

Selected Occupatlons _by Status Group

Numbers in Experienced
Civilian Labor Force,

Occu ations and Status Group 1960 ousands)

Group I

Engineers
Teachers, Excluding College

Group II

Bookkeepers
Police, Firefighters

Group III

Farmers, Farm Managers, Unpaid
Farm Workers

Carpenters

Group IV

Auto Mechanics
Hospital Attendants
Operatives, Textile Apparel,

Leather Industries

Groupy

Construction Laborers
KitchenWorkers
Private Household Workers, not

elsewhere classified

870
1,682

94.0

426

Percentile Rankini_

-97.8

87.0

83.1

59.3

2,812 43.9

924 34.4

705
408

1,826

776
332

310

32.4
19.3

12.8

6.1
3.0

0.3

The lowest category,'Group
workers, laundry workers, cooks,
,approximately eight million jobs
of all jobs in the economy.

V. includes farm and non-farm laborers,, domestic
janitors and Cleaners. These accounted for
in the period 1960-1970 or about 10 per cent

Category IV, a much larger gr_ ludes _ost of the semiskilled man-
ufacturing jobs,with the mOSt poorly pa d of thes jobs, such as those in the
textile and apparel industries, .near the bottom of the list. Also included are
the least skilled of the clerical jobs, such as ship-ing clerks; certain service'
jobs, such as hospital attendants and waiters, and sone of the lower paid mechanic

and crafts jobs.

Continuing-up the ladder, Group IIkconsists main y of the skilled Crafts
jobs and of occupations such as farmers and farm proprietors.. Group II includes
administrative, clerical and managerial fobs, as well-As\police officers and fire-

fighters. Finally,'Group I consists of professional and technical workers.
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_Focusing on the lowest group we traced the history of those who have occupied
these jobs in the past. Although our historical data base was limited, the pattern
vas quite clear. The jobs in the lowest category.were filled by successive waves
of immigrants--the least educatthe leastliterate, in turn the most disadvantaged.
Typically the Irish predominated in jobs of this type before the Civil War. The
southern and eastern -Europeans moved into these jobs during the period of peak
iMmigration of the late 1800s and early 1900s. And after World War I there was a
large Scale infusion of the bladks, as a replacement for the immigrants. Internal

ration--the movement,of rural whites as well as bladks, coming from the South
and elsewhere, helped to fill these jobs in the cities during the post World War I
era.

We have more detailed data on these shifts for the period 196'0-1970% This
decade was characterized, generally, by a favorable labor market cliMate, by
increasing education, and a-broadening in job opportunities for black workers.
Additionally, there was a large influx of young people into the labor force frob
the post-World War II "baby boom" generation.

As compared to rapid overall employment growth, the number of workers in
lower level (Group V) occupations grew by only 2 per cent dur_ing this period.
Uuring this ten-year period, however, there were very significant shifts in the
composition of the work force in these Group V jobS. On a net basis, the number
of blacks occupying these jobs declined by 630,000 or 20 per cent. These jobs
also lost about 300,000 adult white men aged 25 or over. Thus, there was a net
outflow of about 900,000 workers from these two grogps. Replacements for these
workers included about 800,000 young white men and women in age group 14 to 24
years. Almost all of the latter were at least high school graduates. In addition
there was a net increase of about a quarter of a million additional adult white
women in these jobs. Finally, although more difficult to measure, it is clear
tliat there was also a significant influx of legal as well as illegal immigrants
-into, these jobs, predominantly from nearby Latin American countries.

In examining the labor market effects of these shifts, we found evidence that
reduced labor supply had contributed to sharp employment reductions in two of these
.occUpations, domestic workers and farm.laborers. We further analyzed that thein-
fluence of labor supply factors on wages'in a'nuMber of other low level occupations,
baeed.on dross sectional data for nearly 70 metropolitauireas. The most interesting
results were obtained for construction laborers. It wascfound that a key factor in
explaining the variation of relative wages between the skilled and Unskilled con-
struction workers'in these cities was the relative education of black workers com-
pared with white workers. The dloser°to parity the blackworker was to the white
worker in terms og educational level the narrower the unskilled-skilled pay dif-
ferent1.-1. Also, the higher the proportion of young people employed in these jobs,
the greater the pay differential. Other significant factors affecting relatiVe pay
in this occupation Were the extent of unionization, and general labor market con-
ditions in-each,area.

Another appect of the study was the projection of labor supply.and demand
for lower level jobs to 1985. Among_ the general labor force trends anticipated
for thie period,,the most significani--for our purposes7-is the'reduction in the
proportion of youth in the labor.force, and a continued,increase in the educational
attainment of workers. Both of these factors were expected -to reduce the labor
supply. for. Group V-type jobs'.
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Our pro ections confirmed this hypothesis. In contrast to a potential
"surplus" of ollege-trained people looking for highdr level jobs, there is a-
-possibility of "shortages" under fUll, employment conditions, for many of the
lower level jObs. This potential imbalance also relates to the blue collar
'versus white collar dilemma, that so many of the young people face today in
their job choices. We can realistically oxpect that increasing numbers,. of
college7trained personnel are likely to enter--at least temporarily--many of
the'blue collar fields, particularly those in the higher-paid skilled crafts.

Several other trends are-also likely to develop if we have high levels of
:employment.ir, the next decade. First, in some fields, such as domestic work
there will be a further decline in the ability to hire domestic workers' andve
will do even more of our own household work. In the-Oise of occupations such
as construction laborers and hospital attendants, the.More probable ldnge range .

outcome is for an increase in relative wages:accompanied by other efforts to
mike these fobs somewhat more attractive. Finally, in the case of low-wage
industries such as apparel manufacturing, adjustment may take the form of con-
tinued geOgraphcal shifts to states or region containing residual reServes of
'low-wage labor, or of increased reliance upon Juports from low-wage countries

In summary, the outlook points to the emergence of significant labor market
strains, which can pose'serious problems for some categories of workers and
employers. At the same time, 14 can create a climate conducive to both private
andipublic initiatives for reducing and upgrading the-"jobs of last tesort".in
our society.
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THE ROLE OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND FORCES IN THE
CHANGING MARKET FOR COLLEGE.GRADUATES

Richard H. Freeman*

Following a decade or More of relative economic boom, .the job market for
college graduates underwent a marked and widely publicized decline in the 1970s.
The income of young graduates fell relative to that of their high school peera;
proportionately fewer college men and women obtained professional jobs than in
the past; relatively many recent bachelor's, masters; and doctorate graduates
could not find positions in the fields i- which therWere trained; while the
cost of college continued to rise rapidl- What factors caused the sharp turn-
around in the college market in the 1970s? How important are the economic lorces
of supply and demand in observed changes? What is the long run significance of
the market turnaround?

This paper examines these important questions regarding the changing rela-
tion between college education and economic success. The first section documents
thb dimensions of the changes in income, employment, and costs of college that
characterize the market decline. It shows that.the bulk of the change has oc-
curred among the new_entrants or laug_zraduates of the 1970s, mho are "on the
active job market." The'second section presents evidence that the turnaround?
is not the result of cyclic devAlop*nts, but rather, of more fundamental shifts
in supply and demand. The principa34cause of the decline appears to be the
rapid Increaae in the supply of new graduates in the per4odwith changes in

L-
demand having an important but less Significant effect on d velopments. Sec- -
tion three considers briefly the.ove all-economic significan,of-the observed
developments and likely future possi ilities.

I

t

I. §yatemsof Chang.

The l970s_deterioration of tI4rdi.te job market and resultant decline
in the economit rewards to higher'-eddcation can be gauged in several different
ways: through:Comparisons-of income, of starting salaries, of the types of jobs
held by,graduatesiand of rates of: return to Investments, which take account of
the direCtf,-044-tOr-egone coatiT-Ceducation. In-this section I consider briefly

imensItins of changein,Several:6I_theSe' indicators. Because economic chang-
--are esPecially likely,to_shoW,A1P more-rapidly ihd significantly among new
raduates, who are on the "activatjob Market,'t than among older personnel who -

ilave:relatively perManent positions, considerable attention is given to the po=-

:TheoveralLpatterriof change in the relative income and occupation posi-
n of college graduates in theA.970s--the basic phenomenon to be explained--is

examined in Tables 1-and,

Table 1 presents.da -onpthe ratio'af,the income of male college graduates
ta_other workers fots I96, when the market for the highly educated appears to
bayepeaked,.to..l974'yhen itsa substantially depressed. The income fisures in
110qs,I-4 deal with-fulliAme year rdund _rkers- while those for starting gradu-
atWiri-lines 5 and.,6 compare-actual wage rates to fulltime annual compensation.

-

--
*Professor of Economics, Harvard vers

4
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Table

College to High School Income Ratios for Male -rkers

Income Ratios

1969-1974

1969 1974
_

%A

1. College Grad./ 1.53 1 35 -11.8

High School Grad

2. College Grad./ 1.39 1.16 -16.5

High School'Grad.,
25-34

3. College 1.24 1.09 -12.1
Starting Salaries
Average Annual
Earningsb

4. Doctorate Starting 2.18 1.78 -18.3
5a14triesc/Average

Annual Earnings

aEstimated Lr, weighted average of starting salaries ¶rom Endicott ser_es using

as Weights .35 -engineering .05 (accounting ), .20 business administratiion)

.40 (gales).

b-19-74 is approximate. Calculated from percentage change in average hourly
earnings from 1973 to 1974. \

cUnweighted average of 8 Ph.D. fields'

Source: U.S. Bureau of theCensug, Current Population Reports, Series
P-60 Congumer Income No. 75, p. 101, Table 47

No; 101, p. 116, Table 58.
College Placement Council, Men'a Salary_Survey (Bethlehem, Benn.),,,
1968-69, 1973-74). .

0,

F.W. Endicott, The Endicott Report: Tr,!EdirLtRli:24ymenr o! College

Graduates, Northwestern University, 1948-74.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Surve of Current,Businesa, 'national

.income editions.'



The table_reveals a sizeable decrease in the t4lative pOsition of the
highly educatedduring the period under study, especially among the young.
From 1960 to 1974 the income of all male 4-year college graduates relative to
that of high school graduates dropped from 1.53 to 1.35 while the relative in-
come ot 25-34-year-old graduates fell by 17 per cent, from 1.39 (1969) to
1.16 (1974), (line 2). Comparisons of the starting salaries of college
workers and Ph.D.'s shows equally striking patterns of decline among those
just beginning their careers (lines 3-4). In 1969 starting bachelor's men
earned 24 per cent more than the average worker; in 1974 nine per cent more.
The advantage of beginning Th.D.'s fell,by 18 per'eent. More detailed analysis
of,the CPS data tapes confirm the condentration of the decline among the young
eaduates who,con4Lituted the margin of expansion in supply (Freeman, 1977a)

Table 2 reveals a comparable deterioration in the oceupational distribu-
tion of college graduates,- with those trained for,academic careers having the
greatest difficulty obtaining jobs in their specialties. In line 1, which gives
the most comprehensive statistics 'on the employment of graduates, the proportion
employed in the traditional occupational area of the college-educated, the pro-
fessions, is seen to drop sharply, by 10 per cent among men and 13 per cent
among women. Lines 2 and 3'tUrn tothe employment problems of more limited
groups, educaiion majors and Ph.D.'s, for whom the 1960s were,an especially
good period and the 1970s the converse. In line 2, there is An extraordinarily
large drop in the frequency with-which education majors obtain teaching jobs; in
line 3, there is a quadruplAng in the fraction of Ph.D.'s seeking bud.: lacking
specific prospects for an arlointment at the time of the NAS-NRC sUrvey. Other
data (lot given in the table) corroborate the picture of a significant worsening
in the "employment opportunities" for the college trained. Statistics from the
BLS aUrvy of the graduating class of 1972, fok example show that only 46 per
cent of t 11 e male bachelor's recipients and 65 per cent of-the female graduates
obtained professional jobs compared to 71 per cent and 81 per cent of similar
graduates in the class of 1958: (Freeman, 1976, p. 20). Tabulations of the -

March 1969 and 1974 CPS data tapea reveal a large decline in: the proportion of
25 to 34-year-old 4-year white male graduates working as professionals from
51 per cent in 1969 to 43 per cent in 1974. Over the same period the propor-
tion employed as salesmen kosefrom 10,6 to 13.,8 per cent and Perhaps most
striking, the fraction employed as craftSmen rose from 4.5 per cent to 7.6

. .

per cent.

While the magnitude of the deterioration in employment opportunities de-
pends on the measures and group,considered, there was a widespread and quanti-
tatively subStantive worsening in opportunities in the period.

At the same time that the income and employment position bf college gradu-
ates weakened in the 19706, the direct cost of college continued to rise, re-'
ducing the yate of return to the investment. The basic factors that determine ,

rates of return are summarized in Table 3, which contrasts the income of the young
with the costs of college. To provide some historic'persPect!1.Ye, the table covers
a longer -time period than Tables 1 and 2 and, for comParability of income over
-ime,: deals with the income of all rather than year-yound fulltime workers.

Three aspects of the Change in,the market-in the'1970s deserve attention.
First is the faCt that the absolute real (as well as the relative differential)
between,young college and high school workers declined sharply in the period.
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Table 2

Measures of the Emplo :ent 0pportunt±es of College Workers

1. Proportion of College Workers
in Professional Jobs

1969-1975

1969 1975 %A

Male 61 54 -7

Female 81 70 -11

2. Proportion of Education .

.Graduates ObtainingTeaching 74 4.8
,

-26

Jobs

3. Proportion of Ph.D.'s 6 .26a, 20

Seeking Appointments But
Lacking'Specific Prospects

Source:
Line 1, U.S. Department of Labor Educational_ Atrainment.,of Workers

March 1969 (Special Labor Force Report 125, Table I, p. A-28) and
unnumbered preliminary report for March 1973, Table 5, p.6.

Line 2, National Education Association as reprinted in SC entific
,Manpower Commission, Manpower Comments. July-Aug. 1776 Vol. 13, No. 6, p

Line 3, R. Freeman The _vereducated American, Academie Press, 1970,

Table 8, p.91.
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Table 3

Changes in the Relative Rewards to College
1949-1974

all n 1967 constant $) %A

1949 1961 1969 1974 1969-1974

Earnings of men 25 4

-years old

college graduate 5773 8334 9815 8350 -14.9

high school 4546 5979 7407. 7267 71.9

difference 1227 2355 2408 1083 -55.0

ratio 1.27 1.39 1.33 1.15 -13 5

Tuition and fees

public 153 248 295 341 156

prIe 655 1011 1397 1550 11.0

Total co pupil 1182 '1995a 2686 2988 11.2

SOURCES: Line 1, U.S. Bureau of. the Census, Current_Population Reports Consumer
IncOme Series P-60 No. 92, Table l'with,ungrouped data adjusted by ratio
of ungrouped means In 1967. No. 75, Tables 47, 18, and 101.

U.S. Dept. of Commerce Trends in the income of Families and Persons
in the_U.S. _echniCal paper 8, Table

1949 earnings from H.P. Miller, Annual and Life ime Income n Relation
to Education 1939-1959, AER, (Dec. 1960) Table 1.

Line 2, 1969, 1974 'rom U.S. Office of Education, Projectio of

Educational Statistic to 1984-85, 1975 ed., p.106.
1961 from U.S. Office of Education, T!2jections of Educational

Statistics to 1978-79, 1969 ed., Table 50, p. 107.
1949 from National Science Foundation, Sta istical Handbook of Science
and Education, (NSF 60-13), Figure 48, p. 51.

-;Line,3, U.S. Office of Education, Digest_of Educational _Sta isties, 1975.
Table 92, obtained by dividifig current fund expenditures by respondent
degree credit enrollment.

Deflator is from U.S. Department of Labor, EEploymat=and_Traipt
of the President 1976, Table G-6, p. 362.
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Table 4

R gression Estimektes of the Effects of Cyclic, Time, and
o t-1970 Change Factors on the College Income Premium and

/ Probability of Obtaining Professional Jobs

Coefficients and Standard Errors
Relative Incomes; constant CYCLE TIME T70

1. College Grad (4 or 4-1- yrs.)/ .40 -.34 .003 -.016
High School 1956-1974b (.30) (.003) (.008)

2 College Grad (4 yrs.) .30 -.26 .005 7.022 .48
High School 1956-1974c,d (-.26) (.002) (.007)

3. College Grad (4 or 4+ yrs )/ -16 -1.04 .006 ,-.033 .71
High School, 25-34 yr. olds (.30) (.003) (.008)
1956-1974a

4. 'College Grad Yrs.)/ .16 -.47 .006 -.038 .75
25-34, 1956-1974 (.28) (.002) (.018)

5. College Starting Salaries/ -.57 .012 -.047 .90
Annual Compensation, All Workers (.16) (.001) (.005)
1947-1974

6. Proportion of College Grads 58 -.40 .004 -.032 .96

in Professional Jobs, Male (.09) (.001_ (.002)

1952-1975a

7. Proportion' of College Grads -.42 -.26 .009 -.040 86

in Professional Jobs, Female (.22) (.001) (.005
1952-1915e

bCYCLE estimated froli regression of real GNP (RCRP) on time 'for 19471974:
RGNP = 8.0247 .037 TIME R2 .989

.(.008)
-Omitted years 1957 1959, 1960, 1962 due to lack of data. EAimated 1965 by
applying percentabe change in median incomes to means given in census bulletink

dEstimated college income in 1956 by regressing Income for 4-year graduates on\
income for graduates with 4 or more years and using equation to extrapolate due\
to lack of data for 4-year graduates'in 1956.:

e0mitted years1953-56, 1958, 1960-61 and 1963 due to lack of data.

Sou ce: CYCLE estimated from regressions for 1947-75, yielding about the same
coetticients as those in footnote b.
Incomes in lines 1-4 from U.S. Burean of the Census, Current,Population
Fic_EarLs. Series P-60, Consumer Income, No. 92, Table 1, p: 17, ungrouped
data spliced for consistency with grouped data using 1967 overlap and
Series P-60 Consumer Income Nos. 97 and 101. Line 5, F.W. Endicott,
The Endicott Report, estimated as described in Table 1 and U.S. Departmen
of Commerce, airyey of Current Business, national income editions.
lines 6,7 U.S. Bureaii.of Labor Statistics, Educational Attainment of Workers
with 1952 and 1957 from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
Series P-50, Nos. 49 and 78.
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Whereas in 1969, 25-34-year-o1d college men earued $2408 more than similarly aged
high school graduates; in 1974, their advantage was Just $1083, a striking 55 per
cent decline. Second, while some- of the dramatic,symptoms of change,in the seven-
ties result from comparisons with the extraordinarily good years of the 1960s, the
1949 and 1961 figures show that, among the young, the decline brought relative and
absolute income differentials-much-below those in previous postWar years.* The
advances,of th'e college trained_ef Ae 1960s were undone and then some. Third and
most important in terms of the return to the college investment, lines 2 and 3 of
the table shoW sizeable increases in the real cost of college in the 1970s, which
greatly raised the ratiosi of costs to potential future incomes. In 1969, tuitioT4'
and fees at public institutions averaged just.12, per cent, and at privete insti-
tutions, 58 per cent of.the incomedifferential between 25-34-year-old college and
high schdol men., In 1974, as a resuit'of 16_and 11 per cent increases in tuition:.
and fees at the'two types'of,institutions, respectively, and the decline in the
income diff rential, the ratios of private direct dost te the differences rose to
31 per cent and 143 per cent, Similarly, total direcl cost per pupil jumped from
10 per cent above the differential in incomes among 25-34-year-olds to nearly three
times as, large.

The way in chich'these changes affect rates of return depend'on assumptions
about future income profilea. If the,graduates of the 1970s are assumed to

q
recoup some of the relative income losses of the, period, the rate.of return to _the
-college investmentyill'iall less than if their position remains relatively low.
Extimatesdf changes in,rates-Of return under-diverse assumptions about future
income- profiles suggest-declines on the order of two to four percentage points,
(Freeman, 1976) which is quite-large for,thie'traditionally stable statistic.

In sum, thedownturn in-the-eollege job market had substantial adverse effects
on the,incone,-employment and returAtohe college investment, with the young grad
uates.of'the period-bearing thebrunt of thechangejn the market. The meaning

persistence.ofhe,narrower advantage,of college depends on_the casual
...f4ttors which produced the change-and their possible future course, to which.we
'turn next.

II. :Causes of Change

. .This sedtion examines three petential eausescof.the down turn of the college.
market in the 1970s: the cyclic state of the economy, which weakened after 1969,'
possibly redOcing demand fernew graduates in the period; and changes in demand
due to the reduction in RA .IC) spending and slower growth of college manpower in-
tensive industriet; including education and the federal government.

Table 4 examines the effect of the business cyc n the relative income of
graduates and on theireMployment position. It relates the relevant income ratios
and proportion of graduates.employed as professionals to three variables. . The

first 1s7CYCLE, CheAeViation of real gross national product frOt its trend level,
which ia a .reasonab4. y gOod measure,of the overall,state of the economy, 'If the

,.

*Because the 1949 figures in the table are frOm a different source fromthe other
data, some of,the difference in relative,:incoMes, with other years may be due to,

.

,

-different surveying procedures. Eveh'so,',the re oe for the young in 1974 fall
--.gelow those.in 1949.
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relative position of graduates deteriorates in recessions, CYCLE will obtain a
positive coefficient and conversely if, in accord with traditional labor market
studies of skill differences (ReadeT), the position of graduates improves relative
to the,less educated in downturms. The second variable in TIME, a trend Variable
aver the entire post-World-Ward II period, which measure's past long term changes in
income tatios and is expected tO obtain a positive ot at least nonnegative coef-
ficient in the regressions in 'view of.the-long run gains of graduates. The third
variable-T70 is a trend variable,which begins in 1970 when the market for the
highly educated turned down. Since the regressions contain two time variables,
T70 represents deviationeof the 1970s from past trends. It is expected to be
negative and, to the, extent rhat the developments treated in section I are not
eue to random fluctuations, significantly so.

The principal result of the calculations is that a negative coefficient is
obtained on T70 in all cases, which implies that there was a downturn in the grad-
uates market, cyclic faCtors held fixed. In accord with expectations, moreover,
to be inversely rather than positively related to relative incomes and employment
prospects, Which makes it difficult to explain 1969-74 developments in terms of
cyclic patterns of change.

Having establisher1 that the downturn in the college job market is-not a
cyclic (nor random) pheoomenon, we turn to the suPpiy and demand forces at work
in the period. As a first step in evaluting the impact of supply and demand, let
us examine the extent to which the schedules appear to have shifted in the period.

,On the supply side, there was a marked increase in the fibw of new graduates
into the market,and in the ratio of college to high school workers in the 1970s,
which contrasts sharply with the slower growth in the previous decade. At the
bachelor's level, while the'number of men.obtaining.BA's roae,'the number'on_the
job market increased only modestly in the 1960s, as-a result of the greater
propenSity to go on to graduate and professional studies. Estimates by-Cartter
of the ratios of first-time male students in professional and graduate schools to
bachelor's degreeeLehow an increase in the proportion from 31 per cent in the late
1950s to 41 per cent in 1967, followed by a Sharp drop te .33 per cent in 1973
(Table 5-7; p. 87). On the basis of these figures, the number of male BA'eenter-

.ing the:job market increased by 2.6 per cent per annum in the 1959767 period com-
pared to 10 per cent from 1967 to 1973. Relative to the male civilian labor force,
the number:on the market goes from..34 per cent(1,959) to .39 per cent (1967) to
.64 per cent (1973),-

Evidence on the educational attainment of workers from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics confirm this:picture of shifts,in supply for the entire male work force
and'for the 2534year-olde of particular concern to thisstudy. The BLS data
show that, contrary to popular belief, there was essentially no increase in the
number of college graduates relative to high school graduates in the 1960s and rela-
tively little increase from as early as 1952,,followed by an unpercedented lump in'
the 1970s. In 1957, for example, the ratio of all male college (4 years pr more)
to high school, graduates was, ,30I in 1970, it was .324 siMilarly-the ratio of 25-
34-year-old college to high school graduates stood at .50 in 1962 And at .48 in
1970--indicative of essentially no.change in the period. Erom 1970 to 1975 howeve-
the two ratios shot up. The number of all college male workers relative to high
school workers:rose by 22 per cent to .39; the number of 2534-year-o1dmollege
workers relative to high school workers increased by'42 per cent, to .68! Supply
ahifts of this type could be expected, all else the same, to cause a major decline
in the state of the.market,of the type observed.
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Estimates of shifts in demand are somewhat more difficult tof1ke, as the e
is no well-defined index of demand for college graduates, much less for new
entrants. Same of the available information on demand does,.however, iuggest
that thanges in relative demand,entributed .to.the market downtUrn. 'R Ei.D spend-
ing, which is important in the diMand for scientific, engineering and other college
graduate professions, dropped as a share of GNP, beginning in the late 1960s. The
proportion of GNF spent on education leveled off in the 1.970s. In federal public
administration, where_one in aix. mali graduates has traditionally worked, there
was no increase it employment from 1969, to 1974'., If the Major induatries in the
U.S. are classified int0 "eollege manpower intensive" defined as those which have
relativelY many gxaduates and "all other," (see Freeman, 1976, p. 64 for the pre
cise categorization) the 'rate of increase in emPloyment in the college intensive
exceeded that in other aectors by 2.4 per cent per annum in the 1960-69 period
compared to just 0.8 per cent in the 1969-74 period, suggesting that there.was a
aceleration in the shift in demand toward college-intensive employment.

More formally, fixed coefficient demand indices, which estimate the effect
of shifts in the industrial composition of employment on the demand for workers
with various skills, can be used to obtain rough measures of changes in demand for
graduates throughout the post-war period. Such indices, which are analyzed in
detail in Freeman (1977b), are calculated as the sum of weighted changes in
employment among industries, using base-peribd manpower coefficients (the ratio of
workers in the group to industry employment) as weighta.* I have estimatea two
sets of such indiees: one using 1960 Census of PopUlation education by industry
employment data from Industrial_Characteristics (FC-2-7F), together with employment
figures from the national incoMe statistics,: as reported in Freeman (1975); and
a second, using the education by industry matrices in the U.S. Bureau of Labor-
Statistics Educational Attainment of Wofkers series-, which provides up-to-date
matricea, with accompanying,industry 'employment. They offer a superior picture
of demar,d. Until comparable industry figUres'are obtained historically, however,
they are limited to thea970s period.**

The tWo indices tell a similar story about shifts in the demand for college
relative to high school graduates. According to the first set of demand indices.,
which cover the entire period, the demand for male, bachelor's graduates increased
by 1.3 per cent more per annumthat the demand for high school graduates from 1959
to 1969 but then decelerated to a differential increase of just 0.7 per cent per
annum from 1969 to 1973. In the second (BLS matrix).set, relative demand shifted
in favor of the college-trained by just 0.6 per cent from 1969 to 1974followed,
however, by a much smaller decline in-demand for college than high school men in
Ythe 1975 recesSion (-2.5 per cent vs. -4.0 per cent).

*Let a ij_be the employment in education group i in industry j in the base
year. Then the predicted shift induced is :a AN where AN is the growth
of employment it industry j.

**On-going research Will carry the indices back to the 1950s.
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Since both shift estimates indicate that the relative demand for graduates
increased, albeit modestly, in the 1970s, a decline-in-demand explanation of
the market turnaround cah effectively,be ruled out. Moreover, while the decel-
eration in-demand may have contributed to the turnaround, the much larger increase
in the growth of supply than decrease in the growth Of demand indicated by the
shift calculations suggest that to_the extent that_the chan es are good measures
of horizontal shifts the ma/or cause of/the turnaround in the colle e market is

rapid increase in supply in the 1970s.*

As the indices are, however imperfect, there is some value, to estimating,
the,relative impact of supply and demand with regression analysis and examining
the contribution of ihe deceleration of demand in greater detail. The method-
ology for this calculation is relatively simple: we regress measures of the
exonomic position of college graduates on supply and demand shift.terms and then
multiply the regression coefficient by the observed change in the shift terms.

Table 5 presents the basic regression results. In line 1 the ratio of
*college.entrants' salaries to annual compensation is regressed on the demand .

index, the ratio of bachelor's graduates to the work force,'and the CYCLE.measure
of the state of economy. In line 2 the income of 25-34-year-old male college
graduates relative to that of 25-34-year-old male high school graduates is re-
gressed on the relative number of college to high school workers in thatage group,
the relative demand index, and cyclic variable. In lines 3 and 4 the propor-
tion of male and female college graduates employed as professionals is regressed
on a different indicator of the demand of the professionals' share of the work
force, the cyclic variable and the relative number of graduates. The professional
share.representa the profeasional jobs for whiCh graduates and other workers
compete.

The regressions shoW that much of the change,in the relative income,and
employment position of graduates is reasonably well explained by the supply/and
demand variables. In the college startinvsalary/annual compensation (line 1)
and the proportion of-graduates employed as professionals computations (lines 3,
4), both the supply and demand indices obtain highly significant, correctly signed
coefficients, with the demand index estimated to have a greater prOportiOnate ef-
fect that the supply index. In the regression for the relative inCome of, 25-34-
year-Old male graduates, however, the estimated impact of demand is modest and
the coefficient has a.large standard error; experiments with variants-of this
equation yielded even Smaller coefficients on the-demand term. -The r"Sults for
this variable are, accordingly, less reliable than those for other variables.

/

*Note that when we measure the shift in demand in terms of the decelera-
tion in the ate of groAh,' we are essentially relating the/demand for
new entrants'to growth of demand as in an accelerator model. Since demand
efor new graduates will depend on replacement demand and the possible dif-
ferential tasks performed by young and old workers as well as the rate of
change in demand, this provides an overstatement of the -otential role of
demand shift forces.

9,9
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Table 5

Ragres ion Estimates of the Impact of Shifts in Supply and Demand
on the Economic Position of College,Graduates

1. Ratio of College Sta-ting
Salary tá Annual Income,
1947-73

1947-1975

Constant Demand UCLEa R2

-3.43 -.17b
(.02)

.64

(.05)

-.29
(.14)

.92

2. Income of 25-34-year- 0.11 -.52 .27 -.57 .50

old college grads./ 25-34- (.18) (.22) (.42)

:year-old high school grads.
1956-74c

3. Proportion of Male College -.30 -.67 .77 -.22 .97

Grads in Professional Jobs, (.04) , (.04) .08)

1-)52-1975d

4. Proportion of Female College .18 -.57 .59 .92

Grads in Professional Jobs (.06) (.08) .14)

1952-1975d

Source: Line 1, supply: male bachelors plus masters and doctorate degrees less
the estimated first-year male graduate enrollments deflated by male
civilian labor force;
demand: fixed coefficient index for college graduates with 4 years of
college using educaion by industry ratings from 1960 Census of
Population, Industral Characteristics and national income statistics
from Survey of Current aBusiness (July editions). See Freeman (1975).

Line 2, supply: Ratio of male college to high school graduates, with
college men including those with 4+ years from U.S. Bureau of Census,
Current Po ulation'Re orts Series P-60, various editions with 1956

om U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, Educational Attainment
demand fixed coefficient index for men with 4 or more years

of college using 1 60 Census of Population education by industry weights
and employment from national income statistics through 1973. 1973-

1974 change estimated form 1973 industry by education matrix of B.S;
Educational Attainment of Workers, March 1973, Special Labor Force report
161 and employment data in the Educational Attainment of Workers, March
1974, Special Labor Force Report 176.
L.ines'3,4 supply: proportion of college graduates in the work force;

demand: proportion of professionals in the work force. Male figures used

for men and female figures for women. From U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Educa ional Attainment series with 1952 end 1957 from U.S. Bureau of the

Census. Curent Pqpulation Reports series P-50 Nos. 49 and 78.

estimated
of tIerkrs

aCYCLE as defined in Table 4.

-Supply lagged one period.

cOmitted 1957, 1959, 1960- 1962 due to-lack of data.

d_
Omitted 1953-56,.1958, 19 1961 and 1963 due to lack of data.
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The estimated coefficients are used in Table 6 to evaluate the contribu.'
tion of supply and demand shifts to the market-turnaround. Column 1 records the
logarithmic change in the dependent variables in the 1960s, and in the 1970s;
Columna 2 anC3 give the change in the relevant demand or supply shift term;
while Columns 4 and 5 present the estimated contributions of the factors, ob-
tained by multiplying the relevant regression coefficient by the shift in supply
or demand. To focus attention on the turnaround between the 1960s and 1970s,
the tablealso gives the difference between the period for each factor

While there are some differences in the effect of.supply and demand on the
different market indicators, the calculations tell a reasonably consistent story
about their relative importance in the observed market turnaround. Except for
the proportion of male cdllege graduates employed as professional, ell of the
'results give a larger role to the acceleration in the growth of supply than to
the deceleration in the growth of demand.

-

In line 1, where the increased,grewth on the supply index of .40 dwarfS
the decreased growth in demand of 0.07, the larger estimated effect of the demand
index reduces the differential impact but still leaves a dominant role for supply.
According to the estimates, the acceleration in supply Contributed .07 points to
the turnaround compared to .04 points to the slower growth of relative demand.
In line 2, which focuses on the-relative income pf 25-34-year-olds, the smaller
estimated coefficient On demand reduees its contribution, so that the supply
change dominates entirely. Similarly in lite 4, where the slight increase in
_the rate of growth ofAemand implies that all of the decline in the proportion
of female graduates employed ss professionals is due to the growth of supply,
though in certain fields suth as teaching, deman&shifts are surely important.
Only in line 3, which focuses on the proportion ofr male graduates employed as
professionals, does the demand shift variable contribute as much as the supply
shift variable.

Overall, since supply matters substantially in all cases, the calculations
suggest that the prime cause of the market turnaround was the extraordinary spurt
in the supply of graduates. Still, the deceleration in the rate of growth of
relatiVe demand appears to have played some part in reducing the economic posi-
tion,of graduates.'

III. Implications

If, as argued, the increase in the supply of graduates is the main cause of
the sharp fall in the relative economic position of gradhates, there is reasonto
believe that the bulk of the market decline will'have taken place by the mid 1970s,
and a reasonable chance that for entering bachelor's workers, at least, the market
wIll improve in the 1980s. 'This is because the rate of increase in supply is
expected to slacken in the 1980s, at least among 25-34-year-olds, while the num-
ber of bachelor's graduates is expected- to fall, as a result of demographic devel-
opments. Formal forecasts of college starting salaries suggest, in fact, a marked
increasejd-the 1980s, assuming no major shifts in demand (see Freeman, 1976,
Chapter 3). Whether this projected improvement in the situationof new entrants
will "spill over" to the graduating cohorts of the early and mid 1970s, however,
is by no means clear. The effect,of changes in the supply of new entrants on
more experienced personnel depends on the tasks performed by the various age
groups and elacticities of substitution for workers with different years of ex-
periende, about which we have at present relatively little knowldege.

*The precise years differ due to differences in the coverage of the basic
variables.
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Table 6

Decomposition of the Impact of Shifts in Supply and Demand
on the College Job Market
1960s Compared to 1970s

Estimated Logarithmic Chanve Estimated Contribution
to Market Decline of
Change in

Dependent
Variable

Demand Supply
Index Index

1; Ratio, college starting
salary to annual income

1960-69
1969-73
Difference

2. Ratio, income of 25-34-
year-old college to
high school graduates

1958-60

.06

-.12
-.18

.00

.10

.03

-.07

.15

1969-74 -.14 .06

Difference .14 -.09

3. Proportion of Male
College Grads. Employed
as Professionals

1962-69 .03 .18

1969-75 -.11 .06

Difference -.14 -.12

4. Proportion of Female
College Grads. EMployed

Professionals
,1962-69 +.08 .06

1969-75 -.15 .08

Difference -.93 .02

Demand Illpply

.11a .06 -.02

.51a .02 -.09

.40 -.04 -.07

.04 .04 -.02

.28 .02 -.15
-.24 -.02 -.13

.14 .14 -.09

.26 .05 -.17

.12 -.09 -.08

.07- .05 -.04

.28 .07 -.16

.21 .02 -.12

Source: Data as in Table 5.
Columns 4-5 estimated by mUltiplying Colu s 2 and 3 be regression
coefficients given in Table 5.

&tagged one year, 1959-1968 and 1968-1972, as in the re--e sions.
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PROJECTIONS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING PH.D. SUPPLY AND
USE: A COMPARISON ON NSF AND BLS PUBLICATIONS

Jnseph S. Cangialosi*

Introduction

Preparing a set of projections of the expected values of socioeconomic variables
at some future date is a thankless task. Thankless in that it consists, as it
sometimes seems, in the amassing of large amounts of inadequate data, relating
them in an imposed framework of assumptions that are felt to be unrealistic, using
marginally appropriate statistical techniques, and resulting in a product which
can be proved "right" only one way, but which can be wrong any number of ways.
Perhaps equally thankless is the task of comparing two publications showing
projections of the same set of variables without reflecting discredit on the
professional capabilities of one or the other author--or perhaps both.

The release of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Bulletin 1860, Ph.D.
Manpowerl_ EklamentDen, and the National Science
Foundation Report NSF 75-301, FrojelisTf_2fElEEEe_p_ELLEagineering_Doctorate
Supply and Utilization, 1980_and 1985, provides the opportunity for att3Ipting
such a comparison. Undaunted by such difficulties, and only mildly derterred by
the impossibility of an exact accounting reconciliation between the two sets of
estimates, herewith is presented such a comparison, both qualitative and quan-
titative.

!szround_and General_Assumpt_ip!

Both the BLS and the NSF projections start within a single broad framework
of economic assumptions, essentially the same as those underlying BLS's projec-
tions published in The U.S. Economy in 1985. The assumptions underlying BLS's
Ph.D. projections are summarized below:

*The institutional framework of the
-radically.

'Economic,
including

*Efforts to
pollutiOn,
industrial

e ican economy will not change

social technological, and scienti ic trends will continue,
values placed on work, education, income and leisure.

solve major domestic problems, such as air and water
solid waste disposal, urban congestion, inadequate
safety, and energy shortages, may consume more productive .

resources. ,

*Fiscal, monetary, and manpower training and educational programs
will achieve a satisfactory balance between unemployment and price
stability, permitting achievement of the long-term economic growth rate.**

i.Senior Program Analyst, National Science Foundation

**The-projections assume a tour per cent unemployment rate and a three per cent
annual increase in the implicit price deflator for gross national product.
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°The prn_ections also assume that U.S. energy requirements will be
roughly in line with those projected by-the-U.S. Department of
the Interior in I_Entr_sl-TIp_L_g_rouh.the_ Year_ 2000, December 1970.
Thia means major reliance on oil imports to close the energy supply-
demand gap. However, curtailment of oil supplies from the Mideast
in late 1973 raised questions regarding the use of imports to close
the'supply-demand gap over the next feW years. It remains to be
seen what implications higher oil prices may have for the long-term
growth rate and for structural changes in the economy. The Bureau
is studying the employment effects of alternative assumptions on
energy...

NSF's underlying assumptions are that:

'The institutional framework of the economy will not change
significantly within the pro ected period, and the role of the labor
force will follow past trends.

'On the international scene, a detente between the major powers will
have been reached by 1985, but continue guarded relationships will
not allow significant reductions in defense expenditures.

'Fiscal and monetary policies,, combined with, socioeconomic policies,
will progress toward achieving a balance between full employment
and diminished inflation without interfering' with the long-term
economic growth rate, although mild economic eycles are to be
expected.

'All levels of government will continue to deal with a wide variety
of domestic problems, with State and local governments playing an
increasing rele in the operation of ecpnomic and social development
programs. The role of science and technology is also expected to
become more important to the operation of programs dealing with
nationaL regional, and localproblems.

'Past trends in education will continue--with twoyear colleges
increasing their share of undergraduates--and most graduate
school enrollees enteringdirectly or soon after receiving

-undergraduate degrees. The L:ole of continuing or midcareer
education, while'expected to grow, is not expected t9 detraet
significantly from the traditional undergraduate and graduate
edUcation patterns, nor add significantly to the total nuMber of
students enrolled in colleges and universities.

Even given the similarity of the two sets of assumptions, it is qu te possible
to derive greatly_ different sets of projectiens of the same variables. It will,be
seen that a large portion of the differences between the BLS and NSF projections
of Ph.D. supply and demand result from differences in other, more specific,
assumptions and projections; such as the proportion of bachelor's degree recipient§
entering graduate school, the trend in pupil-teacher ratios, etc.

Supply of Ph.D.- in Science and Engineerin

NSF's projected supply of Ph.D.s in the science and engineering fields Is
reported in Table 8 (page 11)1 and a summary follows2:
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Table 1

NSF Projections for Science/Engineering Doctorate Labor Force
by Field of Degree, 1985 (Thousands)

Fie eflt

Total 374.9

Physical Science 85.2
Engineering 63.3
Mathematics 21.6
Life Sciences 92.1
SoCial 8ciences 112.7

Source: Table

. , .

Although BLS did not publish a table reporting total supply in 1985, Table 2
shows the derivation of a total supply vector based on the components of change
shown In various parts of the BLS report.

Table 2

Derivation of 1985 Total Supply Estimate Based on BLS Data (Thousands)

Deaths
and Ph.D.

1972 Retire- Grado- Emigre- Immi-
Employ- ments, ates, don, gration, Total

Field men 1972-85 1972-8 1972-85 1972-85

Total 225.5 30.1 340.4 26.0 11 7 521.5

Physical Sciences 63.8 5.4 57.4 4.4 7.3 118.7
Engineering 31.0 1.2 53.9 4.0 .3 80.0
Mathematics 12.4 2.6 22.0 1.4 1.0 31.4
Life Sciences 54.5 9.0 100.2 9.6 1.6 137.7
Social Sciences 63.8 11.9 106.9 6.6 1.5 153.7

Sources: 1972. Employment, Table Deaths and Retirements, Table
MD. Graduates; Emigration and. Immigration, Table A-6

Table 3 shows the two sets.of projections as well as 1972 employment levels
and percentage changes. The difference between the two_projections will be shown
to be clearly rooted in differing assumptions. These include graduate school enroll-
ments and degrees granted, although there are minor differences, in the-deaths and
retirements arid migration estimates. Ort page 14 of its report, BLS states that its
supply projections for 1972-76 are based on current graduate school enrollments by
lield.and. the proportion of theee historically resulting in doctorates. For the
latter part 'of the projection-period, the estimate; are based on the assumption.
that the percentage of an age group getting the Ph.D. degree wiql continue to
increqse, but at a slower rate than -in bhe past. The assumptions and.methodology
-are the 4ame as thos-e used by the Office of EducatIon'in its work on projectiens.
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-Table 3

Comparison of NSF and BLS Projections of
of Science/Engineering Doetorates

1985 Total Supply
(Thousands)

Field

BLS NSF
1972

Employ- 1985
Percent-

age
1972

Employ- 1985
Percent-

age

Total 225.5 521.3 131.2 206.2 374:9 81.8

Physical Sciences 63.8 118.7 86.1 60.6 85.2 40.6
Engineeting 31.0 80.0 158.1 32.3 63.3 96.0
Mathematics 12.4 31.4 191.2 12.4 21.6 74.1
Life Sciences 54.5 137.7 152.7 54.0 92.1 70.6 m
,Social Sciences 63.8 153.7 140.9 46.9 112.7 140.3

Sources: BLp 1972 Employment, Table 5, 1985 Supply, derIved
NSF 1972 Employment, Table 5, 1985, Table 8

In contrast, the NSF study (p.32) assumes that-the Propensity of a bachelor's
-degree recipient to enter graduate study is expected to decline from 26.9 per cent
in the 1972-73 academic year _to I6.4-per cent in the 1984-85 year. Additionally,
the proportion df graduate school,entrants Orejected eventually-to earn their
doctorate declines from 25.6,per Cent to 20.-7 per cent in the same period. These
deClines are arrived at by double-weighting the -rends of the laat five years in
deriving the prediction equation. Theeffects of the differing assumptions on
the number of graduates by- field is shown in Table 4. It should'be noted that at
the. time BLS prepared its study, the .available OE projections of enrollments
were published in.Protections of EduCationaI Statistics to 1982-83_. Since then
OE has revised these projections significanrlY -downward, having effects on both
supplyand uti1ization of PH.D.s. In-other words, were BLS--to repeat its'study
today, using the same methodology, its projections of both demand and supply-would
most likely be considerably cloSer to NSF's.

Table 4

Comparison of BLS and NSF Project ons of Scierr.e/Engineering
PH.D. Graduates by Field, 1972-85 (r -usands)

Field BLS NSF

Total 340.5 239.7

Physical Sciences 57.4 39.8

Engineering 53.9 40.3

Mathematics 22.0 13.3

Life Sciences 100.2 62.4

Social Sciences 106.9 83.9

Sources: BLS, Table A-_ NSF, Table 8
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The calculation of deaths and.retirements over the projection period also
causes a discrepancy in the two estimates of supply. Although both reports claim
to use BLS-recommended methodology3 in computing these numbers, BLS estimates Only
about half the number of separations that NSF does. These estimates are compared
in TA,le 5. It appears, however, that if BLS did, in fact, use iLS own methodology,
its numbers would have been sorriewhat closer to NSF's. Table 6 shows these calcu-
lations for all Ph.D.s based on BLS data. The annual separation rate implicit in
this methodology is about 1.1 per cent for the 1972-85 period, not the .89 per
cent reported in the BLS publication. This difference amounts to about 6,700

Table 5

Comparison of BLS and NSF Projeceions of Soience/Fngineering
1Deaths and Retirements, 1972-85 (Thousands)

Fie

Total

Physical Sciences
Engineering
Mathematres
Life Sciences
Social Sciences

30.1

5.4
1.2
2.6

9.0
11.9

NSF

64.8

18.3
8.7
3.1

17.8
16.9

Sources: BLS, Table NSF, Table 8

Table-6

Calculation of Separation Rate for All Ph.D.s
Based on BLS Data and Methodology

Ag_e Cohort

1972
Employ-
ment

1972
Separa-
tion
Rate

1985

1972 1985 , Sppara-
Separa- Employ- tion

tions ment Rate

1985

Separa-
tions

Total 323,600 2,864 474,900 6,168

179,900 .0022 '396 117,300 .00155 182

91,200- .0056 511 204,200 .00475. 970

45-54 32,700 .0141 461 109,700 .01210 1,327

55-64 17;600 .0620 4,091 33,700 A5830 . 1,965

65+ 2,200 18-40 405 10,000 .1-7240 1,724

4516 011 - 1.1%Avera e _nnual S arations Average Annual Separation Rate
399250Average Annual EmplOyment

Sources: 1972 Employment, Tahle A-2; 1985 Employment-, Table A75;
Separation Rates, TMN Supplement 4
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additio#al separations for scientists end engineer's in-the 1972-85 period. It is
possiblathat in, its actual-calculations BLS used age-specific rates other than
those reported in TMN Supplement 4,orthat the 10-year-age cohorts ware broken
into 5year cohorts and these 5-yearage-specificrates were 'used. This latter
factor 'woul&redUce the rates toward'the levels reported by BLS only if the 10-year
cohorts were generally skewed toward the younger 5-yearage groups.

A more sericius discrdpaney apPears in'the age distribution.used by BLS,in
computing attritionrates, Data collected by NSF and reported in Characteriaties-
of Doctoral ScielltlItA-ArILZAIL!M2_An Ole:United States, -1973, Appendix B I

(Table 875) doed not show theextreme skew to the25-34-yeartage group reported
fpr 1972 by EL'S (see Table 6 of this paper)..

The NSF-reported age distribution and the calculation.of separation-rates
for employed science and engineering PH.D. holders are reported in Table 7 and
indicate a separation rate-of about,16 per cent annually. Use of this rate
yields attrition estimates comparable to those reported by NSF (the differing
years of the employment estiMatea should have little effect on this ratp).

DeMand' for Ph.D.s in Science and Enineer1n g

',Although most of the difference inAbe supply and deMand balance shown tn'the
two reports is attributable.to differing prOjections of supPly', there still remain
'a number of diiferenceS in projeCtionsof demand. Table 8 shows-the BLS and NSF
estimates of the demand arising from employment, growth, including enrichment or .

educatiopal upgrading..

Table 7

Age DistributionJbf Employed Ph.D. Scientists And Engineers,
and Calculation of Deaths and Retirements, 1973

Age_Gronp
Total

i.Employed
Separation

Rate . Separations

Total. 226,422 3-1655

25-29 10,199 .0021 21
30-34 51,535 .0023 119=

35-39 43,704 .0044 192
40-44 36,388 -0068 247
45-49 30,1142 .0111 338

- 50-54 24,315 416
55-59 .; 15,664 .0359 562
60-64 8,850 .0881 780
65 and oVer _ 5,325 .1840 980

Soorces1 Employment, Table B-5, Charactetisttcs ctoral
Scientists and Engineers in the United States,
1973, Appendix B; Separation Rateá,-TMN Supplement
4.
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Table 8

Comparison of BLS 4nd NSF Projections of Incremntal- DeMand
for Science/Engineering Ph.D.s 1 7-85 (Thousands) '

Fie d Total

Total

Physical Sciences 28.0
'Engineering . 28.1
.Mathemntics 1.4
life Sciences 18.6

Social Sciences 23,3

BLS NSF

Growth
EdilCational
Upgrading

Total
Enrichment

80.6 2Z.8 '153-.5

-19.1 8.9 19,9
:22.6 5.5
5.3 -.1 8,7

15.2 3.4 35.4
18.4 4.9 60.2.

Sources: BLS, Ta fe 9; NSF, Table-A-11

%.Both BLS and NSF work on the b_sis that bemand for Ph.13.s in science and
engineering comes from _three areas,of the economy: the academic Sector, nonacademic
R&D, and other science/engineering activities, such as-production control, consulting,
marketing and qUality contrcAl., Only ". in-tha a1demic s&ctor projeCtiona ate the,
BLS and NSF asaumption set forth in a Manner allowing a direct numeric adjustment
to 'be made to attempt to.,bring the two sets of projections_ into balane. The BLS
and NSF projections of academic employment of acience nnd engineering Ph0i, id
1972 and 1985 is.shown '1 Table 9, aldng with Uhe percentage change projected for
that period.

Table 9

CompariSon of BLS and NSF Actual 1972 and Projected 1985 Employment
of Science/Engineering Ph.D,s in the Academic Sectora (Thousands)

'BLS NSF
Per Cent Per Cent:

Field 1972 1985 1972 1985 Change=

Total 138.3 185.6 34.2 126.0 157.0 24.6

Physical Sciences 30.6 37.0 20.9 29.0 24.0 -17.2
Engineeri:-,4 12.7 18,0 41,7 13.0 13.0 --

Mathematics 9.7 15.1 55.7 10,0 12.0 20.0
Lite Sciences 38.1 50.1 31.5 37.0 '57.0 54.1
Social Sciences 47.2 65,4 S8.6 37.0 51.0 37.8

NSF 1972 and 1985 data are for four-year colleges and nnivers LOS onlv,
while BLS data for both YearS include two--year colleges.

Sources 8LS 1972 employment, Table 1: BLS 1985 pr jection, Table

1.
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The-differences in the'two sets of projections for the,4cademic sector appear
to be due to:widely varying projections Of enrollments, pu il-teacher ratio's, a,nd
enrichment ,(educational upgrading).

BLS on page 10- of its.report statee that OE projections of-enrollments ere
used which indicate en enrollment increase of 5.6 percent over,1972J.evels by 1985.
NSF, on the other hand, expects-enrollments to peak in 1979 at a level about 500,000
over the 1972 fig-ure of 6.5 million and then taper off to.6.1 million in 1985 (pP. 19
and 31),. -based on OE date contained in Pro'ectiona of Educational Statisties.

Two different sources, and two differing projections, are usedto convert
enrollment estimates to faculty estimates. BLS (p.10) reports that OE statistics,
'indicating a gradual further decline in pupil-teacher ratios,by.1985, were nsed in
their projection. NSF (p.20) used ratios based on the 197312.L.411.yeskload. Workbook,
prep"ared by- the:Celorado Commission on Higher Education based on a five-state survey,
and held these ratiele-constant.

BLS, based on recent doctor _acuity ratios, projects that 65 per cent 'tf four-
year college faculty and nine per tent of two-year'collegelacultY will have the
Ph.D. degree in 1985,-and Calculates that,.in order te reach these ratios, 71 per-
cent of,new hires in the four-year collegee and 10 per cent of those in two-year
colleges wilI,have their doctoral'degrees (p. 10). In contrast,- 'NSF, based on
1969-1973 eMployment data, projects that,100.per.cent of new hires in four-year
colleges will hold the Ph.D. degree and the percentage'of,new hires with the degree
hired by two-Year collegee will'increase from 7.2 to 20,3 in the 1972-85 period
(pp, 2021 -and Table 3).. ff.the,BLS had usecrthesame assumptions as NSF, their
projections of sciencetengineering Ph.D. demand weiuld have been ie the range of
15-20',000 higher-over the 1972-1985 period.

In the nonacademic research and-development sector, it is net- possible to
eompaye directly the differences botweenthe two sets of projectione, as the BLS
.report containeno separate data on-this employment.

. However, BLS does State (p.10)
that"two,faetors aro involved.in the demand generated by this aector: (1) the level
of R&Vactivity (dollars expended) and (2) the nature of the. R&D activity (the-mix *
between research and development), since Ph.D.g are- more,likely to-work in research.
Further,..BLS states that "The Ph.D. projections in this report are conaistent with
-the level of R&D activftY implied in the Bureau's economic projections.to 1985,"
,DiscusSiOns with BLS indicate that this implied level of R&D Spending ie around
$39.6:billion in 1985 (in 1972 dollars).

NSF projects (pp. .21 and 34) that R&D expenditures in constant dollars will
increase .4t a.1.4 per dent annual rate, while the expenditnres per worker will
-inerease at an 0.7 per cent annual rate, indicating a level of R&D spending-in
1985 of 34.7 billion (1972 dollars). Further, NSF projects that the proportion
of Fh.D.s empleyed in this sector will grow from 14.2 per cent in 1972.to 19.3-
percent in--1985 as the result of. enrichment. BLS makes no.explicit statement
-as to the extend ofeducational upgrading as a component of demand for this sector.

The results of these differing assumptions and projections on the estimates_
of employment requirements !or Ph.D.s in stience and engineering is shown in
Table 1_0. The moat salient feature of the cempatisons presented here is that ,7
BLS's projections exceed those of NSF's in all fields-except the life sci es.

In the-academic sector, NSF's projected requirements exceed those of BLS by about
6,000 life science Ph.D.s in.1985 (thia-diserepancv- would be slightly-larger if

1 1 1
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two-year college Ph.D.s were included in the NSP estimate reported in Table 10).
In the nonataaemic R&D and other science/engineering areas, NSF estimates
(Table 11) a total life_stience Ph.D. employment requirement in 1985 approximately
5,000 greater than the total BLS estimates being-employed in its three categories--
industry and business, governments and nonprbfit organizations '(Table 8).

Table 10

Comparison of BLS and NSF Total Demand for Science
Engine'ring'Ph.D.s 1985 (Thousands)

Field BLS
:Difference,:

NSF . BLS7N8F

Per Cent
Differbnce,

BLS/NSF

Total 330.8 293,0 37.8- 12.9

Physical Sciences 91,7 '76,0 15.7 20.7
Engineering 59.1 45:0 14.1 31.3
Mathematics 19.8 16.0 3.8 23.8
Life,Sciences- 73.1 85.0 -11.9 -14.0
'Social Sciences 87,1 71.0 16.1 22.7,

Sturtes:' BLS, Table 8; ,NSF, Table 11

Another aspect of the difference in life solence'Ph.D.Aemand projections
may be seen in examining tbe estimates of attrition:and educational upgrading in'
the academic sector. Available data indicate that both Ph.D. and:non-Ph.D. life
stientiSts are substantially older than-the members of the other specialty fields.
If BLS applied its talculated attrition rate:of .089 pet cent for all Ph.D.'s to
the life sientist'employment in academia (as it appears they did), it could lead
to a serious underestimate of the demand arising from this cause. Rough calculations
produce-an estimate of about 6,000 more life science' Ph.D.s needed in the 1972785
period if NSF attrition and educational enrichment assumptions were used rather
than BLS.

upply-Demand Balance

Even given the differences in assumptions, data, and methodology-between'the
two reports, they reach similar conclusions. Unless market forces exert even,more
of an effect than that implicit in NSF7s model, there will be a significantly
larger number of Ph.D. reciPients:in the science/engineering fields in the 1972-85
period than there will be jobs usually' filled by Ph.D. retipients. Rather than
outright unemployment, the most probable outlet for any such surplus will be either
employment in nonsciente/engineering fields, or employment in science/engineering
fields. And these will be in poSitions not now held by Ph.D. recipients nor
projected to be, on the basis af recent trends.

There are two ways of comparing BLS and NSF projections of the supply-temand
balance. Table 11 compares the respective estimates of new supply and-incremental
demand while Table 12 compares total supply and total demand.
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Table 11

C-mparison of BLS end NSF Supply-Demand Balance, New Supply
vs. Incremental Demand, 1972-85 (Thousands)

Field

Total

ncrementa
Demand

NSF
-NiU----Taremental

Demand

-326.2 135.5 190.7- 58.5 218,3 140.3 , 78.0' 35.7

Physical Se ences 60.3 33,4 . 36.9 44.6 38.1 32.1 6.0 15.7

-:Engineering 50.1 29.3 21.0 41.7 38.0 19.7 18,3 48.2
Mathematics 21.6. 10.0 11.6 53.7 11.9 6.2 5.7 47.9

Life Sciences 92.2' 27.6 64.6 70.0 53.3 45.9 7.4 13.9

-Social Sciences 101.8 35.2 66.6 65.4 77.0. 36.4 40.6. 52a

Per Cent of.new supply

Sources: NSF New Supply, Tab'e 8; npremental Demand, Table A-11; .

BLS-New:Supply, Table 11; Icrementa1 Demand', Table 9

Again, the most obvious point about these tables is the discrepancy in the
estimates for life sciences. The reader iS referred. to _he section on demand for
a discussion of theae discrepancies.

Table12

Comparison, of BLS and NSF Supply-Demand Balance Total Supply
vs. Total-Demand, 1985 (Thousands)

Field

Total

NSF
Total Total Surplus Total Total Surplus
Sn o. 7a Su I Demand. No.

.

521.3 =330.8 190.5' 36,5 374.9 293.0 81.9 21.8

Physical Sciences 118.7 .91.7 27.0 22.7 85.2 76.0 9.2 10.8

Engineering 80.0 59.1 20.9 26.1 63.3 -45.0 .18.3 28.9

Mathematics . 31.4 19.8 . 11.6 36.9 -21.6 16.0- 5.6 25.9.

Life Scienees 137.7 73.1 64...6 46.9 92.1 85.0 7.1' 7.7-

Social Sciences 153.7 : '87,1 . 66.6 43.3 112.7 71.0 41.7 37;0

aPevcent of total supply

Sou ces: _BLS Supply, Table 2,.this paper; BLS-Demand, Table
NSF Supply, Table 8; Demand, Table 11

%
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FOOTNOT

Unless otherwise specified, all page and table references are-to the
respective NSF and DLS reports, Pro'ections'of Sc-lenEeeering
noctora_tp_s_u-Ia_andtiLAan41985 and Fh.a_._ Manuser:
EMR1°371l1ent, DemarALT-L5EN-1119.1ann.

2. Unless- otherwise specified,ail data from the 151 report are from the
projections-generAted for the Probable Model.

See Tomorrow's Mowreeds. Surpjernent No. 4: EstiaLing_QT_Ipational
Separations From the Labor Furc e for_S_Lates TMN Supplemert 4).
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HOW USEFUL IN EMPLOYMENT IS COLLEGE EDUCATION?

Jean G- Kessle *

It was gratifying to be invited back this year to repor_-further on the
research which the College Placement Council and its related organization, the
CPP Foundation, have been funding inthe area of career plans and employment
outcomes of college graduates. BeforeT start, I will file the same disclaimer
as I did at last year's Symposium: I am not a researcher, although I have been
very involved with the research projects being reported. The principal investi
gators are unavailable for geographical reasons--one being in Italy and the
other in California. However I Will try to do their work justice, although I
may not be able to respond to questions about certain technical aspects of the
research.

When completed, this particular series of studies will track the 1961 fresh-,

man class from its entry into college up through 1974, a period of 13 years,
tracing the changes in career plans, as well as the links between major fields
-131 study, career choice, and'employment -outcomes, cOvering as many as 9 years _of
actual work experience. Data were drawn ftom four follow=up-sutveys. In each
ease, only those stUdentn--or graduates--were retained who had.answered all of
the previous,questionnaires. Additionally, for most of the 1971 and 1974 analyses,
only,those were included who had received a bacCalaureate but not a higher degree.

This continuing study of the same cohort haa provided unusual insight into
the career decision-making process and into the relationship of education to
employment actualizatioh.

po
For those of you wbo are:interested in the earlier findings, detailed re-,

_s are still' available and samples are on thg display table.'

In today's session we will be concentrating on the findings of the most
recent survey conducted in 1975 and funded jointly by the CPC Foundation and the
National Institute of Education. The purpoSe was to determine how the graduates
from the 1961 freshman cohorthave utilized their education in employment, how
useful It has been to them, and what recommendations they would make to help
future generations prepare for employment. The area of job satisfaction was
also included to identify the types of graduates satisfied with their'employment
and the factors which contribute to this satisfaction. In this survey, the CPC
Foundation, for the first time, did not fund secondary analyses of data collected
for aome other study but rather funded theactual collection of data, with the
questionnaire'developed specifically to answer the areas being questioned by
the researchers.

People hold various beliefs about the primary purpose of education. Some
believe that education should providejmen and women with general knowledge, the
ability to think clearly, or the .pacity to establish life goals. Others believe
that education is\wasted for the individual if it does not lead to increased
earning pOwer or job satisfaction, and for society if it does not lead to in-
creased productivityNor is not used on the job.

*Administrative Coordinator, College Placement Council, Inc.
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Regardless of one's view about the primary purpose of education, the evi-
dence of.growing uneniployment and underemployment of college gradua.te.s- has led
to widespread concern and makes it difficult to dispute the need for greater
links between academia and the.world of work and for making education more useful
for careera... But what is useful education for careers. Most previuus studies
of'the usefulness or value of college ed6cation for careers have selected a
particular indicator and compared groups with varinus levels of education, a
method that permitted broad conclusions,about the overall "value added" of
college attendanee. Economists have long soug4 to,determine.the rate of return
on a college educa.tion by assessing the differential between the earnings of
high school and college graduates and the extent to whichthis differential de-
pends on factors other than education-, such ae ability and motivation.

'The CPC Foundation study,took. a-different approach from previous assess-
ments. It was designed as a means of providing a national forum for graduates
to express their own views on the ways in which, their college education contrib-
uted to their long-run development. Although the.survey focused on education-wo k
relationships, it also tapped experiences and opiniens on a-wide range of uses
and benefits of college education, since:individhala,may benefit in many ways
that'are not work-related; for example, through intellectual development and
preparation for life.

The survey was conducted between November 1974 and March 1975 with 12,009
college,graduates who entered college in 1961 and had re eived a bachelor's but
no higher degree. Response rare:was 61,per cent of the entire mailing:and 72 per
cent Of those whose questionnaires Were delivered.

-.Jhe analyses were'further limited tothose who still held on1y a bae7helor's
degree, -and were Working full-time in,1974-75. Fifteen per cent had received an
advanced degree and -31-per cent-were not working full-time.,. The analyses, then,
are based on the responses of 3,077.Men and 1,061 women, a total of 4,138.

Of, these respondents, Only 17 per cent of the men and 31 per cent of the ,

women had chosen their present careers before entering college. In fact, half of
bhe women and nearly two-thirds of the men chose their preSent occupation after:-
they completed eheir college education. 'Thus, while in coillege, the majority were
not preparing specifi!eally for their present work., For 4ample, 38.per cent ended
up in business. career (business administration, sales, 4ccounting, office work),
although less than one in five majored in business.

Previous studies have indicated that some respondents have had difficulty
responding'to the question "What was your college major?", either because they
had.combined or interdisciplinary majors or for some other reason. Therefore,
we asked for the area in which respondents had taken the *lost courses. This area
was used in the analyses of a proxy for college majors.

Approximately one-third had majored in fields classi ied as liberally
oriented, that is, English, other arts and humanities, and social sciences.
Another third had majored in vocationally oriented fields--business, educati n,
and engineering--and One-fourth in scientifically oriented fieldseconomies,
natural sciences, and mathematics. The remaining 7 per cent gave their major as
"other" and could not be classified. Fifty per cent of the women majored in
liberally oriented fields and 21 per cent in education.. Substantially more men
than women majored-in the various scientifically oriented fields, as well as in
business and engineering.
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While many occupations.are represented, approximately one-fifth of
the respondents were teachers and one-fifth business administrators. Occupa-
tional categories with between 5 percent and 10 per cent of respondents were
sales Person, engineer, :scientist, office worker, and accountant.

Business firms employed 28 per cent apd heavy industry 25 per cent of the
respondents. Other major employers were education (22%) and government (10%),
with the remaining 15 per cent divided among'military, human service'orgeniza
tions,.and various other.settings.

AbOut two-thirds of the men had policy- or decision-making responsibility
and considered their job professional. Three-fourths of the women conSidered
their jobs professional, but less than half had policy- or decision-making respon-
sibility, a finding influenced by the large proportion of women teachers who
considered themselves professional but without policy- or decision-making
responsibility.

Although two-thirds of the graduates felt their.skills were not fully
.utilized,this finding, hy itself, does not necessarily mean that such a large
proportion are underemployed. The respondents may simply have meant that they
are still developing their careers or are capable of greater responsibility.

Responses to the various indicators of job satiafaction depicted mixed
feelings about work. The majority are satisfied with their care&- progress and
status or prestige,-and approximately two-thirds want to remain with their present
employer. They are less satisfied with their prospeets for advancement and the
"fie'between theirjob and their long-range goals. This is particularlVtrue
for women, less than'half of whom think their job fits their goals. Moreover,
two-thirds of womenrespondents think they are underpaid compared with others
with the same job level and same eMployer, as well as others with the same job
level and other employers. Only 28 per cent of the women consider theiaselves
well paid Compared with other baccalaureates..

The perceptions of these women are consistent with the reality of their
salary situation relatiVe,to men. Among respondents, 35 per cent of the women-
earned less,than $10,066;Aust 8 per cent of the men reported such low salaries.
Salaries of $20,000 were reperted by 30 per cent of the men respondents but by
just 5 per cent of the women.

Neverthelessin overall assessment of job satisfaction; women are about
as,satisfied as men. Over half of both sexes are "very satisfied," while just
4 per cent of, men and 5 per cent women are "not at all_satisfied." This finding
regarding women was the case for the 1961 freshman cohort; more recent women grad-
uates pay not be as complacent about status and salary.

From the college graduates' themselves, baccalaureate education in the United
States received high marks for usefulness in two areas:.providing general know-=
ledge'and credentialing. Three-fourths found their college education very.useful,
and almost none found it totally useless, in increasing general knowledge.
"Increasing the chances of finding a good job" (or'"credentialing") was seen as
the second most useful, aapect of college, with 69 per cent saying "very useful"
and only 5 per cent saying "not at all useful.".



Evidently, graduates think the degree itself is more elpful in securing
employment thane. skill learned in college since only 42 per cent rated their
education very useful in providing a helpful skill and 29 per cent found it not.
at all helpful. Further, only 38 per cent felt their education was very useful
in providing knowledge and_ skills for their current job, 43 per-cent found it v
useful.. in developing their ability to think clearly, while.barely more' than
one-fifth thought it very useful for increasing leadership ability and helpful
in the choice.of.life soals. While these ratings are middling, rather tharval-
togethet negative, the findings do suggest a need for improvement in these areas,
if they dre -.desired outcomes of college attendance.

Since some areas of study are more vocationally oriented than others, one
Might assume that persons who majored in these fields were more likely to_find
their education useful irC'eareers. And, indeed, this was the case.

Persons with vocationally oriented majors were twice as likely as those
'with liberal education orientations to rate their education very useful in teach--
ing skills helpful in getting the first job, and they were also more likely to
use their college education in their present work. Only about one in four liberal
education majors foUnd education very useful in imparting the knowledge and skills
used in the present job. Even the more general dimension ef career usefulness,
"it increased my chances of finding a good job," applied much more to graduates
in vocationally oriented fields than to graduates in liberal education. On-these
three specifically career-related dimensions, persons who majored in scientifically
oriented areas represented a midpoint on the continuum, but wete somewhat closer
in their rating to graduates in vocational than in liberal education fields.

On other dimensions of usefulness, which may serve,broader purposes than
career-related goals, the differences between majors are much less striking,
seemingly refuting the argument that those who concentrate in vocationally
oriented fields miss out on somd'of the generaloeducation benefits. College
education was reported as very useful for increasing general knowledge according
to 78 per cent of those in liberal education fields, 73 per cent in scientifically
oriented fields, and 68 per cent in vocationally oriented fields. It was rated
about equal across fields on increasing'ahility to think clearly. Moreover,
college education was not rated particularly useful in developing leadership abi
ity or in helping people choose life goals, regardless of the orientation.

, Not only are liberal-education fields of study less likely to.he useful in
careers, they are also not much more useful than vocationally oriented fields
intellectual development--at least from .:the perspeative of theHrespondents.

These findings do not mean that persons who major in arts'and'humanities
or social seiences find that their education has been useless. First, the.survey-
did not tap all the possible ways in which education can be useful to people.
Second, the ratings on:indicators of usefulness, were rarely-negative; the primary
distinction was betwev a high and moderate degree of usefulness. Indeed', many
respondents recommended certain liberal arts courses as valuable preparation for
their jobs.

The findings do indicate that vocationally oriented majors actually may
provide a broader, more general education for work and life than does.teday's
liberal education. The question is whether vocationally oriented majors provide
a broader education than traditionally believed er whether liberally oriented
majors are increasingly yielding a narrowerone.
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As expected, college education provide& more job-related knowledge for some
occupational groups than for others. "Very useful" ratings on teaching knowledge
and skills used in the current job were given by 82 per cent of allied health
workers, 67 Per cent of educators, 62 per cent of accountants, and 56.per cent of
engineers, but by just 25 per cent of administrators-, 17 per cent of office workers,
16 per cent of sales personnel, and 14 per cent of miscellaneous nonprefes ional
occupations.

Over the years; the effects of jnstitutional characteristics have been a
much debated issue. The responden s to this survey who graduated from What May
be considered the more "elite" institutions were more likely than others,to
--
conaidertheir college-education useful for intellectual development: in thia
seUdy, defined as increasing general knowledge antisbillty to think clearly.
On the other hand, they were Iess likely than others to consider it,usefUl in
helping to choose life geals, developing leadership, building work-related skills
and competencies, and improving career prospects. It is possible that the find-
ings.may reflect the fact.that the more selective or "elite" institutions tend to
be more.theoretical, whereas less selective institutions tend to be more'pracacal
in their approach.

Graduates were also aaked how often they use in their work the cOntent of
courses in their major, their minor, and other fields. The findings supported
the conventional Wisdom to the extent that looking at major and occuPational
titles will xeveal something about-the use of education in work,-butwhat it
'reveals is only approximate at best. tarp.- proportions of bUsiness majors who
became accountants or administrators, natural science majorswho became allied
health workers, engineering majors who became engineers, and education majors,
who became teachers used their' major almost always or frequently. However, 40
per cent of business majors who,,became administrators and ..37 Per eent of. eng-l-
neering majors who became engineers did not'make frequent use of theirmajors.

Perhaps even'more of a challerigeto the,conyentional-wisdom was the finding
that 47 per cent Of. Englishyriajors employed as business adminisXratorsi, compared
with 32 per cent of economics majors andAust 26 per cent Of engineering majors
in the,same occupation, frequently used their field content. Yet, employers often
prefer-economics or engineeting,majors to English majors in filling entry-level
administrative Slots. Administraters who majored:in English are probably using-
their communications end analytical skills rather than Oleir knowledge of-Shakes-,
peare.

Regardless of major, the link between education and oeCupation was relatively
weak for office workera,'sales personnel, and those in oecupationa-classified as
"othen" However, teachers with a variety of educational backgrounds used their-
Major often. Indeed, for social science and mathematics gvaduates, teaching was
the only occueptionalr'nutlet that made substantial use of teir training'at the
baccalaureate level since the Ph.D. is usually required for full professional
status in other social science or mathematics jobs.

With the generalized use of occupational titiesas descripters for jobs, it
is perhaps insufficiently recognized that persons with a particular occupational
title may perform a wide range of aetivities requiring=a wide range of skills.

An examination of work.activities performed by.graduates showed that many
of these activities are cross-occupational, that is, they are performed in a
wide variety of jobs
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The majority of respondents however, did not feel that college education
prepared:them to perform these activities. Less thri ono-third reported that,
their college eddcation prepared them for the activities associated with a tra-
ditional liberal arts and science educationwriting and mathematical work:

Persons involved in various business activites were especially unlikely
to cite college as a learning ground. This sitUatlon is probably exacerbated by
the fact that many graduates with various majors ar- eventually employed in jobs
requiring business skills.'

_-
For the respondents, much job skill acquisition took place after;College.

Very few,- regardless of occupation or major, telt that college was Sufficient
training for their job. The_proportions citing on-the-job training-ranged from
a low of 72 per cent for thoae in education to a high of 93 per cent for accoun-
tants. Maiorities in all occupational categories except accounting and allied
health also reported:- "I picked it up by myself."

Since c liege education makes-only a limited contribdtion toward building
the necessary skills, the_respondents were askd to sUggest courses that woald
be most beneficial ln preparing for their 'own jobs.

Among all graduates in all occupations, the most frequentiy recommended
study areas were business administration (45%), English (32%) , and psychology
(31%). Next in general usefulness were-areas that develop ability to handle
numbers: economics (28%), accounting (27%), and mathematics (23%). These
recomMendations are consistent with Che evidence that many jobs across occupa-
tions require administration, communications, and interpersonal skills.

As noted earlier, overall, nearly six out of ten respondents were very
satisfied and only 4 per cent were not at all satisfied with their jobs. dmang
the tore satisfied groups were business administrators, sales personnel, teachers,
and allied health workers. Lower status white-collar workers were the least
satisfied of the occupational groups studied, but only 11 per cent in this group
expressed total dissatisfaction.

The findings contradicted the popui.tr belief that entering a 101, related to
one's major le imp rtant for job sacisfact;-in. 'Respondents who viewed their job
as closely related to their major were no more satisfied than,others.

Orie,of the most, itportant factors contributing to job satisfaction was the
feeling that one's skills are-being fully utilized. This does not mean that

ry skill must be used but rather having the oppOrtunity to use the particular
skills or competencies ode values most. These skills or competencieS may or may
not have been acquired in college.

In addition it was also found that early choice and preparation for a spo7
cific career does not enhance job satisfaction. Late choosers were just as satis-
fied ag early choosers. Further, those who followed an unconventional career-
development path often were more satisfied than those who followed a dominant.
or "typical" pattern. Another finding that refutes conventional belief has to
do with sex stereotyping. People usually associate men'with business occupations
and women with teaching occupations. However, men teachers were found to be as
satisfied-as women teachers and women business administrators were round to bo
significantly more satisfied than men in this occupation.
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To summarize., thelinding that 38 per cent of respondents rate College_
"very useful" in providing knowledge and skills used in the current job And 12
per cent rate it "not at all'Useful" can be interpreted both positively,and nega-

. tively. On-the one hand, It indicates.greatet satisfaction than dissatisfaction;
on the other hand, it indidates waste if nearly two-thirds ao not f4 their

education very useful. An indisputable interpretation is that Consi arable room
for improvement exists. CoMbined with the other ratings of usefulness,9the data
tend-to conform With the stereotypic picture of Students acquiring a great deai
of general knowledge in a somewhat isolated academic:environment, leaving College'

6

with fuzzy goals amilittle intellectual preparation for autonomous thinking.; and
aa far as careers go, benefitting primarily from thediploma.

By imparting general knowledge, Colleges are preparing people for all aspects'
of life, including careers However, general knowledge often does notprepare
people for work.

Although most graduates make some'use in their work of their college
courses, the potential work value of courses outside the ma or may not be su i-

ciently recognized or tapped.

The relation between particular curricular areas and occupations should be
reconsidered. Persons with a particular occupational: title may perform a wide
range of activities requiring a wii.1 range of skills. -However, the majority of-
college graduates, accordingto out study, do not think that _ college education
prepares them to perform these'adtivities.

What studies are Useful? The courses recomtended most frequently are
business Administration, English, and psychology.- Economics, aceounting, and
mathematics follow in order of usefulness. If these study areas were to beccme
part bf a. general career-education core, With variations depending on broad
vocational interests, they-would provide the skills required for many jobs.
The most generally useful curriculum would build capabilities in,communications;
administration, interpersonal relations, and numerical operations.

Overall the findings ofthis survey seem to render moot the current argu-
ments supporting either "vocationalism" or "humanism.". Indeed, these-recent
college,graduates, actually engaged in the world of work, find substantial voca-
tional Value in humanistic curricula. They also find general applicability or
basic usefulness in business curricula that educators label vocaCional.

The assessment of their education by these graduates suggests a qualified
endorsement. It also auggeststhat the hationts colleges re-examine the "mix"
being offered to their, successors in the classrooms, so that the next generation
to graduate into a world of uncertainties and change'may do so with its- fundamen-
tals firm and its adaptability a foregone conclusion.
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STRATEGIES AND PROCEDURES FOR USING OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
AT A CAIZEER-DEVELOPMENT AND PLACEMENT CENTER

James Slick*
Richard G.tSwails**

_ process of choice as itrelates to career planning has never been
, easy, but for today's young person it is a.problem of.staggering proportions.
The nomenclature and complexity of:today's job titles alone reflect signifi-
cant changes. Changes that exist in the type of work available and the number
of possible job choices.

Today's youth are confronted with a number of mixed messages which further
add to their confusion. For a number of years the message has been that the
path to a "good" job is through higher education. Yet it has also been esti-
mated that approximately 80 per cent of existing jobs in the United States do
not require. a college education.

Many tudents who have taken our advice and who have diligently pursued
their colleg program are now confronted with a very competitive college employ-
ment maftet. vMany college graduates are now learning what the term "underem-
ployment" really means. So it is no wonder that we are beginning to see growing
numbers of students exhibiting increased anxiety over the process of career choice.

Education \\institutions at all levels are beginning to-recognize the impor-
-

tance of providing students with more assistance in the area of career development.

---
The Career D velopment and Placement Center of The Pennsylvania State

Unive .ity assists tudents in exploring, confirming, and implementing their
life/career plans and goals. The center views the career-concerns of individ-
uals as developmental\in nature and, therefore, provides services that potentially
benefit any student of\any major or term standing._

-Several'stations in'the Career Information Center present occupational
information by way of the Career Tapes. This system utilizes audio-taped
presentations to describe the Penn State Academic Majors (4-year and 2-year
programs) and related careers. There are approximately 140 tapes in this series.
Because of the rapid changes in salaries, supply, and demand the tapes are re-
viewed each year. -These tapes describe the cluster of occupations related to
a particular major, presenting information about the nature of the occupations,
current supply/demand data, salaries, career ladders, and graduate programs.
They are developedsby the Career Development and Placement Center with the
cooperation of the various universitydepartments.

In-addition to 4s use inthe Career Information"Center this audio career
information.system is beingnsed on.all Commonwealth Campuses and is also avail-
able to students via th\universi.ties "DialAccess" system. The "Dial-Access"
telephone network permit students to obtain information at seVen (7) Listening-
Learning stations on the University Park Campus.

*Manpower Informa ion Specialist, -Career Development and Placement Center,
The Pennsylvania State University.
**Directdr, Career Development and Placement Center, The Pennsylvania State
University.
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As was noted in the slide-presentation the Career Information Center
has been organized so that students can enter this system of resources at
their own point of need. Each station has a printed indexor guide to the
information contained in that area to ,aid the student in 'quickly satisfying
a specific'career information need. However, for many-students the center is

' a place to browse, a place where they begin to identify their own values and
goals and to explore the world of work.

Many students have only a basic knowledge'about an occupation .of in erest.
They are interested in learning more about the occupation,- but they don't know
where to begin. At Station 3'of the center these students will find 'the
"Occupational Awareness Inventory." Thia module has been designed as a study
guide to aid thestudent in conducting a personal occupational exploration. '
Aaxa student works through this inventory he will answer aseries of questions
designed to provide.a well rounded picture of an occupation in the context of
todays 'world of work. In many instances issues that have not previously been
considered are brought to the students attention. The inventory attempts to
develop.an awareness of:

1. The nature of the occupation
a. What I especially like about the occupation
b. What I don't like about the o,.cupation

2. How your valdes and interests might be satisfied by this occupation
3. Training and qualifications required
4. Entrance to the occupation
5. Career ladders

- 6. ,Career clusters
7. -_Employment outlook

a. National
b. Regional '(if the student has,established an area of

geographic preference)
8. Salaries -

a. National
b. Regional (if the student has established an area of

geographic preference)
9. Identification of sources of additional information

The resources required to complete this inventory are found within
Station 3, the Career Resource Information Station. As you (qn see a great
deal of emphasia is placed on regional as well as national ormation. ,Sur-
veys such as the State Department's Vocational Education Management Information
System and CommonWealth Baccalaureate Degree Follow-Up Study, along with student
interviews, present a picture f a graduate,opulation t t Is to a large degree
immobile. This points to the n ed for-regional information. In the past many
students with regional interests have had access only to national data. This
can prOvide a very misleading in ut to the process of career planning. For
example, the national projected 4emand for Accountants, atr-he present time, is
approximately 40,000 per year. Iowever, if one is concerns about the demand
within the State of Pennsylvania that number reduces to 1,t/O. Again if a person
ig concerned about demand with the state (i.e., Philadelphia metropolitan area),
that figures shrinks from 1,670 to 871 and if a person is concerned about the
demand for Accountants in a more rural area of the state, the number would reduce
even further, perhaps to a figure like 40 or 30. So it is necessary to properly
define the geographic lOcation of demand. This is extremely important if a per-
son has established geographic boundaries on where they will travel to obtain
employment. In such cases the potential supply can be isolated from demand.
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A topic of great interest to most students is - the job outlook for
college graduates. Often the student is looking for only a capsulized summary
of the job market. In response to this interest the Career Development and
Placement Center has.published "The Job Outlook.for College =Graduates." This
.publication presents current supply/demand data:based on the "Occupational
Briefs" developed by the U.S. Department of Labor, _Bureau of Labor Statistics

in May of 1976. A general overview of the job market is also provided, along
With a discussion of rising job requirements, the supply:of jnbs'candidates
with college degrees, and the prohiem ofderemployment. This booklet has
been distributed through counselors, academic adviaors, the faculty, and the
Career Information Center.,

Another very important section of the Career information Center is Station
4, that section dealing with Career Implementation Strategies. Traditionally
Placement Centers have, to a large degree, foeused their attention:on facilir
tating employer/employee job interviews with a strong effort being.made tn-place
the graduate in work related to the field of,study, if the studefit so desires.
Although the first job is very important to the young graduate, job Rlacement
must be-more than an'exit ervice if the employee of tomorrow is to encounter
several major job-changes in his lifetime, "job placement" is a skill he should
take with hiM.

Station 4 .utilizes five study modules to assist the student in developing-
interviewing skills and joh search strategies. The modules deal with "Searching
out and Identifying Potential Employers," "How to Contact Employers," "Enhancing
Joh Interiewing Skills," "Selecting froth Employment Alternatives," and "The
Transition from School to Work."

'These are but.a few of tile strategies we are currently using to present
career information in Penn State's Career Development 4nd Placement Center.

Planning for one's future in today's complex society is certainly not an
easy task: :it demands early and continued attention. To address that complex
task the Career Development and Placement C6nter's purpose is:

o to helpstudents learn about themselves and various career
alternatiVes-

o to help students develop'an appropriate plan of action to enhance
their opportunities to enter their chosen field of endeavor.
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PENNSLYVANIA POSTSECONDARY DEGREE PROGRAMS:
NEED, AVAILABILITY, SUPPLY OVERSUPPLY

S. V. Martorana
Eileen Kuhns**

The genesis of this project was a S ate Board of Education resolution passed
in the fall of 1974 calling for the study of all college and university academic
programs in Pennsylvania with an examination ot the extent to which there was pro-
gram duplication. This resolution was referred to the Pennsylvania Association
of Colleges and Universities (PACU) Executive Committee for reaction. The PACU
Executive Committee consulted with its membership and decided that the study would
be more readily accomplished or wouldtlikely achieve_better results if done as an
actiVity of the Association. The Center for Higher Education-at The Pennsylvania
State University was approached with a request for help in the design of such a
study. When developed, the design was 6D go to the Executive ComMittee for review
and approval. Under the agreement which resulted, the first named co-author of
this paper was given a continuing relationship to the study; his task was to de-
velop the design and to maintain a consultative supervfsory relationship through
its completion.

The'study design.proposed -that the projeCt be expanded So it would be con
cerned not only with the issue'of possible program duplication but also with the
need Lo identify gaps in pKograms provided. The-proposition advaneed waS ,that- one
cannot determine program duplication and whether or not such co-existence of.pro-
grama might be deemed wasteful until a broader understanding is established of

,

the need and availability of programs in relationship one to the other. Thus the
terms in the title-7need, availability, supply, Oversuppfy--were developed as a
deseription of the Main emphasis of the study.

_From its bdginning, the study has attempted to gather data about all th-
.programs in Pennsylvania 16ading to recognized academic degreesassociate, a-
laureate, and higher degrees through to tfie:doctorate-.

This is a cooperative study endorsed by ehe PACU Executive-Committee and the
states association of proprietary schoo1s. There are. 226 locations for instruc-
tion leading to degrees and over 5,000 curricula identified that ha-e organized
programs leading to degrees at thoSe locations.

In the study design we a tempted to obtain data that speak,to a number of
considerations. These include; needs, availability to students--to those who
are consuMers of educational opportunity in the state--supply of programs with
varying characteristics, and whether or not there might be oversupply. One con-
sideration in the overall design is occupational demand--the relationship of the
needs of the economy for trained personnel, and the production of graduates from
the academic programs that feed into the occupational requirements of the economy.
We-stress however, that this is only one of a variety of elements included in the
study, and we also stress the voluntarism that is basic to participation in this
project. This_voluntary cooperative venture involves all of Pennsylvania's post-
secondary institutions.

*Professor, College of Education, and Research.Associate, C- _ter for Stady
-pf Higher Edneation, The Pennsylvania State University.

**project Director, Pennsylvania Association of Collegee'and Universities;
Coordinator, Educational Administration Program, Catholic University of

'

America.
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But the purpose of this presentation is to focus on employment or occu-
pational assessment. First, a program is defined by a Higher Education General
Information Survey (HEGIS) code. It specifies a program degree level leading
to a particular degree such as the associate in arts,=all the way through, the
doctorate level. me needed to identifya, program and an occupational relation-
ship-. So in cooperation with Dr. Roger: Wlzdek, 'senior economist, Division of
Solar Energy, ERDA, we first took all ef the occupational classifications in the

OCcupatienal Title§ that related to the programs-offered in Penn-
sylvania and created cross-reference listinga of program titles (HEGIS codes)
with occupational titles (DOT codes). One'of the basic reasons for doing this
was to make our data compatible with the occupational data available through
thaBureau of Employment Security, Department of Labor andt)ther agencies. They
are,presented by occupational titles and not by educational programs, sothere
was a need to translate occupations into educational programs. After this cross-
referencing was completed, Dr. Bezdek began to look=at all of the bibliographies
throughout the nation that were available in the area ofoccupational supply-
demand. This was done on a national basis as it related to the Pennsylvania sit-
uation with regard to bacealaureate,and higher degree graduate g-Uppl'y. For the
associate degrees we used sub-state-divisions ,(standard metropolitan statistical
areas) for this relationship. Additionally, he developed a bibliography of about
400 studies of various kinds., very currentatudies having to do with'employment.
Thia, in itself, will be an interesting outcome- of the study. As a further source
of information about the projected relationships between supply of and demand for
graduates in specific fields, he contacted over 150 professional,organizations.
'We mention these resources because they are important in the data gathering design
utilized bY Dr. Bezdek.

, -
There was neither time nor resources to do many studies, as far as going

;om the ground up, about employment acress all of the educational areas in,
Pennsylvania.postsecondary education.. Instead he went tO the experts in the
many fields represented in the educational programs in Pennsylvania. When he
had done this, he:began to address the basic approach of employment and graduate
relationahips. Projections were Made of both graduates and jobs up to around
1980. and in some cases beyond that. Again, we stress it was done pritarily for
Pennsylvania but the nationalinfOrmation was of =course important, particularly
at the'doctorate level-. But he was particularly- concerned with the Pennsylvania
SituatiOn. With respect to all HEOIS code programs in Pennsylvania, be indica-
ted whether there was adequate demand (the projected supply of graduates was less
than or equal to-the projected demand for them); whether there was less than ade
quate demand (the supply of graduates was greater than the demand for them); or
whether there was simply insufficient information with retard te that particular
program.

Adequate demandl in a general sense is a matter of whether the,projected
positions are going to be sufficient:in numbers for the graduates who are pro-
ected over the same:period of time. If they are roughly equal, or there are

feWer graduates than.jobs, -demand is regarded as adequate. The other side, of
-course, is the inadequate demand wherein there are more Pennsylvania graduates
than jobs. The infOrmation that will-be .presented in the.study-haa not onlythe
ind of supply-demand degignatien -that we just-talked about, but behind each one,

of,these'are professional-judgments based.on all this wealth ef data from the
people who are,closest to a particular occupation,'
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We could go on in much detail about this, but let us close by relating
a recent conversation with a professional in the Harrisburg area. We were
talking about the study, and his reaction to our conversation was this, "Do
you mean that the educational establishment is really going to look at occupa-
tional supply-demand needs in terms of developing a strategy for academic pro-
gramming?" Certainly this is a question that academicians are looking at very
carefully. Occasionally in the past they have been interested about occupational
Itimatos of various kinds, such as for engineering, the result of which have

I:L.1de them very cautious and skeptical. Educators also question whether educa-
tion's purpose is to satisfy labor market needs, and or whether it is for much
broader purposes of the individual and society. And that is certainly an iss--
that the pJlicy group directing this study is dealing with at the present time.



INDUSTRY LOOKS AT MANPOWERNEEDS

Samuel W. Seema n*

The title of.this symposium and the topics and affiliations of those
speaking all indicate that it is an examination of people at work in terms of
the education and training they need, the mechanisms for putting them to work,

:and the methodology for gathering and using information about them. Curiously,
the sympesium -provides for very littie_input on the part of those who actually

employ people at.work. It also provides little Opportunity for insight from
those who actually perform the bulk Of the work that is done.

With respect to employers, that arrangement may very well, assume that
, their range of vision on the,subject is a short one. IL suggests that their
,perspective on people at work is limited to the parochial prOblems-of meeting
their own particular manpower needs and on a short-term basis at that. Un-
fortunately, both the assumption and the sdggestion probably are accurate, so
that what An employer'can contribute to this symposium is limited and special-:-
'ized. At the same time, happily, it frees an employer from the need to use
extensive data or rely on statistics.

Nevertheless, it iS useful to use two sets'of numbers as a starting point.
Some 8-years ago 6 of every 7 jobs were in the private sector--and that included
many:private jobs which were Publicly funded., such as _those making defense
materials and building the interstate highway system.Now, less than a decade
later, only 5 of every 6 jobs are said to be in the private sector. ,To a non-

statistician living in a time when the proportion:of those working to the total
of those in the labor-mark(T has also declined, that suggests that there has
been a serious loss in t;le czpacity of the private sector to put people to work.

It is not because the private sector,'business, does not want to put people
to work. Certainly employers constantly endeavor to control their manpowereosts
and to things more efficiently. Certainly they replace work by hand with work
by machine when the machine can do it' more cheaply and as well or better. Some-
times cdmpetition and cost pressures make them'do it even when the machine doesn't
do the job as well.

But it would be very hard to find an employer whose main goal'is to reduce
the number of people working in the enterprise. Enterprise is, in fact, the

proper name for it. The employer's main goals are most likely to be to maxi-
mize profit and to grow. And growth almost always means more employees.

It was suggested that one of the topics for this discussion should be
"The Role of the Private Sector in Creating New Jobs." Fair enough, but it
should be clearly understood that the role of the private sector is most emphat-
ically not to create new jobs. The role of,the private sector--and note that
it is still the biggest part of our total economic fabric--is to create goods and
services of sufficient quality to-sell them, and at sufficient profit to stay in
business and reinvest and grow. A byproduct of the successful perfornwn'ce of
that role is the creation of,new jobs. That should not be surprising--and it's
been going on for a long time, and here, at least until recently, better than

anywhere else.

*Chairperson Philadelphia Employer Advisory Council
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Jobs do not exist and are not crea ed in the private sector because someone
wants to work or because society needs more people working. They exist apd are
created because there is work to be done. In the long run, no employer: will
-retain or add people unless there is salable fruit of their labor. That sounds
obvious. Behind us lies a litter of failed public programs to demonstrate that
annoying fact and present among us now are some results of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act which are demonstrating it anew.

f what has been said about the fundamental nature of jobs is accepted, it
follows that what the private sector needs to stimulate employment is not new
incentives. What the private sector needs are freedom and opportunity. That is
not to suggest a return to unbridled competition or removal of constraints necessary
to preserve our environment or necessary to assure equity and proper conditions
of work. It is to suggest the removal of conditions that impair opportunities,
erode efficiency, and limit markets. One example on point is laws and regulati
said to be for the sake of safety but, in fact, designed to preserve jobs that
are not needed. Another is laws with admirable social goals, but implementing
regulations which generate costly new bureaucracies in gOvernment and in the
privatp sector as well which, in turn,- generat&reports and data which no one
uses.

Given, the opportunity to grow and freedbm from irrelevantcosts the private
sector does not need other ,ncentives. Assuming the availability of one other
vital ingtedient, jobs will be created.

That other vital ingredient is'people who are able to do the work or able to
learn how to do it, and who want to do it. On this score, it can be fairly said
that the attitude of private sector employers is one of concern and uneasiness.
At the very best, except in periods of high unemplbyment, it lacks confidence that
there will be an adequate supply of people equipped to do the jobs it may create.

This is not the proper place in this symposium to dwell on education for work.
Nevertheless, it is common knowledge that much of the product of our school systems
does not enter the workplace adequately equipped with the basic skills and knowledge
necessary for doing or learning the job. Many who have had vocational education
enter the workplace after training which is inadequate and, sometmes, after training
which was irrelevant. Probably some of the blame for those conditions can be laid
at the step of the private sectbr. If so, it should be laid there 'more emphatically
in order to get on with the solutions to the problems'of manpower supply. But
the fact is that a'major proportion of the workforce is not adequately educated or
trained.

The other assessment the private sector would make of the workforce has to do
with the 'attitudes and values of workers, including many managers. The problem is
hard to define without using emotion-loaded and dangerous phrases such as "return
to the work ethic." Nevertheless, the observation can be made, and constantly is
made, that for all too many a job is only something that is necessary to produce
income to buy things. The results may not show up in a definable way in overall
manpower statistics, but they are-clear enough in the factor, the office, and the
railroad freight yard. They are absenteeism, turnover, wasted material, machine
down-time and irrelevant grievances. Having identified the condition, it should
be hastily and emphatically notedithat the means for improvement are not 'about
to'he quickly and neatly prescribed. The condition in question clearly is part
our whole social and economic structure, and it is almost meaningloss to say
"go back to work ethic."
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One small suggestion ean be amde, however, and it is made to those in
the spheres,of government and education as well as to those in the private sec-

tor. While we have masses of quantitative data about the workforce and the
manpower market, we don't really have much qualitative understanding about why
people work, how they feel about Cheir work, and the values they place on it.
Much of what we rely on, on the subject,stems from limited academic studies an(
Trom what unions, as the representatives of workers, have to say. They are
-luable, but they are not enough. All who are concerned with manpower problems

and manpower information need to know more and understand better and we need to

'get about it. It is hard co see how the private sector can reeruit and manage
its workforce or make suggestions to education and government without better
understanding Of the motivatlons and values people have with respect to their
work. It is just as difficult to see how education and government can do with-
'out

Discussion of that problem which seems to be shared by all naturally
leads'to the next question: If the private sector can identify some of the
problems of,the present, what oan it say about the needs of the future in terms
of quantity and of the characteristics of the workfarce? How many and what

kind of employees will the private sector need?

It is a fair'question because the private sector needs the answers as
badly as anyone.- Unfortunately, business and industry can only be of limited

help. As 'already mentioned, their perspeetive and their knowledge tend to be

short range and.paroehial. Anyone who has ever participated in longrange
planning for a business establishment knows how difficult it is to apply eco-
nomic and market predictions and the possibilities of technological change in
order to arise et accurate egtimates of the numbers of people a single enterprise

will need,five years from now.-

,Accurately -defining the characteristics of one company's manpower needa in

terms of skills and knowledge just does not seem feasible. The task seems to

be one for government because government is in a position' to assemble, organize,
and'analyse and inform.

Te would not be consistent to conclude this presentation which.has been
filled with problems and questions but very few answers or solu ions, withoat'

mentioning one more problem. Both government and education can do a better job
gathering information and valuing the information and projeetions they receive

the private sector. It is not hard to cite specifics. And any improvement
Id be self-reenforcing because it will encourage the private -sectot to do a

r job of supplyingthe essential basic raw information and ideas.
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A BOTTOMLINE VIEWPOINT: INDUSTRY LOOKS AT EDUCATION

Robert Heitman

Those thoughts which perhaps might be most useful to us today, in our roles
as statisticians or data gatherers or users, leads me to a title for this brief
message. I call it: "Having impact with your statistics and with your life."

There is a very important value message here. Each of us, as we go to bed at night
and as we finish different phases of our life, really wants to know, before the
God we all stand, whether or not we've done something of value, something to help
our fellow human beings. It's one thing to be just a gatherer of data or just a
personnel person doing daily chores, but there's something else to causing impor-
tant needed changes for the better. In my travels around the state, attending
public hearings (and everyone of them that council has held since late '74), there
Is one thing that comes to me so clearly, and as being so important, it is the
central issue I am going to share with you today. That has to do with commun-
ity ownership, community responsibility in solving problems be they education or
environmental systems or whatever.

The solutions to educational problems are going to mostly be handled at the
community level. I suggest that this has very important inferences for how data
gathering and generation can be done. There was a Needs Survey done recently in

my community (Erie). This survey was done so well that it was written up in the
October Fortune Magazine as being perhaps the best needs survey in the nation.
The magic in this survey is not the numbers, because numbers are rather cold. But

if you get people involved in the gathering of numbers, and they have some owner-
ship in them, they're going to have relevance and importance. That happened in
the development of this survey in Erie. Organizational meetings were held includ-
ing people who are employers, discussions were held about the need for skilled
manpower and the need to do the survey well. When it came through the mail, it
didn't receive the reaction most of us have had about unannounced surveys that
come through the mail--just more damn work to do--especially if you don't under-

stand the background and importance ofthat survey.

I want to just read from the survey some key points as to how the folks up
there feel about what's important. Just imagine, if you will, how that' community

is'tying together around numbers. "The annual skill-needs survey of manufacturing

aids industry in fUture employment planning; It assists school boards and admini-
strators in implementing career education in the local educational units based on

the types of jobs available in the Erie area. It provide§ counselors and teachers
with occupational informationto help students prepare for future job opportunities
guidance. It aids the city's and county's federal manpower administrators to pro-
perly utilize over $2 million training mOney that is available in picking the right

programs. It develops an awareness throughont the community of the.occupational
opportunities that really ar vallable. It helps the students to think more about
'what the future is like. 'It assists manpewer program operators plan Occupational
training based on the curriculum, equipment and facilities needed to provide the

proper instruction." If you know about AVTSs and the large number of crafts comtit-
tees, you carksee again how all this ties together. Most significantly it has been

a basit part of the proposal which lead to the Regional Occupational qkill Center

*Chairperson, State Advisory Council for Vocational Education, Pennsylvania
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which is presently under construction and will be on boa d in 1977. Obviously,.
the Erie Needs Survey is a-living viable document! It has impact and the people
who participated in it feel very good about it and the numbers will be credible.
I really believe'community involvement is the answer, and I've seen it in contrast
when I. go to other communities for the advisory council and listen to the testi-
mony. What fun Community collaboration can be, what essentially good changes we
can make, and how each ,of us can go to bed at night saying "I think I made a little
progress." And how warm it 'make- those cold things called statistics.

Another point I want to go into that tie to developing valid occupational
statistics, build upon theErie study o8 a case example and they come under the
heading of "synergy."

Some pretty bright_ olks have looked at the United States economy and bhey
said that there are three really basic problems...unemployment, inflation, and

energy crisis. Maybe brighter, more knowledgeable people would'pick Some.
o her areas, but I think if you want to effect change, the secret is tying these
,t_ings together. Example: our previous speaker talked about eapital formation
-briefly and the need for it in the,private sector in order to increase the,number-
of jobs, decrease unemployment and increase tax rev6nues. There is lots of mOtion
going:oh in the private sector to try and aid the capital formation issue. :For

most industrial jobs it takes an investmene of about$33,000 to create a job;
that'sthe machinery, the tools, the floor space and so on. The programs that are
being recommended are to reduce double taxation on dividends and to take care of
better, quieker tax write-offs in depreciating machinery. That frees up ,rnoney

invest in jobs...the jobs identified in the Needs-Survey.

When you ake a needs survey in a local area and you try to tie together its
impact on the e onomy, I just wanted to show you a few charts that really sell
and really inv lve more people in effecting change. This is one of the charts.
It says 6500 ew Sobs in the area- mean personal increase-of income in the area of
$65 million. Now suppose you were a grocer, a radio salesman, a school otsomething
else; that ans there are a lot more dollars floating around for you. That makes
the area he ehier, it adds jobs. Bank_deposits go up. Retail sales and number of
retail outl s increase. That's the power that,statistics can have in tying things
together. en a syllogistic maCro-economic Viet./ is taken, and all the interested
parties are ivolved--then change for the good w ll occur!

Another point has to do with personaliz ng communications. )(now the people
that you're going to contact to get data. It you're close enough, it's really nice
to have eyeball contact. People working with people are going to solve the world's
problems; no other way. Provide feedback. If you put in a lot Of manhours tilling
in a stLiy and you sent it off, you'd sure like to know what happened!

Also, personalize your written communications. ltIstoo easy for me, when I
, have to_survey a lot of people, Or issue a broad communication to SeveraLthousand
employees, to write a letter that, when I sit back and look at it, is cold and
impersenal. It's very embarrassing to me but it's easy to fall into that trap.
It takes a little more time, but it gets the jOb done better, if you don't know
everybody personally,-to nonetheless write a personal sounding letter to: 1) explaini
why it's important to.the recipient to do the study, 2) promise'them early feedback:,
3) and put down your name, address and telephone number.
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I think the folks in the private sector, not that they're better or worse'
than anybody else, simply live in a world that is alWays oriented towards action.
The more:you cando to synergize your data, inter-relate it and help have impact
to improve the human condition generally, and the private sector.employer's con-
dition specifically, the more they will appreciate yOU and the more they will want
to work with you. In conclusion, my plain points are these: 1) work to build broad
local community involvement, 2) work to have ipct, Xhat is cause needed change,
3) synergize your approach--tie surveys to 1°6.1 state improvements in Che economy,
the employment situation, etc., and 4) deal'on'a personal levelavoid Cold letters
and suprise surveys--make it easy for survey recipients to talk with survey sponsors.

That srhe end of my message, except that,you deserve a little "statistical"
humor, and I'm going to shere.that with you. "Statistics prove that 50 per centef
married people are women. Smoking is the leading cause of statistics. For every
man-85, there are seven women, so what? On a per-Mile basis, space travel is the
safest mode."- I shall close with a Statement by Mark Twain, and I have to confess
that I personally understand its reality. "Get your facts first, then you can
distort them as you please;"
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LABOR'S CHALLENGE TO EDUCATION AND INDUSTRY

Harry Boyer*

We in the Trade Union Movement are deeply concerned about trends and
patterns in the employment picture of this Nation. At the same time, we are
continually searching for new methods of training and retraining working people
to meet the needs of An ever-changing, modern, industrial seciety. We, there-
fore, compliment you for the vision and commitment you have expressed in
designing and participating in:this "Occupational Research and...information
Symposium."

My topic for this "Group Sessi __" is ' abor's Challenge to Education and

Industry."

Let me begin by statihg that,in th s Bicentennial Year we issuea chal-
lenge not only to the educational system and industry,. but to ourselvee our'

membership, and all Americans in all walks of life.

We have come to _ a crossroads in our economic development where we at'one
and the same time, consume more goods and seLvices than we have at any point\in,
the history of out Nation, b..:t yfio: nave more people unemployed than at any period

-
with the exception of the Gr4v- Depression of the 1930's.

As I stand before today almost eight million Americans are "officiall3i"

out of work. If we :hcie t4ose who have given up searching for employment and
those who.are underlIfic eki due to a downturn in their particular industry, the

real unemployment f',.gre ma be as high as 12 million Americans

believe that such high unemployment is simply not acceptable, not now

and n-Jt for the future. There is no reason that, with a cooperative effort, we
cannot return to a full employment economy in which everyone who seeks work will

find work available. By a coopeytive effort LI mean Labor, Industry, the Educa-
tional System, and every other seg-nert of our society working together to identify
the present and future needs of the 1-merican work force, and to then jointly
support measures to put America back co work is an approach which we think merits

serious consideration.

Organized labor, throughout it's history in this country, has actively
supported vocational education in otc: schools. Over the years, however,,,a
growing senpe of the failure of vocational education to relate to the realities
of the eXisting and future job market led the AFL-CIO, at it's 1959 Convention,
to call for the formation of a National'AdVisory Committee to investigate the

situation. By 1962, the needs of vocational education:became more intense. In

that,year a report-of the Federal Government!s Panel of Consultants pn Vocational
Education disclesed that vocational education, inadequately financed and too

rigidly structured, was aining'young people for non-existing jobs and doing
little to develop the sk-ks neededjn modern indUstry.

Although we haw ,,reat strides in vocational education since that

time, it is our consir ludgement that we must once again reevaluate our
apd tuture needs. We mu work together to make certain

Os_:ciain unfilled because we have not met the needs of that
programs to meet pr,%,1r7

that no available
particular job in ocational education system.

*President, Pennsylvania AFL-CIO.
1 3
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Our concern about vocational education goes beyond the concept of providing
young people with the basic training they need for a particular craft or skill.
We must also be providing methods by which skills can be updatedas technological
advances require such updating. And we would 'agpe -that industry and our public
education system would work hand in hand with us in such a program.

We must also redouble our commitment to retraining workers whose jobs no
longer exist orsoon will be going out of existenCe because of either the death
of an industry or the technological advance of automation. '

At another level, outside of the basics of vocational training, we 4re alSo
commited to programS in the field of:Continuing Education. We4 at the Pennsyl-:
vania AFL-CIO, for example, in cooperation with The PennsylvaniaState University,
participate in a program known as the Union Leadership Academy. 'ULA is a series

, of eight specialty courses dealing with such:topics as "Labor Law"-,, as well as
several others, which are taught by competent and qualified instructors and at7e
gearedto the needs of rank and file union members. We would vary m6ch like eo
work more closely witheducators and industry representatives in improving this
program and establishing new programs to deal with the higher educational needs
Of working people.

The challenge to provide for the educational and occupational needs of our
rapidly changing society is indeed a great one. We Must meet the needs of the
present while trying to plan and prepare for an uncertain future Only throUgh
a cooperatiVe effort by all segments of society including industry, the educational
.system, labor and Epvernment can we meet the challenge of putting America back to
work now and providing for a full employment economy in the future.

1. :3 "'
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JOB INFORMATION SERVICE AND AUTOMATIC MATCHING:
NEW CONCEPT FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

James Klein*

Today we find,the Public Employment Service deeply involved with people
seeking work. We estimate that the Public Employment Service receives about
15 million applicants a year. And Public Employment Service estimates a receipt
of six million job openings.= We find ourselves, however, -filling about 60 to
65 per cent of those job openings. Obviously a disparity exists. Is it that
the applicants we are not serving and not placing in jobs do not meet the'em-
.ployer's job requirements? Or, is it that we are doing a poor job in selecting
applicants for those job openings. In a sense we have six Million jobs and we
are finding jobs for about three million people. What happens to the remaining
approximately twelve million who are apparently looking for work? Those twelve
million are a concern to the employment service, and I think are of concern to
those in the education field for different and diverse reasone.

,The Public Employment Service employs about 27,000 to 30,000 people
attempting to,work with those individuals looking for work--to make that
change between the Joh order and a job for a, willing worker. The same num1-;
people, 27,000 to 30,000, were,eMployed'in that activity about five years ago
when instead of fifteen million' applicants the employment service has ten mil/-
ion or less. So, we, are seeing the,same hasi6 work force attempting to_deal
with a larger volume, and we are seeing this volume turn oVer much more rapidly;
and in the last two recession years, with higher numbers of unemployed people.

Some of the employment
people in available,jobs, hu
which was an imFediate need.
what an immediate need it is

ervice people have been utilized not to place
rather to take claims for unemployment insurance
If you have been out of work recently, you know

to assure Some level of income. This is not a
criticism of that effort, but rather a pointing out of the diversity of respon-
sibilities of the employment service personnel. In addition, in the last five
years we have found ourselves with new responsibilities above and beyond what
we had known before. We have the seasonal migrant farm workers' situation,
which appropriately we have a responsibility, but certainly new responsibilities
and new awarenesses in that field. These include enforcement functions as well
as service functions. Also, the entire range of food stamp applicants and our
relationship to their needs. Finally, the unemployment insurance claims are
obviously large numbers, and certainly the highest numbers in our recent history.
It is significant to note that presently weilave approximately seven and one-half
to eight million people unemployed and looking for work.

With some basic service staff we have, over the last several years,
attempted in several ways to deal with an increased work load and specifically,
the increased number of,individuals needing employment services. One of those
ways is the Jon Information Service. One of the significant developments that
paralleled the development of the Job, Information Service was the "Job Bank." .job
Bank was and is a method by which we are attempting to expose those six million

*Chief, Division of,Automatic Matching Systems, Employment and Training
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.



job orders (the national figure) to the'Plient that comes to the employtent--
service office and needs help in finding a job. There are many ways of doing
that through printed media, microfiche, etc. Presently we are attempting to
improve the self-help techniques'for.those people who can'Ilelp themselves.
This is for the literate individual who Understands the relationship of skills
being asked for and introspectively their own skills in trying to make an
effective job match.

These efforts resulted in a number of things. It did result in a number
of people helping themselves to find work. It also helped in the affirmative
action field in that job orders are totally.exposed, and provided for amore
rapid response to employer ordera.

For many years we have operated on a classification system for skills and
for job orders which is called the Dictionary of Occ.tal. Titles. It is
based on a numeric designation for skill'levels and,for the types of skills.
This system has served us well for the 43 years:Chat the employment service has
been in existence. But there is a growing recognition that it is inadequate in
many areas. Arthur Schwartz was telling me,about:the problem that they had in
that the system couldn't describe a ski lift operator. There was no'classifi-
cation sufficient to describe that particular job and there are others., This
points out some of the problems inherent in the Dietionary of C1,231,2_ationalTitIes.',.
it is very useful in terms of a standardized classification of occupations,,how,
ever, it has its limitations

About six years ago experiments were begun in other areas. One effort was
in describing skills and job requirements In terms of oUr everydaY English lan
guage. As one of the largest, countries In the world we haye :one great asset, that
is, most inhabitants speak English. .We,have Several dialocts of English,:but we
do speak a standard language. So, for six'years we have experimented with words,
standardized English words--a vocabulary within a vocabulary. And out'cif this

experimentation has grown a syst4m which the ,employment eervide calls "automated
job matching." This system does not,match people and jobs by ,compUter but does
select high potentials'for matching people and jobs. It is a way 'Of addressing

those 15 million cards in files acrons this nation:to set if,, in those fifteen
million jobs, there are people who u ad have a highjmObability of matehing,those
six million jobs. It is the same technique that is usedAly all, banks, insurance
companies, airlines, automotive cOrporations,-steel corporation6, and all other
large organizations which have masses of data and information to-use.

We will continue to use the same 27,000 to 30,000,emp1oyment service'staff
people in a job service office that We.have today, but we will begin performing
what we call file selection. If we were honest with ourselves, we would have to

..

admit we do not do what is referred to as a file search. Once an individual is
registered with 'an employment office or a.job service office and their card goes
on file, there:is less than a three or four to one chance that anybody will really

be looking at that card. If one is seriously/iflierested in finding work, oneYs

best chance to obtain a job is.to ting the job service personnel. .SO,

all the computer does for the job service of ice is a search of files. ..
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There are four ways in which we do this.- First, we have what we call an
overnight processing activity similar to what the bañlès do. For exampfe, you

have a number of transactions on your acdbunt during th day, such as the process-

ing of,five checks. The balancing of your checking account is not automatically
and instantaneously transacted. The accounting prdcedure\ccurs that night vhen

. computer instructions are given to deduct all.the day's transaction from tt.e par-

ticular checking account. In essence the automated job matching system'is the

same.. The computer is .instructed to read the job files once a day, and fOr those
job orders_it selects Possible applicants for referral for those job orders on the

foflowIng day. In most cases we get ten,or more referrals, and you can limit it
or expand the field as to how many applicants,you want to work with. fn the morn-
ing an interviewer can look at a Listing of job matches which indicate that five
or ten people have certain qualifications which satisfy the requirements of a par-

ticular job. 'Secondly, the interviewer can go through the records that are avail-
able which,has additional information about a particular person, and, if necessary,

reinterview die individual. But the initial selection was done by having the
_computer match job requirements with individual qualifications, and thus minimiz-
ing the human activity in the selection of individuals for job referrals.

This process can occur in one of two ways, either using a job order to find
applicants or fa: a given applicant to find possible jobs. So we have what we
call a bi-directional system in which both of these are transacted over night.

Another way df job transaction is to have the computer do the matching on

an instantaneous basis. This is similar to the transaction in which the bank
offers the money card for doing yqur banking. For example, you put the card,

in a machine and get cash out of a cash drawer, and automatically your.aCcount

1-sgisters that an amount of money has been"given toryou. This does,not happen

overnight but instantaneously. That is what an'on-line system does. In'regard

to this application for the job matching process, we have a video-scope or a tele-
vision type screen whichAnstantanedusly goes.through the applicant file for a speci-

fied job order. Or for the applicalt, it can instantaneously go through all of the
job openings that are there, and pick out a number which appears to be suitable

for that particular applicant. Here again, the interviewer has fhe opportunity to
make a choice.These four ways of dealing with the job matching process are
now available; and what we are, in fact, now implementing in a number of

states.

What organizations can find this system useful for their individual purposes?
Obviously the employment service, and its job information service component are,
the principal users. Comprehensive EmploYment a'nd Training Act (CETA) spohsored
organizations have an interest in this also, in that the end product of CETA train-

ing has to be a job if the CETA training is going to be successful. As a result
CETA organizations are expressing un interest in using this automated system, and

it'will be made available to them. Alsci we see welfare organizations using it,

and we see school systems, both secondary and post-secondary,.using it primarily in
their activities following the students' completion of education and training pro-

grams. There are ether valid reasons for use by the, school system, but in most
eases the job matching aspect is of primary interest.
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Another subject ed4cation area which- relates,to the interfatt-between,the
employMent service,and educations is labor market information.- A nuMberof ques-

tions 'can be-raised., -TheSe include:, What is transpiring in-the labor force

What is available? What kinds of it:31)5'in a given labor market are oecurring and,

recurring* and with:what rapidity? Tor instance we knoW that irOnost,cierical areas
'there is 4 high turnover of, jobs.. IS-that hecause people are entering and leaving
the labor force rapidly or are there unfilled jobs that 'need additional human're-
oources? These kinds of_ things,are. an,insfantaneous.by-product of, a job matching'

systemi and should be helpful not- only to ourselves in looking for applicants and .

Attempting .to attract, different groups of applicants, but also should be useful for
theeducational system as a source of information about the labor market

Certainly there are other things that can be done,sand we perceive the day
when our conversational English language can be used for direct applicant inquiry
as a part of automated job matching system, for example, an engineer, or a

welder. These are recognizable skill terms which can be used to communicate with
"our job order files" to find out if certain jobs are available. And this system
can-be available either in a grocery market or a department store environment
(places where there is no employment service office) to provide job information

to interested individuals. Large employers, such as General Electric or Bethlehem
Steel, could use this in their personnelyoffices to randomly access this appli-

cant file to see whether or not we have people available for employment.

Obviously ,there are confidentiality restraints in regard to information but

the fact that we may have people available for employment encourages the employer

to use this job service. So we see some developmelltal areas here for direct use

by applicants and employers. The significance of these efforts is the greatt

change that has occurred in the operation of Public Employment Service in it

43 years of existence. The change from a numeric descriptor of skills as des1

cribed'in the plejle_l_liar of _clEtIpliciaLL1 Titles to a conversational mode, thee,-

the English language with key words. This is a\completely different concept th n

found in the DOT. We believe it will revolutionize mary of our standard approa hes

many of the ways in which we work with people,in our local employment service

offices.
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ANALYZING JOBS'AS A SOLUTION TO OCCUPATIONAL PROBLEMS

ArthUr H. Schwartz*

The,pnrpose of this presentation is to re law a process Of analyzing jobs
frot a.particular point.of view. The approach is to discuas.this:toPic using
fpur true or false statements relatihg to occupational research and information.

-These statements are:

o There are only twoor three acceptable, methods for analyzing jobs'
that will produce aceurate occupational information.

There is no method for proving a high school degree should be a
requirement for specific jobs.

Occupational information that presents s atements such as "sales
persons should be attractive" is helpful and acceptable.

Attitude, job satisfaction, and personality traits are not part
of job analysis and should not be in occupational information.

Addressing the first statement most people think there are only two or
three acceptable methods for analyzing jobs which produce accurate occupational
information. The second statement, there is no method for proving a high school
diploma should be a requirement for a specific job, has been and will continue
to be a major issue. Many employers say they cannot establish educational require-
ments under present conditions; as a result we hear educators asking what is the
future of education. Many think th'ere is no method for proving a high school
diploma should be a requirement for a specific job. So why not eliminate it?

Statement three, occupational information which-presents statements
such as "sales persons should be attractive" is helpful and acceptable, Is equal
to statement two yith respect to its validity. If one examines all the published
occupational information, one will find statements such as that. In high schools;
libraries, vocational counseling centers, etc., occuaptIonal information is
presented in those words. Publishers will send out occupational information which
contains statements,such as, "In order to be a sales person you have to be attrac-
tive," in order to help people obtain jobs. Is it helpful to have that kind of
occupational information for career guidance and counseling and job placement?

The final statement, 'Attitude, job satisfaction, and personality traits
are not part of job analysis and should not be in occupational information," is
another controversial statement in light of equal opportu _ty, confidentiality
laws, etc. Isn't the statement'true when you consider that there is no= way of
looking at job satisfaction, personality and attitude from a focal point where
all people can agree?

These four true or false statements were a demonstration of the complexity
and ambiguity of a process of analyzing jobs from a particular point of view. If

you did not answer "false" to all four questions, then you know lietle about describ-
ing jobs. If you didn't answer those statements with a false response, and even

*Chief,:Empleyer Services, Bureau of. Employment Security, Pennsylvania
Department Of:Labor and Industry
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if you are in the public employment service, Department of Education o Where-
ever you ate.eMployed;'.you don't know much about occupational informat on And
how to disseminate it.

Lees take specific:.eXamples of the occupational information-we give to
individuals in high schOols orpersons'looking for a job. ,This example is not
tom the Department-of-Education or the employment service, rather its from an
rganization of industrial hygienists, advertising their own "product". A
statement in one,of their brochures states; "if you want to become an industrial
hygienist, you cannot be 7guilty of 'fuzzy thiltim."- Now all you have to do if
you.are a.high school studnt, a counselor, or an individual looking"for, a job,
is to define what.fuzzy thinkink is, and.say "now don't become an industrial
hygienist, you are.a Suzzy_thInITy."

There are many other examples of statements and words that create confusion
rather than clarify questions that people have on various jobs. For example, in an
employment service job guide for waiter/waitress a statement says, "It you want to
be a waiter o'wai'tress-'ymust _te=1telgeimA.: The job_guide for the food
service occupation says you must be able to maintain an even disposition. Therefore,
this piece of' occupational information is saying, "Don't forget you must have an
=n_s_li§-ipsL!ktin,a,"-and the only problem is, "what is,an even,disposition?" A simi-
lar situation exists for persons reviewing a job guide for an auto mechanic. It

states that you.should have a feel for fixing things. ,How do you measure'or de-
fine whether an individual has a feel for fixing things.

Generally, all the publiShed occupationalinformation is written that way.
Many seminars on occuaptional informatien do not address those probleMs.of poor
definitions; etc.

Certainly, the probl isn't that occupational data and informatien does
not: exiat, ratherthere.is too much of it, We ate drowning in occupational infor-
.mation. If_you ask the guidance counselors, ifyou ask people who usejt, but ,

more important if'you,ask the:etployers, they themselyes,have problems:in defining
or explaining in,understapdable terms thavalid requirements of a job.' The inter-
esting thing is that we-are all guilty of the same crime, not knowing, valid things
,aboutiobs. :Therefore, when we make programtraining decisions relating to Che.
Comprehensive Employment Training Act or Vocational Education Act, we are not cer7
tain of the'validityof program,eentent because we Odn't havereliable information
.sources on the basicjob requireMents. To support this contention of Unreliable
informatiOn, I offer thefollowing true story.

in 1970,.thelast time the U.S. Department of'Lahor did'anything In analyzing.
.
jobs, theyjooked at jobs nationwide to, find out what were.the hiring requirementa..
And:they could not fin& any two cities that could agree on a standard secof job
requirements. Far example, in St. Louis 76,per cent of the employers said it does
not matter whether you have A formal education degree or-diploma to be an arc welder.
.In New York, ,8_9.per Centof the employers said yon have to have at least a high
school edudation to be'an arc welder. .Therefore,for an arc welder, press feeder,
bank taller and most interestingly Of-all, an orderly, which is the lowest medical
job on the career iadder,in a hospital, there were no.two cities in theUnited States
that could. agree Oh a set of job requirements.' Further, they couldn't even agree-.
whether,an,orderly needs to read or write the English language.- Surprisingly, there
was,a.71.per cent to 96 per cent variation in agreement as to whether or.not you
siiould be able to even tead English as ajob requirement for the orderly...Again,



this supports my contention t opt many people who-know what the requirements
are for the various jobs.- Therefore, what As wrong with occupational information?
-Basically, people do not know how to defiue job hiring requirements.

.Now- let us take a lo6k.at.the other side, that being the employers. Are
theyguiltleas? Do they ,rcally knbw Aat they u,alt? When we talk about work
'ethic and attitude, maet employers now-say that 95 per cenc of poor selection of
applicants whb ger_jobs ia based on personal characteristics and-not on defined-,
skills. These persons generally do net- want to wOrk and have a:very poor atti-
-tude; -Many-employers.from large cotporations will not hire college graduates.
They May many haVe np rzotivation for blUe collar work, and when theTdo,obtain
jobs at that leVel then Joh:performance is very low,

From.Various seminars throughout _Lhe tat it'is vidiit that many college
graduates 'are not finding Jobs.. At Thiel College a- high perce tage of last- year''s
-graduating.claaa-4id notget a job, -Also, many of thegraduatingcless from Lock
Raven College not get.JObs. There are many statements Made by emplbyers
whiCh have A negative side in regard Co hiring young people.- -Tha following are
examplea:

o No, we cannot hire -college graduates because they do not make
good worker's..

a
o We have a hiring requirenent that we will not take anyone under

23 years Pt. age.

o Our personnel manager said t at they only work for a car and then
leave.

We will take any kids they only disrupt our place-around

One example of a very unusual job-order, and one which has some very well
-defined requirementsqUestipnable-in terms of validitywaS Hied in a local ern--
loyment Mervice office:

I want all people wbo-own their own.homea, and who have-never had
experience in my industry.because I. will train them-in my own way.
Also, make sure when they commute to work that they-never pass one of
raY Competitors because they may stop and take.another job.

These are an employer's hiring requirements: No expe ience,'homeowner,
and make sure they never pass this employer's competitors. Thus, the question--
"Dothe employers really knoW how to define jobrequirements and how to establish
hiring re'quirements?"

Another example of a job order of significance came from a large Pennsylvania
university. As you maywell know they 'employ many people. From the personnel

-clirector came a directive that on every job order to be givea to the employment
service office there will be no experience requirement, no education requirement
and n6 age'requirement. ObViouslY age .is easy to understand, but as one: looks at
a Job order, for example, for a budget analyst, and sees-no education and experience
requirement many questions'are raised.. Is the university fearful of affirmative
.action or doesn't theTniVersity personnel office know whether he oanprove eduea
tion or experience are essential, even for a budget analyst. One final example
.-focuses 'on state gov'ernmentc In the job speaifications outlined by the State ciAril
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Service Commission there is a good example of questionable validity. for example
,the specifications for an emploYment,develoPment specialist,reads and specifies
"slx,years of experience required." Can the Office oi Administration and their job
analYsis section prove that one has. 'to have six years of experience in order to
an Epployment Development-Specialist? NhY not five years, four. years? To the ex-
treme, if they go in the opposite direction and say ho education is required, then'
tkiet means anyone could be an Employment Development_Specialist'. 'The biggest threat

affirmative action is that employers think that "qualification" ia no longer
-art of:Job requirements. .It'appears that the belief by some is that you hire

becaUse Of-affirmative action and that,you hirevithout any standardp.

One major employer in-Pennsylvania indicated that he hires people using-a
random number syStem. The first person randomly picked gets the jobs. Each .

applicant is given a number, and the hiring.is by pieking numbers at random..

In consequence what we have tried to-do in the Job Service Office is to
make people aware that they have to know their jobs -the requirements needed to
perform the job in a satisfactory and productive manner. You not only have to know
the job inalysis part but equally important you, must know how to establish valid

job requirements.

If an employment practice which operates to exclude blacks cannot be shown
to be related to job performance, then that practice is prohibited. That was a
statement from the Briggs vs Duke court case; the landmark decision of the Bupreme
Court which has forever changed hiring practices. Now it reads that if any employ-
ment practice excludes people because of race, creed, color, age or handicap, etd.,
and eannot show that it is related to job performance, that practice is a vi letion
of federal law. Actually the inference is that those words "job related" are very
important, yet, in conducting numerous seminars with employers, educators, etc
I have folind very few who have ever given much thought to what is job-related.

If very few people understand what is job-related and how y u establiaN hiring
requirements, how can we publish valid odcupetional information? I have'iried

to point out in this presentation that if the people in educationy-tae employersand
the employment service do not know what is job-related and how to establish valid '
hiring requirements, then a massive effort must be made to train them. Symposiums
must be conducted on what is the meaning of job-related hiring requirements.

There probably are jobs for everybody and those jobs are based on qualifi-

cations. Someone has got to take the leadership role. Certainly the agencies re-
presented here today, education, labor, government, private industry, etc., can all
together address this task realistically. And then we can get people that are
qualified, and the public will not feel that everybody is being discriminated
against, because everybody is hiring people who aren't qualified.
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THE DIPACT OF OUAL OPPORTUNITY .

Daniel Harley*

Last Week the Department of Labor re_e sed its final nationw,de report before
the election. In the:month of September, uR mployment edged, down to 7.8 per cent.
Last year at this time unemployment was 9.2 _- cent of the:population.

In PennSylvania, as,of October 1st, the seasonally ad usted unemployment rate
climbed 0.3 per Cefit;,in September to 8.5 per cent. The actual unemploYment figure
'in Pennsylvania Is,369,000.

One of more recent trends of reporting labor statistics is the breakdown of
the data to indicate the status of women and minorities to the reMainder of the
population. One factor in this data remains constant--the percentage of women
and minorities unemployed exceeds their proportion in the general population.
While a drop in unemployment is significant nationally, a disturbing announcement
was reported in the Patriot News, Parade Section, October 10, 1976. Representative
Louis Stokes announced: "Unemployment among minority youths has reached a
dangerous and astonishing 40.1 per cent. Moreover, the unemployment differential
between white and minority youths has widened drastically in recent years. In 1954,
white teenage unemployment was 12.1 per cent and minority 16.5 per cent. Last year,

. when the white teenage unemployment rate increased to 16.8 per cent, the minority
rate zoomed to 38.2 per cent a 21 per cent gap."

Just as a matter of informing the public, these statistics'Are given, by the
network news reporter as comfortably and as casually as the next day's weather is
reported. To me, this is significant. Reporting this unemployment data indicated
that the decision-makers of the national media are attuned to the fact that great
disparities continue to separate minorities and women from the remainder of the
population. The Department of Labor Data in cooperation with the news media inf
those who control the business and economic communities of who is looking for
work. Behind thbse nationwide figures of 7.8 per cent of the population lobking'for
work ii another story. It is a story that is too familiar and.raises many questions
which cannot be answered completely. It is the story of those who dropped out of
the job search. They simply gave up in despair after months of failure to find
a job. Those of us participating in this symposium can influence the worklife of
some unemployed citizens. We can also influence the worklife of those `already
employed within our sphere. My concern ts the workforce employed by the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania. To answer a few of these questions we call attention to
three major areas related to the workforce of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

(1) A.briefanalysis of unemployment and underemployment figures
of minorities in the Commonwealth workfor6e.

(2 ) Approaches which can be.used io redy existing inequities
Surrounding unemployment and under -iployment.

'ApProaches to be used by the Bureau of Affirmative Action
to =

equallzeëmpl yment opportunity.

*Bureau of Affirmative Action,
Commonwealth of PennaylvenAa

.

ce of Administration,
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As of June 30, 1976, the,Personnel Management System within data for the work
force of the CommOnwealth of Pennsylvania,'shows that of 'the approximately 109,100
emPloyes, 53.45 per cent'are white males; 35.22 per cent are white females and
11.34 per cent are minorities. This percentage breakdown does not appear to indi-
cate much in a vacuum. As it is scrutinized, we discover, however, that the largest
proportion of'women, both minority and nonminority, are employed in the tradition-
ally clerical and human services categories. Closer scrutiny of salary levels show
a disparity of earning power using the average wage of thn white male of approxi-
mately $14,000 per year, the widest disparity is a $3,080 difference for the minor-
ity female, a notch upward is $2,800 a difference for the nonminority female to a
$890 difference for the minority male. These Commonwealth disparities suggest
several things, some of them have been true historically, minority males are appoin-
ted at a higher rate than nonminorities usually in several agencies as'a result
of workforce expansion. This means that a high percentage of minority males are

, first year workers with low seniority status, making chances of furlough much
greater when the economy at large and in the Commonwealth workforce contracts.
First year workers generally have a higher turnover rate as adjustments are tried
in a new work experience. It is painful'for me to consider or suggest that there

, are existing forces willfully or unwittingly unleashed to pressure women and minor-
ities into job dissatisfaction.

We, as American citizens, take pride in the fact that we are basically law
abiding and believe in the "Common Good" of all of us. To support this tradition,
we look to the constitutional and total legal structure to find concepts interwoven
into the American dream. The 13th Amendment ended the evil of slavery. The 14th
'Amendment extended to all citizens equal protection of the laws. -The 5th Amendment
reminds Os that the Federal Government must honor the same rights as the states are
required under the 14th Amendment. The Civil Rights Acts of 1866 and 1871 enum-
erated and explained further rights and privileges granted by the 13th, 14th and
15th Amendments to the Constitution. As events further pricked the conscience
of the nation, the need to protect all Americans against specific evils was em--
bodied in the Civil Rights ActOf 1964. As you all well know, Title VII of this
Landmark Act prohibits employment discrimination on grounds of race, color; relig-

ion, sex or national origin. Further, With interest to eradicate past discrimi-
natory practices, additional steps were taken in the form of Executra--Order 11246
requiring that all covered contractors with the Federal Government could not dis-

.criminate. AffirmatIve Action became an established principle.to find and make
appropriate use of minorities and women in the labor market. Affirmative Action
requires an employer o do more than refrain from discriminatory practices and
policies. AffirMative Action must go beyond maintaining policies of passive non-
discrimination. Affirmative Action is taking positive, results-oriented steps
toward the elimination of employment and career development barriers to minori ies
and women. Yes, itican work. Yes, it is working where it is organized and
implemented appropriately. Aitainable goals and timetables are fundamental to
the Affirmative Action concept. Where intentional discrimination is eliminated,
systemic discrimination has been eliminated, most often the present effects.of
past discrimination remain.

It has been my experience in dealing with employera in the public sector and
private sector that lew fall in the category of "Evil Doers" 9r have evil intent
but as :time passes they have simply been entrapped with traditional thinking. This,

now, brings me to my second major point. Let us briefly examine some of the sys-
temic and unintentional ways that discrimination continues to consume valuable
people resources. I firmly believe that as we Openly discuss problems and even
feel some mental discomfort, an awareness develops and it becomes a little more
difficult to revert to a comfortable traditional approach.



Before we begin this examination of traditional practices, which may be
discriminatory, I must make:very clear the fact that in no way are we saying.that
a,person from a minority group or a woman is to be hired, retained or promoted
just because that individual is a minority or a woman. I am saying that at
minimuM, the same hiring, retention and promotion practices should be afforded
them that has always been afforded to white males. I am saying that aood man-
agement principles in the public.and private sector dictate thatqualified minor-
ities and nonminority women be given the opportunity to put their talents-to use
rather than hiring, retaining Pr promoting an.unqualified White male.

: Let us now examine the established personnel system. In the employe /

selection process, we haVe relied heavily upon two basic requirements. These
requirements are academic credentials such as a diploma or degree, the other is
testing of one type or another.

Ideally, under the concept of merit employment': selection, classification
and promotio mustAle based on objective factors to avoid some obvious evils of
cronyism and p.voritism. Too often, when jobs' Secome available, a supervisor or
manager informs a friend, a brother or a cousin. Too often the crony is ready
in the background to walk in the position before an opeh.announcement is made
about vacancies. Prophesy of not finding qualified applicants can become self
servicng when recruitment is selective. A commitment to Affirmative Action is
an obligation to use recruitment methods which attract candidates which we seek.
To find quality minority and women candidates, here are some effective methodsi'
(1) Advertise in minority and women's media, (2) Recruit on minority and women's
campuses, (3) Contact minority and women's groups to inform them of anticipated
openings, (4) Recruit in convenient locations, and (5) Use the word of mouth to -

minority and women employes and develop an affirmative equal employment opportunity
image.

Two other major difficulties arise with the merit system. Built into this
system of objective criteria of educational requirements, tests and veterans pref-

.erence'often have an adverse impact Dri minorities and women. The educational
criteria or qualification, however, objective often cannot be shown to be related
sianificantly to specific job performance. The latter difficulty bedomes more
puzzling when an employe is performing a job well, according to the supervisory
reports, and cannot pass the required written test. A-legitimate question arises
in the instance just cited. The question is, what does the test measure if the
person working in a job has been rated successful. Another important consideration
regarding educational requirement to remain still gives an advantage to those who
can meet the requirement, regardless of wehther it is job-related. Closely re-
lated to educational requirements to qualify for specific jobs, is the broader
concept of the role of educational institutions in emphasizing equal opportunity
and affirmative action thinking. The role of public education as a beneficiary of
federal.finids is addressed by the Civil Rights Acto of 1964. I am concerned that
the Department of Education dev4op policies and administer guidelines to affect
positive images about minorities and women. ram concerned that textbooks pur-
chased with common tax dolllars and used by our children reflect and instill the
value of human,dignity. I am concerned that in the institutions of higher learning,
which produces many of our leaders, faculty and students embrace the concept of
worth and respect for themselves and other people regardless of race, sex, color,
religion or national origin. It is to the educational instiution which the law
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says. we are _o en rust our children's minds for twelve ears. 'The educational
institution identifies, defines, then perpetuates and memoralizes our value system.
We areall products of our.eWUcational inputs and reenforcements. Existing work
force diSparities are sad reminders of those early,inputs.'

The veterans preference provides a means of enhancing initial employment
opportunities of veterans and oftdn weighs favorably in subsequent career oppor-
tdnities. This system inevitably discriminates against women.

The issue of testing has been settled by the U.S. Supreme Court Decision of
March 1971 in the case of Griggs V. Duke Power. The court decided that employment
tests or qualifications which screen out minorities or women at a greater rate
than others cannot be used unless the employer proves that the screening device in

. question is manifestly related to the job for which it is uses. Such proof must
be in the form of a validation study conducted according to provisions of the
equal employment opportunities commission testing and selecting employees guide-
lines (29CFR 1607), which incorporate the standards of The American Psychological
Association for Such Studies, (Willie S. Griggs V. Duke Power Company, 401 U.S.
424 (471).

Let us,npw turn to the issue of what prevalently.happens to minorities and'
nonmihority women after becoming a part of the work world. :Under practical
pressUree of time, understaffing and overwork, there is sometimes,an inclination
for personnel'officers to, use shortcuts in applicatn evaluation. Stereotyping
can.be an unconscious tesult'll deliberate caution is notexereised, for example,

_many if nOt most women applicantt will be'applying for clerical potitions. Many
if not Most, minority applicants will be applying for positionsjn the service/
maintenance category. This pattern. occurs ,becausecif educational disadvantages,
and past discritinationIn their employment experiences.

Because of these employMent patterns,jt is soketimes wrongly inferred that
women and minoritiesnaturally belOne in particular jobs. Consequently, they
are sometimes wrongly-and unlawfullysteered" into certain positions at the
earlieststagea of the selection process. ,

.

Later,, after being hired, many individuals in lower level positions-find
theY are_being held in those positions for the cOnvetience of their supervisors,
under -policies which make it difficult to applYfor A transfer without informing
their Current,supervisor iri'ad'vande. Since minorities and women are usually ,

grduped in the lower 'categories, such policies tend to have an adverse effect on
them.

Finally; because people assume that minorities and women are not) prime ma-
terial-fox-career advancement, theY are often overlooked or specifically excluded
froth training And counseling oPportunities which lead to adVantement. Several
informal channels 4re uted to:give-employes important opportunities tb broaden
their experience:to -paVe the way for career advancement to more responsible posi-
tiont. ForinStance, the division chief or bureau director-who delegates impor-
tent managerial functions to one perSon rather than tp anotherjs making decisions
'whichaffeet the careers Of both.. The department head,or regional director
effects careers when one employe rather than,another is asked to attend an Inter-
departmental conference which the department head and regional director cannot
attend. These are just two instances of informal channels which can beexpanded
to include minorities and women 'providing them the opportunities to get at least
a Crack.in the'door of career growth.
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We have partly.examined and partially analyzed the historical discriminatory
practices which.lead to the establishment of equal opportunity guidelines, we have
given suggested approaches to eliminate past discriminatory practices and preven
future discriminatory practices. To conclude, I ahare with you the objective

I

and approaches to be used by the Bureau.of Affirmative-Action in the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania. Our objectives are: First, to identify areas of the work force
n which minorities and women are underutilized and direct an aggressive program,

-of hiring'and promoting those qualified thereby correcting imbalances in the
force: Second, to identify and correct practices within the Personnel

..-2,11agement System whi2h Impedes an open and equitable personnel system.- We will .

--,arface each strata of'the Commonwealth work force from the top to-the bottom
!..k?vels. Wn are extremely fortunate to have open support and commitment to
implement this program from our Governor, Milton J. Shapp, Lieutenant Governor,
Ernest Kline and The Secretary of Administration, James N. Wade. To aid in
.r.mplementigg this affirmative action program, a work group of the various facets

' of the Personnel Management System has been working for about six months to exam-
:-ze the present status of the personnel system. This work group is composed

re2resentativ6s'of the Civil Service Commission, Bureau of Personnel, Bureau
.bzr Relations, Central Management Information Center, Bureau of Management

Se--1,-,76, The Secretary of Administration and'The Bureau of Affirmative Action.

The Affirmative Action Advisory Council mandated by,Executive Order 1975-7,
'chairedby the Lieutenant Governor, will be composed of agency heada only. The
-council will have a revolVing membership permitting every agency head to partici-
pate within a three-year period. The first meeting of the council is to be held.
Octdber 21, 1976 The function of the council is to provide feedback to the

,

Secretary of Adminiatration.and to raise isaues and make recommendation for re-
solving 'personnel management issues related to nandiscriminatidn.

The Bureau of Affirmative Action has been organized to giVe agencies,maxi-
'mum service in meeting the Commonwealth's Affirmative Action Prosgram. To accom-
plish our goals, we anticipate:a policy statement hy the Governor to be dissemi-.
nated by agency heads under the Governor's jurisdiction.

Here are just few of the tasks to be undertaken:

(1) FverY facet and level of the work force will be reviewed to
'identify areas where minorities and women. are underutilized.

(2) Job specifications will be reviewed and revised to parallel
new job descriptions.

Positions, qualifications and test will be reviewed to assure
'that each accurately reflect the needs- of the job and no more.

(4) Orientation and training programs will be institute& to assure
that the needs of new hires are met to assure that the
needs of employes in new functions are met.

(5) -Upward mobility programs are strengthened where they exist and
develop in agencies without a program.
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:Me -Bureau of AffirmatiVe Action has three divisiona:- Program and Technical
Assistance DiVision; the Legal and Research Division; and the Evaluation and
Planning Division.

The Program and Technical Assistance Divison has the major functions of
being the liaison between the Bureau of Affirmative Action and the other depart-
ments,. This division will conduct audits of affirmative action activity, provide
technical assistance in all phases of the affirmative-action process as needed
and assist in the development and conduct training for agency staff.

The legal and Research Division will have the staff attorney recommend
litigation on behalf of the Commonwealth to insure that goals and objectives
are met, maintain liaison in drafting and reviewing,legislation and conducting
legal research of other jurisdictions and recommending legal changes.

The thrid division is the Evaluation and Plann n Division This division
is to-set guidelines and standards for agency plans, develop and refine the
technique of affirmative action goal setting, analyze affirmative action statis-
tics and progress reports. This division will participate with the Bureau of
Personnel in agency personnel management review and ahare monitoring and eval
ation data with 'members of the Program and Technical Assistance Division.
Following data analysis, the division will assist in.developing strategies for
overcoming problems identified within agencies with affirmative action problems.

To serve as a guide for agencies and the Bureau of Affirmative Action, the
interactive management procedures for the Affirmativ'd Action Compliance Manu4
commonly called IMPAAC) was revised,and distributed this week.

With much input,from the Bureau of Personnel and,Central Management Informa-
tion Center, we are able to provide to agencies more detailed information than
has been available to them before now. On a quarterly basis, we will receive and
distribute to each agency basic data. Each bdreau will have listed each bargaining
unit geographical location with employes numerically identified by race and sex.
These reports will show the currrent agency work force so that disparities are
highlighted and plans can be made to correct identified problems.

Each agency is to review its work force data--determine potential appoint-
ments based on-budget, increased complement and pertinent personnel actions

. affecting the agency's work foree. Coals and timetables are to be established
to correct imbalances for a three-year affirmative action plan. Short-term ,

goals are to beaet to cover each of the three interim years of the long-range
goala. I must emphasize, only realisticnbjectiyes and goalethat have a chance
for success, should be established.

To have labor force availableity informaiton, to have agency work force
- data available provides management additional tools for manpower planning to,
maintain agency mission to-provide a public service. We-are optimistic and
have faithin the sense of fair play which is a part of the tradition of which
I spoke at the beginning. Achieveing the goals of hiring,,retaining, training
and promoting qualified women, minoritiea and in every phase of the Commonwealth
.work force, tncoMpletely eradicate job and wage,disparitips is the impact of
the affkrmative action program.
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APPENDIX

Manpower Symposium Participants
Hershey Motor Lodge and Convention Center, October-1415_, 1976

Colleges and Universiti&s
IllataLe_and State R laeed1

Arnold, ThoMas J.
Assistant Professor
Management
Beaver College
Glenside, PA 19038

)Davis,_ Otto

Dean of Urban and Public
Affairs

Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh', PA 15213

Holcomb, James R.
Duquesne University
Pittsburgh; PA 15219

Wright, Owen L.
.Assittant Director
Cateer Planning and'Placement
Elizabethtown College
Elizabethtown,,PA. 17022

,Fteeman, Richard
Associate Professor of

Economics
Harvard Universitv
Cambridge Massachusetts

Martin, William B.
Director of Career Planning

and Placement
Juniata College
Huntingdon, PA 16652

Winschel,- Sr. Carolyn
'Assistant to Academic Dean
La Roche College
9000 Babdock Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA ._-15237

Sorrentino, Louis,
Assistant Dean of Students
Lebanon Valley College
Annville, PA 17003

Jones, Bonnie L.
LincOln University

,Lincoin University, 19352

Mullett, R. Jeanne
Lincoln University
Lincoln University, _A 19352

The PennsylVania State Un versity

Adelman,- Frank W.
RD. 1
Julian,,PA 168.44

Curtis, Sainel M.
Associate Professor

' Department of Agriculture
IIIB Armsby Building

02138 University'rPark, PA, 16802

Corcione, Frank P.
Advisor
Graduate Education in Business
Lafayette College
Easton, PA 18042

Caulfield,' Sr.'llosalia
Career Development.Counselor
La Roche ,College
9000 Babco6k Boulevard
PittSburgh, PA 0237

1!4

Glyde, Gerald P.
Assistant Professor of Econ mics
,and Research Associate

Ihstitute,for 'Research oh
HumawReaources.

Univcrsity Park, PA 16802

Hamill, Robert H.
Assistant Director
:Office of Career Planning
Placement and Cooperative Education
Capitol Campus
Middletown,,.PA 17057

Kaufman, Jacob
Director, Institute for ReSearch on
- Human Resources
University Park, PA 16802'



Maricle, Walter
Systems,Planning Specialist
315 Old Main
University Park, PA 16802

Martorana, Sebastian 1,7
PredesSorof Higher Education

and Research, Associate
Center forStudy of Higher
, Education.
University Park, PA 16802

Newton, Robert D.
Assistant Director
institutional Resear h
308 Old,Main
Pniversity Park, PA 16802

Perkins, Harold W.
Director
Berks Campus ,

R.D.,5, Tulpehocken Road
Reading, PA 1908

Richard, Harold G.
Senior University Planning Specialist
315 Old Main'

,University Park, PA 16802

Slick,,James
Manpower Information 5pecialist
Career Development and Placement Cen er
404A Bouche Building
University Park, PA 16802

Stinson, Richard F.
Professor
Department of Agricul u e
1 rmsby Building
Unive sity Park, PA 16802

Swans, Richard G.
Director
Career Development and Placement
404A- Bouche Building
University Park, PA 16802

Toombs, William
Center for the S udy of Higher
Education. .

University Park, 16802
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Other ilegesand Universities

Oeorge, Richard J.
Dean, Evening.CoLkege

Joseph's Gellege
54th and City Line Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 191_31

Dengler, Patricia
Career Services
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122

Harms, Lewis T.
Professor and,Chairman
Department of Economics
School of Business Administration
Temple University

,Philadelphia, PA 19122

Shrager; Samuel
Department of Economics

_Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122'

Weintraub, Andrew
Director
Center for Economic Education
Temple University
Philanelphia, PA 19122

Little, 'Catherine.

Career Counselor
Thiel College,
GreenVille, PA 16125

Barris Gertrude W.
CoOrdinator for Student Affairs
School of Medicine
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,- PA 15261

Palmer, Diane
Economie Analyst
Instructional Researth
University-of Pittsbutgh
3501 Cathedral of Learning
Piftsburgh, PA 15260



Corcoran, Joseph
Villanova University
Villanova, PA 19085

Scarbo-ough, David
Dean

, Washington and Jefferson College
r-Washington PA 15301

Community Colleg

Mahon, Jack
Assistant to the President-
Bucks County Community College
Newtown, PA 18940

Knoebel, Robert M.
Consultant .

Community College of Allegheny
3524 September Drive
Camp Hill4 PA 17011 ,

_aham, William P.
HarrisburgArea Commu ity College
3300 Cameron Street Read
Harrisburg.-PA 17110\

Hess, Gregory
Counselor
Harrisburg Area Community Colie
3300 Cameron Street Road
Harrisburg, PA 17110

.Klunk, Miehael
Harrisburg Area Community College
3300 Cameron Streer Road
Harrisburg, PA , 17110 1

Ritchey, George
Harrisburg Area Cpmmunity

Co. 3300 Cameron Street Road
Harrisburg, Plt. 17110

-MaSan, Major-
Assistant Director
_Voed Planning. Project
Community College of Allegheny Co.
610 SmithIield Street
Pirtsburgh, PA 15222

Hawk, Thomas R.
Assistant to Provost
Community College of Philadelphia
34 South llth Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

Tremblay Charles H.
Abting 1rector _,
Communit College of Philadelphia
34 South lith Street
Philadelptaiw PA -19107

Arena,-Paula
Counselor.
Harrisburg Area Community C011ege
3300 Cameron Street. Road
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Fahnestock, Charles
Coordinator of Vocational Education
Harrisburg Area Community 'college
3300 Cameron Street Road.
Harrisburg, PA 17110

Gardner, Jon Wm.
Counselor, Placement Center
Resource Center

Harrisburg Area Community College
3300 Cameron Street Road

College

,Elison, George W.
'Lehigh County community Col ege
2370 Main Street
Schnecksville, PA _18078

Becearis, joYin M.
Director, Research, Planning and

Development -

Luzerne COunty CoMMunity College
Prospect Street and Middle Road
Nanticoke, PA 18634

Love, Cynthia 1.L
Placement Coordinater
Montgomery County Community College
340 DeKalb Pike
B ue Bell, PA 19422'

.Ensminger-, Frank E.
Dean of Career Education
Northampton County Communi y Cone
3835 Green Pond Road
Bethlehem, PA 18017 ,

Bowes, Frank J.
Director of Placement
Williamsport Area Community College
1005 W. Third Street
Williamsport, PA 17701

McQuay,
Director of,Engineering

.

Williamsport Area Community College
1005 West Third Street
Williamsport, PA 17701



Junior Colle-e

Lynn
Director

:Career Resource Center
___Harcum Junior College
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010

State Colleges and Universit,I

Davies ToM
Director of Career Development
Bloomsburg State College

:Bloomsburg; PA 17815

Day, JoAnne
Assistant Director.Career Develqgment
Bloomsburg State College
Bloomsburd,..PA 17815

Nanng, Larry E.
Director
Institutional Research
Edinboro State College
Edinboro, PA ' 16412

Moss, Roy
Associate Director
Career Services
IndianaJlniversity of Pennsylvania
,302 Pratt Hall -
Indiana, PA 1570,1

Lynch, Robert D.
Director of Special Program.Dev.
Minority Affafrs and Special, Svcs.
J,ock Haven State College
.-Lock Haven, PA 17745

Kollar, Francis V.
Assistant Director
Career Planning and Placement
Mansfield State College
Mansfield, PA 16933

Bishop, Philip R.
Director
Teacher Education Placement
Millersville State College
Millersville, PA 17551

Ciavarella, Michael
Educational Development Center
,Shippensburg State College
Shippensburg PA 17257

Coates, Charles R.
Shippensburg State Colle e
Shippensburg, PA 17257

Nichols, Douglas
:Director of Pl7cement
Shippenshurg S te College
Snippensburg f& 17257

Blair, Walter R.
West Chester State College
West Chester; PA -19380

Area Vocational-Technical Schools

Shiffler, William 11:
Coordinator.
Altoona Area Voce ional-Technical

Schoal
1500 Fourth Avenue
Altoona, PA 16603

Smith,'Ronald
Berks County-AIMS.

Leeabort, PA 195-

Wronoski,-Walter J.
Bucks County Technical School
Wistar Road
Fairless'Hills, TA 19030

'Carson; Carl B., Jr.
Program Advisor ,

Central' Montgomery. County
Technical SChool

,NeW Hope Street and Plymouth Road
"Norristown, PA 19401'

Geringer, 'Fred
P1acement DirectOr
Columbia-Montour AVTS
R. D. 5
Bloomsburg, PA 17815

McCloskey, I.L.
Guidance Director
Columbia-Montour AVTS
R. D. r5

Bloomsburg, PA 17815

Bellini, Anthbny J.
,Principal
Connelley Skill-Learning Center
Pittsburgh Public Schools
1501 Bedford Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA- 15219



Kesrr, Frederick C.
Administrativa Assistant
Cumherfand-Perry Technical School
R.1). 4
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055

-Thomas, Don
Director
Curriculum Research and Development
Greater Johnstown AVTS
445 Schoolhouse Road
Johnstown, TA 15904

Weidman, Abe
Lancaster Conity AVTS
R. D. 2
Mt. Joy PA 17552

Bicksler., H.J.
Lebanon County AVTS
833 Metro Drive
Lebanono PA 17042

'Horat, Earl L.
Sdpervisordf Vocational Education
Lebanon County AVTS

.833 Metro Drive
Lebanon, PA -17042

BYrna, John
Iprth Montgomery County AVTS
Sumneytown Pike
Lansdale, PA' 19446

Matters, Charles N. ,

Director
Reading-Muhlenberg AVTS
Box 3068 .

Readihg, PA 19604

Zeiss, Albert
Adult Coordinator
Vocational Director-
Schuylkill County AVTS .

420:North Centre. Street
Pottsville,-P.A. 17901

Public Secondar_i_haaL

Gower, Joseph W.
South Mountain Junior High SChool
Allentown City Schools
Emaus Avenue.and South ChUrch Street
Allentown, PA, 18102

Rose, Richard.
Career Counselor
Conestoga High School
Berwyn, PA 19312

Saddic, Theodorc
Cooperative Education Coord
Conestoga High Schaol
Berwyn, PA 19312

Cobh, Carl J.
,

Cooperative Education Coordinator
Eastern Lancaster County School District
Route'73 and Tower Road
New Holland, PA 17557

Beck, Bernard
Eastern Lebanon School District
R. D. 2

MyerStown, PA 17967

Duncan, Ray
Eastern Lebanon School District
R. D. 2
Myerstown, PA 17067

Nice, Vera
Nomburg.ALe. Schools
Hamburg, PA 19526

Baton, Barbara E.
Directdr of Guidance
Harriaburg School Disttict
1201 North 6th Street
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Aston, Claire
Director of PuOil S'Wr.v.I$es
Harrisburg School District
1201 North 6th 'Street
liarrisburg, PA 17105

Peterso_William
Lake Le.hman School Distric,t
Lehman, PA 18627

Swope, Dorothy
Counselor
'Adult Enrichment Center
Lancaster School District-
gnn.and Juniata Streets r

Lancaster, -PA -17604,



Retort, Edmund
Assistent,Principal
Mohawk Area Schools
.Bessemer, PA 16112

Fullem, Bonny
Norristown Area School D str ct
1900 Eagle Drive
Norristown, PA

Cranmer, Gary E.
Guidance Counselor
.Northeast Bradford High School
R. D..1
_Rome, PA 18837

Rapchineki, Thomet.
Reading School District
8th and'Weshington Streets
Reading, PA 19601

Downes, Charles E.
Cooperative Educe ion Supervisor
Ridley School Distric
Morton Avenue
Folsom,: PA 19033 .

Whitby, John.N.
Director, Senior High Guidance
Ridley School District
Morten Avenue
ForsOM-, PA 19033-

Ortman, Hen K.
Director of Guidance
Rockwood High School
Rockwood,PA 15557

Ldtz, Barrett
Counselor
State College High Scho61
State College, PA 16801

Nonpublic Elementar- Seconder: Schools

Francis, Charles
Milton Hershey School
Hershey, PA 17033

Seese, BrYan
Milton Hershey/School
Hershey, PA 17033

Private Trade Schools

Bauer, George E.
Placement Director
Penn-Technical institute
110 Ninth Street
Pittsburgh, PA, 15222

Bardo, L. Jean
Professional Drivers Academy
Box 475
Milton, PA 17847

Grazan, Joseph P.
President.

Ra-O-Nision Broadcast
. Telecast justitute
327 North Hanover Street
Elizabethtown, PA 17022

Grazan, Kathryn L.
-Ra-O-Vision Broadcast

Telecest institute
Elizabethtown, PA 17022

Intermediate Units

Barrett, Stephen
NorthweSt Tri County

Intermediate Unit 5
252 Waterford:Street
-Edinboro, PA 16412

Royce, Sherry
Director Of Adult Education-

.

Lancaster-Lebanon Intermediate
Unit 13

1110 Enterprise Road
East Petersburg, PA 11520

Purtle Ronald.
VEMIS
intermediate Uni_ 13
400 North Second Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Noll, Craig
PENNscripts
intermediate Unit 15
5301 Jonestown Road
Harrisburg, PA 17109



Felt, Robert
Special Programs Director-
,Central aisquehanna Intermedia e

Unit 16
Box 213
Lewisburg, PA 17837

Sipes, Barry G.
Youth Employment Program Directo
Chester County Intermediate Unit.
1530 East Lincoln Highway
Coatesville, PA 19320

Commonwedith Emp.1.2y.ez

De artment of Labor andItAIALrE

Baldwin, Yaul H.
Occupational EmployMent

Statistics Program
Bureau of Employment SecUrity
Labdr and indust'y Bldg., ,

Harrisburg, PA 17121

Clark, John M.
Executive Director
Bureau of Employme t Secur
Labor and Industry ldg.
Harrisburg PA 1714._

Cook, Philip
Bureau of Employment Secu
227 West'Otterman Street
Greensburg, eA 15601

Eslielman, Stanley
Employment Service
Bureau of Employment Security
801 Arch Street
Philadelphia,-PA 19107

Feeney, John,V.
Director

Job Market Research Center
24 Bureau of Employment Security

Labor and Industry Bldg.
_Harrisburg, TA 17121 .

Dennis Raymond
Employment Services
Bureau of Employment Service

, Labor/and Industry Bldg.
'Harrisburg, PA 17121

Elliott, Catherine P.
Staff Assistant to Executive
Director

Bureau:of Employment Security
Labor and.Industry.\Bldg.
Harrisburg,. PA 17121

Erhard, Patricia D. ,
-Employment Service
Bureau of Employment Secuiity
Labor And IndustrY, Bldg. \\N

Harrdsburg, PA 17121

Finegan, Edward J.
District-Executive Director

.Employment Service
8ureau of Employment Security
Labor and Industry Bldg..
Harrisburg, PA' 17121

Frank, Alvan. F.
Program Staff-Assistant
Bureau of Employment Security
LabOr and Industry Bldg.
Harriaburg, PA 17121

Cbur, Michael
Employment Service
Bureau of Emp1oyment Securi y
140 N. Duke S'treet
Box 1963
York, PA 17405

GOhn Lerby W.
District Manager
Employment Service
-Bureau of Employment Security
140 N. Duke Street
Box 1963
York, PA 17405

Goss, Robert E.
Program Assistant for Veterans

Office
Bureau of EmPloyment Security
Labor and /ndustry Bldg.
'Harrisburg, PA 17121

-,Heilman, Robert A.
Chief, Human Resources,Development
Labor and Industry Bldg.
HarriSburg, PA 1.7121,



Lehman, Curtis
Employment Service
Bureau of Employment Secur
Labor and Industry Bldg.
HarrisbUtg, P'k 17121

Little, Laurie K.
Labor Market Information,

Research & Statistics
Bureau of Employment Securi y
Labor and Industry Bldg,
Harriaburg, PA 17121

a agna, Rudy
Sta Assistant for Public
Rel Aons

Bureau f Employment Security
Labor & dustry'BIds.
Harriaburg PA 17121

Mangan, Arthu R.

Director of Re archand Statistics
Bureau of Employ nt Security
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17 1

Matoney, John E.
Director
Apprenticeship and Traini_ g Council
Lebbr and industry .!ldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121

McNamara, Thomas A..
District Manager
Employment Service
13th and Gordon Street
Allentown, PA 18102

Meck, Kermit R.
"Octupational Employment

Statistics Program
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121

Metzger, Kathleen E.
Employment Service
BureaU of Employment Security
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121
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Norton, lucy O.
Staff-Assistant' for
Equal EMployment Opportunity

Buteau of Employment Security
Labor and Industry Bldg.,
Harrisburg, PA 17121

O'Neill, John W.
Deputy Director
Placement and Support Services
Bureau of Employment Security
Labor and Industry Bldg,
Harrisburg,PA 17121

Page, William Clyde'
BUreau of Public Relations
Bureau of Employment Secur ty
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121

Pass, Wendell K.
Assietant Director
Job Market Research Center
Bureau of Employment Security
Labor And industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121

Butt John M.
Testing Services
Employment Service Division
Bureau of EmployMent'Security
Labbr and Industry Bldg.
HarrisbUrg, PA '17121

Schwartz, Arthur H.
Chief, Employer Services
Bureau of Employment Seturity
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121

.Sekoch, John

Employer Relations
BureaU of'Employment Security
Labor and Industry Bldg,
Harrisburg, PA 17121

Smith, Aland D.
Labor Market Information.

Research and Statistics'
Bureau of Employment Securi
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg PA 17121



Stampahar,.Robert
-Employment SKvice
Bureau of Empl)pyment Security
State Office, Bldg.
300 Liberty Avenue
PittsbUrgh, PA 15222

Smith, J. Paul
Secretary of,Labor and indu- ry
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121

StOne, Jerry
EmploymUnt Service
Bureau of EMployment Security
Laborand Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA- 17121

-Torquato, Ray A.'
Director, Management Systems Div.
Bureau of Employment Security
Labor and industry Bl
-/
arrisburg, PA 17121

Wagner, Edward J.
C ordinator SMSC-ESAdminis ration
La or and Industry Bldg.
Ha.-isbutg,,PA 17121

Wittre, James-D.
Executivo Secretary
State Manpower Services! Counc 1
Bureau of Employment SeCurity
Labor and Industry Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17121

_c2hensive En_Iplarnenta.nin
Ad Ministration Personnel

Cifelli, George A.
Assistant,Director CETA
J.F. Kennedy Center
734 Schuylkill Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19146

Hermani Ruth 1;
CETA Manpower Coordinator
535 Chestnut Street
Sunbury, 'PA 17801

Hooks, Doris H.
Administrative Assistant
Armstrong Co. Manpower
901 Orr Avenue
Kittanning, PA 16201

Simentky, Robert C.
Director of Manpower Programs
Armstrong County Manpower
901 Orr AVenue,
Kittanning;,pA 16201

Muri, William F., Jr\
Director
Employment and Training\
Adminietration

CETA
13th Avenue and 12th Street
Altoona, PA .

Boling, James L.
Chester Co. Manpower Pr grams
Ft,M Building

West Chester, PA 19380

McN4ra, Gordon
Cheste'r Co. Manpower Programs
F&M Building

.

West Chester, PA 19380

Stewart ,\ Robert
.

Chester Co. kanpo -er Programs
F&4 Building

Chester, PA 19380

Whiffen, Marjorie
Manpower Coordinato
Office of Manpower Piograms
BUks ColAnty AdminiAt ation Bld
Doylestown, PA 18901_

De artment of Communit Affairs

Binkley,,David W.
Research Analyst
Pennsylvania Depar -ent of

Community Affairs
P.O. Box 155
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Yoder, Marion D.
Research Analyst
Pennsylvania Department of

Community Affairs
P.O. Box 155
Harrisburg, PA 17120,



DevrOMent of Education

Ballendorf, Dirk
Director, Bureau of Planning
Office:of Higher Education
Box 911
SarriSburg, PA 17126

Brehman, George E.,
Division of Research.

, Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Burchfiq1d,'Robert
Gonsultant for Work Study,
Exemplary Programs

and Cooperative Education
Box 911
Harrisburg PA 17126

Cho, Seon HDireetor,
Bureau of InformatiOn Systems
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Curtis, Carroll A.
'Research Coordinating Unit
. Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Dittenhafer, Clarence,A.
Research Coordinating Unit
Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911
Harriaburg, PA 1:7126

Donny, William F.
'Division of Research
Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA '17126

Durkee, Fran M.

Division of i,esearch
.Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911-
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Franchak, Stephen J.
Research Coordinating Unit
\Bureau of Informaeion Systems
Bp:0911'
Harri$burg, PA 17126

Hayes, Robert B.
Director of Research
Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Gilmore, Charles
Coordinator for Two-Year Institutions
Office of Higher Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Hendershot, Jlobert.N.
'Executive Deputy Secretary
Eox 911=

. Harrisburg, PA 17126

Hensler, Elmer
Division of Pupil Personnel Servieel
Bureau -of Instructional 'Support Services.
Box 911
.Harrisburg, PA 17126

' Kern, E. Jet-dole

Division of Four-Year Programs
Office of Higher Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

5

Lewis, James P.
Research Coordinating Unit
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Marcus, Samuel

\
Division of Four Year Programs

\ ,

ffice of Higher Edudation
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 171 6

Martinko, Agnes
Division of Research
Bureau\of Information Sytems
Box 911\
Harrisburg PA 17126

McHenry, LoWrey
AdministratiVe and Planning DiV sion
Bureau of Vocational Education
Box 911

\Harrisburg, PA \17126



geerbach, John
Career Education Project

Coordinator
Bureau of Instructional Support
Services

Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Mulvihill, Philip
Assiatant'Director

_Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Podvia, Wayne
Itetraining Section, CETA
Divisidn of Adult Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Set-lanes, Paul

-Assistant Director
.Bureau of Vocational Education
Box 911.
Harrisburg, PA 17126

'Selden, William
Program Specialist, Business

Education
Bureau of_Vocational Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Senier, John K.
Research Coordinating Unit
Bureau.of information Systems
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Sheppard, Robert
Division of Two-Year Programs
Office of Higher Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA .17126'

:Spang,-Jamea
Bureau of Planning
Office of Higher Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Sworen, Stephen
Chief, Administrative and Planning
Division

Bureau of Vocational Education,
Box 911
Harrisburg PA 17126

Witt, Frances
Special Assistant to the

Secretary
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Zawadski Alfonso
Division of Research
Bureau of Information Systems
Box 911
Harrisbur A 17126

GoVernar's Office

Deloe, R. Thomas
Special Grant Coordtaator
Governor's OffiCe
925 Health and Welfare Bldg.'
,Harrisburg, PA 17120

Fichtner, Fritz
Office of State

Development
Box°1323
Harrisburg, PA

Planning and

17120

Fields,- Violet W. .

Manpower Coordination
925 Helath & Welfare Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Fry, Gary
Office of State lanning and
Development

Box 1323'
.Harrisburg, PA 17120

Gnech, Cynthia K.
Manpower Coordination
925 Health & Welfare Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Greecher, Stephen M.,
Systems Analyst
Office of The Budget:-
628 Main Capitol
Harrisburg, PA .17120.



Haller, Marcia H.
Manpower Cooraination
925 Health & WelfareBldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Harley, Daniel P.
Director of Affir ative Action
Office of Administration
1011 Health & Welfare Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Other State Personnel

Klein, Jerry
Office of State Planning

and Development
Box 1323

-Harrisburg, PA 171 0

Nelson, James L.
_Manpower Coordination
925 Health & Welfare Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Piccirillo, Joette
Manpower Coordination
925 Health & Welfare Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Ramierz Raymond C., Jr.
Contract Officer
925 Health & Welfare Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120 ,

Sato, Nathalie
Office of State Planning

and Development
Box 1323
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Shepherd, Joel
Program Planning

and,Evaluation
Office of The Budget
624 Main Capitol
Harrisburg,-PA 17120

Walter, John D.
-Special Assistant for Manpower
308 'Main Capitol
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Department of Health
.

Mechensky, Deanna,
Director
Division of Manpower Devblopment
BoX -90

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Swanson, John A.
Division of Manpower Development
Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17120

De artment of Justice

Schooley, Twyla
Muncy Correctional Institution
Muncy, PA 17756

Sta Board Education

Benovitz, Madge K.
8840 Nandy Drive
Kingston, PA 18704

Christman, Paul S.
Box 149
Schuylkill Haven, PA 17972

Dams, Keith
Director

Free Library of Philadelphia
Logan Square
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Evans Russell
Executive Secretary
State Board of Educatlon
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126

Freedman, Jane
1014 West Hortter Street
Philadelphia, PA 19119

Hershey, John 0.
-Tresident
'Milton Hershey School
Hershey, PA 17033



Rose, Gail L.
Supervisor of Personnel Relations
Armco Steel Corporation
Butler, PA 16001

Wise, Robert
41.1est Fourth Street
Williamsport; TA 17701

Mitchell, Charles
Intern'

, Room 216, Executive House

State Advisory Council.for
Vocational Education

Heltman, Robert
Manager of- Professional

Relations
Human Resource Center for
Planning and Training

General Electric Corporation
2901 East Lake Road
Erie, PA 16531

Out_of State

Buchanan, A. Cameron
National Institute Of Education
12.00---19th Street, NW

Department of Health, Education
and Welfare

Washington, DC 20208

Clark, Earl E.
Vocational Education
Baltimere City Public Schools'
2300,N. Calvert Street
Baltimore, MD 21218

Benjamin Arthur
Maryland Department of State Planning
301 'West Preston Street
BaltiMore, MD 21201

Kelley, Lynn.
Assistant Professor of Administration

and Higher Education
Michigan'State-University
516 Erickson Hall
E. Lansing, MI 48824

fi

Oster, Fred
Senior Graduate Assistant
Education-Employment Project
Michigan State University,
51.6 Erickson Hall
E. Lansing; MI 48824

Noblitt, Gerald L.
The Ohio State University
990 Greenridge Road
Worthington, Ohio .43085

Lee, Tad
University of Korea
Seoul, Korea

Moore, Whitney
Director of Research
Time Share Corporation
'3 Lebanon Street
Hanover, NH 03755

U.S. De artrient _f Labor

Ciano,.Alfred
Chief of Data Systems and Analysis
Employment and Training Administrat on
Region III
Box 13309
Philadelphia, PA 19104,

Flanders, Russell
Bureau of Labor S atistics
Room 293 GAO Bldg.
441 G Street
Washington, DC 20212

Klein, James
Chief

DivisiOn of Automatic Metching Systems
U.S. Employment and Training Svcs.
Patrick Henry Bldg.
Washington,-DC 20210

Levine, Myron
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Box 13309
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Margulis, Alvin I.
Regional Commissioner of Labor

Statistics
Box 13309
Philadelphia, PA 191_4



Nigroni, Donald
Economist c'

'Bureau of Labor Statistics
Box 13309
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Paisner, Alan M.
Regional Economist
'Bureau of Labor Statis--
Box 13309
Philadelphia, PA 19104

,Rosenthal, Neal
Bureau of Labor Statistics

, GAO Building, Room 2916 E
441 G Street, NW-

-Washington, DC 20212

Shiskin, Julius
Commissioner of Labor Statistics
GAO Building
441 C Street, NW
Washington DC 20212

Toland, PacriCia A.
Social Science Research Analyb
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Box 13309
Philadelphia, PA 19104

(S eakers Discussants,: etc.

Boyer, Harry
President
Pennsylvania AFL-CIO
101T1 ne Street
Jiarriaburg, PA 1710,1

Cangialosi, Joseph S.
Senior Program Analyst
National Science Foundation
Room W224
1800:G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20550

Gillis, Charles
AssiStant Executive Director
Stdte Chamber of Commerce
222 N. 2nd Street

- Harrisburg, PA 17101

1

Kessler, Jean
Administration Coordinator
College Placement.Councii, Inc.
36E Elizabeth Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018

Kuhns, Eileen
Project Director
Pennsylvania Association of Colleges

and Universities
800 North Third Street
Harrisburg, PA 17102'

Martel, Leon
Deputy to Director
Hudson Institute
Croton-on-Hudson NY 10520

engoff, William
Project Director
National Academy of Science
2101, Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20418

O'Connell, John J.
Vice-President for Industrial Relations
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Bethlehem' PA 18016

Seeman, Samuel. W.
Chairperson
philadelphia Employer Advisory Council
Penn Central Transportation Co.
SI.x Penn Central Plaza, Room 1238 '
Philadelphia,,PA. 19104.

Sherman, Susan
Research Ass6ciate
National Academy of Science
2101 Consfitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20418

Wool,Jiarold
Associate Director

of the Research Center
National_Planning Association
1666 ConniCticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 2.0009



Others

,Battaglia, Frank
George Wolf School
81st &*Lyons Avenue
Philadelphia,: PA 19153

Render, Ronald
George Wolf School
81St & Lyons Avenue
Philadelphia,, PA 49153

Oxley,',James R.
Adult Program Coordinator.
Dauphin Co. Volunteers in Pobatlon
igs State Street
Harrisburg,:PA 17101

Spalding, Steven A.
Philadelphia City Planning

Commission -

14th dloor,Zity Hall Annex
Juniper and Filbert Streets
-Philadelphia, PA 10107

Whiting, Dale
'Pennsylvania School Boards Assoc.
412 North Second Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101:-
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